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Abstract
Categorical perception (CP) of colour is demonstrated by faster or more accurate 
discrimination of colours that cross a category boundary, compared to equivalently 
spaced colours from the same colour category. Despite a plethora of behavioural 
research exploring the origin and nature of colour CP, the processes involved in the 
effect ar e still unresolved. This thesis investigates the time course and underlying 
mechanisms of coloui* CP by using the Event-Related Potential (ERP) technique.
This is a relatively novel approach that involves the measurement of stimulus evoked 
brain potentials at the scalp. ERPs were recorded diuing four studies that used 
variations of a visual oddball task, where a standard colour stimulus was shown 
frequently, interspersed by less fr equent presentations of ‘deviant’ colours from the 
same or different category to the standard. Analysis of adult ERP wavefonns in 
Study 1 established that category effects occui- from as early as 90 ms post-stimulus 
onset. This finding provides the first clear evidence of an early perceptual basis for 
colour CP. Additionally, differences in later ERP components also implicate post- 
perceptual, cognitive mechanisms such as memory and language. Study 2 explored 
early perceptual stages of processing in more detail, revealing that early category 
effects ai e rapid, automatic and pre-attentive. The time couise and neural maikers of 
infant colour CP were investigated in Study 3. This study provides the first 
electi'ophysiological evidence of pre-linguistic colom* category effects, demonstrating 
tliat processes of attention, recognition memoiy and novelty detection are involved in 
infant colour' CP. Finally, Study 4 explored the relative contributions of perceptual 
and post-perceptual processes to acquired adult colour CP following category 
training. Learning of two new categories led to enhanced discrimination of coloui s 
ai'ound the learned category boundary, with this effect only revealing itself in later, 
cognitive ERP components. This suggests that category tiaining does not affect early 
perceptual responses, but rather that mechanisms such as memory and language 
govern acquired colour CP. This thesis demonstrates that categorical information is 
detected rapidly by the human brain. Additionally, the finding of category effects in 
infant ERP components offers new evidence of how the infant brain categorises in 
the absence of language. Finally, the novel finding that lear*nt categor-y effects reveal 
themselves in later ERP components emphasises the importance of cognitive 
strategies in forming categories.
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Chapter 1: 
Introduction
1.1. Overview
The colour spectrum is a physical continuum of light that changes in wavelength. 
However, this continuum can be segmented into distinct bands or categories. The 
categories that make up the colour" spectrum ar e marked by our language in the tenns 
that we use for colour. The English language names these categories with terms such 
as red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple, etc., but other languages divide colour 
space differently, using different numbers of colour terms (e.g., MacLaury, Paramei 
& Dedrick, 2008). As well as colour categories in language, colour categories are 
also evident in the way that we respond to colour". There appear to be qualitative 
differences between colom categories, which are coupled with a heightened 
discrirninability around category boimdaries that affects our perceptual and cognitive 
judgements about colom". For example, it is easier to distinguish between two colours 
that are from different categories than two coloms that ar e from the same category, 
even when chromatic separations are equivalent (Bor*nstein & Korda, 1984). This 
effect is known as ‘categorical perception’ (Har"nad, 1987). Although categorical 
perception (hereafter referred to as CP) is a well documented phenomenon, it is 
unclear how we are able to segment continuous streams of sensory input, such as the 
colom spectrum, into distinct and meaningful categories. It is also unclear what the 
relationship between colour perception and colom" language is. Does our language 
for colour influence our categorical perception of colour, or does the way we see 
colour shape om colom language? Or do these two processes interact?
The centr al aim of this thesis is to establish the underlying mechanisms of colour CP. 
The studies in this thesis talce an approach that is relatively novel in the field of 
colom CP research, namely the Event-Related Potential (ERP) technique, to 
investigate the time course and ‘neural markers’ of colom CP. An ERP is the voltage 
change, measmed from electrodes on the scalp, which occurs dm"ing a defined time 
range or ‘epoch’, corresponding to the occmxence of an event such as the
presentation of a visual or auditory stimulus. The use of this teclmique provides 
infomiation on the time course of colour CP and the mechanisms underlying the 
effect.
This first chapter provides an overview of the theoretical background and relevant 
research as well as explaining and defining the terms, techniques and systems that 
are discussed throughout.
1.2. Categorical Perception
Coloiu CP is characterised by faster and / or more accurate discrimination of coloius 
that cross a category boundaiy (between-category stimuli) than colours jfrom the 
same category (within-category stimuli), even when stimulus separation sizes for 
within- and between-category stimuli are equated (Hamad, 1987). For example. 
Figure 1.1 shows a representation of the stimuli used in an experimental design that 
is typical of studies of coloiu CP. The thiee stimuli in the stimulus triad aie separated 
by equal perceptual distances in colour space. Two stimuli (B1 and B2) are from the 
same colom* category and the third stimulus (Gl) belongs to an adjacent colour 
category.
BLUE GREEN
0 18 2
Figure 1.1. The classic CP design. B l, B2 and Gl represent coloured stimuli, arrows 
represent stimulus separations and the dashed line represents the category boimdary.
A typical CP experiment would involve a task where discrimination of the two pairs 
of adjacent colours is required. The speed and / or accuracy of discriminations 
between Bl and B2 (within-category stimuli) and B2 and Gl (between-category 
stimuli) can then be compared. CP is shown when more accurate and / or faster 
discrimination occurs for pair B2-G1 than pair B1-B2.
CP has been shown for a range of visual domains and stimuli, such as colour (e.g., 
Bomstein & Korda, 1984; Kay & Kempton, 1984; Pilling, Wiggett, Ozgen & Davies, 
2003; Roberson, Pak & Hanley, 2008), perception of familiar objects (Newell & 
Bülthoff, 2002), line length (Tajfel & Wilkes, 1963) and cuiwed lines (Foster & 
Savage, 2002), and in various aspects of face perception (e.g., Campanella, 
Chrysochoos & Bmyer, 2001; Etcoff & Magee, 1992; Kikutani, Roberson & Hanley, 
2008; Levin & Angelone, 2002; Rossignol, Anselme, Veimeulen, Philippot & 
Campanella, 2007; Rossion, Schilitz, Laurence, Pirenne & Grommelinck, 2001). It 
has also been demonstrated in a range of studies of auditory perception such as 
speech perception (e.g., Joanisse, Zevin & McCandliss, 2007; Liberman, Hanis, 
Hoffman & Griffith, 1957; Pisoni & Tash, 1974), perception of non speech sounds, 
(e.g.. Cutting & Rosner, 1974; Pastore, Li & Layer, 1990), perception of phonemes 
(Biunliam, Eamshaw & Clark, 1991; Liberman et al., 1957; Minagawa-Kawai, Mori 
& Sato, 2005), music perception (Schulze, 1989; Siegal & Siegal, 1977; Ten Hoopen 
et al., 2006) and expression of vocal emotion (Petii, 2005).
Colour CP has been demonstrated using a range of different tasks. For example, 
‘tiiads’ tasks involve similaiity judgements about colour triads where two stimuli are 
from the same colour category and one is fr om an adjacent colom* category. 
Participants are required to identify the stimulus that they think is the most different. 
Studies using this task have demonstrated that the stimulus that belongs to a different 
colour category than the other two stimuli is most commonly identified as the odd- 
one-out, providing evidence of categorical responding (e.g., Davies & Corbett, 1997; 
Kay & Kempton, 1984; Laws, Davies & Andrews, 1995; Roberson, Davidoff & 
Braisby, 1999).
Same-different judgement tasks have also been used in studies of colom* CP (e.g., 
Bomstein & Korda, 1984; Boynton, Fargo, Olson & Smallman, 1989). On same-
different tasks a target stimulus is shown for a short period of time before being 
removed. A short inteiwal then precedes the presentation of a test stimulus, after 
which participants are asked to judge whether the test stimulus was the same as or 
different from the taiget stimulus. A same-different judgement task was used by 
Bomstein and Korda (1984), who tested for CP witliin the blue-green region of 
colour space. Pairs of stimuli were either within-category, both belonging to the 
same colom* category (B1-B2) or between-category, crossing the blue-green category 
boundaiy (B2-G1; see Figme 1.1 for an example of such pairs). The perceptual 
distances between within- and between-category pairs were equated but despite this 
equal separation, between-category pairs were identified as different faster than 
within-category pairs. This study provides evidence of colom CP on a same-different j
task where reaction time is used as the measme of performance, but colour CP is also |
found when perfoimance on a same-different task is judged on accuracy. Boynton :
and colleagues (1989) employed a similar task that used accuracy as an additional 
measure of perfoimance, and found that when the categorical difference between two '
coloms was gieater, fewer errors were made.
Recognition memory tasks such as two-altemative forced-choice (2-AFC, also 
refeixed to as X-AB) discrimination tasks are another commonly used technique for 
investigating colom* CP. Here, a target stimulus is shown for a limited time before 
being removed. After a short interval, two test stimuli are presented, one of which is 
identical to the target stimulus and one of which is different (the foil). Participants 
are asked to identify the tai*get firom the pair of test stimuli, which are either fiom the 
same colom category (within-category stimuli) or fiom adjacent colom categories 
(between-category-stimuli). Studies using the 2-AFC technique have provided 
ftu*ther evidence for colom CP, as performance is fomid to be worse when the foil is 
fiom the same categoi*y as the target (e.g., Goldstein, Davidoff & Roberson, 2009;
Pilling et ah, 2003; Roberson & Davidoff, 2000; Roberson et al., 1999; Roberson,
Davies & Davidoff, 2000; Uchikawa & Shinoda, 1996).
Further evidence of colom CP comes from various visual search, or target detection 
tasks (Daoutis, Franldin, Riddett, Clifford & Davies, 2006a; Daoutis, Pilling &
Davies, 2006b; Drivonikou et al., 2007; Franklin, Pilling & Davies, 2005b; Roberson 
et al., 2008; Yokoi & Uchikawa, 2005). Such tasks involve the identification of a
target stimulus in amongst an anay of distractor stimuli, where the relationship 
between target and distractors is either within-category or between-category. More 
simple versions of this task ar e also employed, where a target appears on a uniform 
background of a differing colour. Faster and / or more accinate identification of 
between-category targets signals colour CP.
1.3. Accounts of colour CP
The term ‘categorical perception' implies some kind of perceptual involvement and 
some have argued that colour category effects could be due to greater perceptual 
discriminability aroimd category boundaries than within categories (e.g., Hamad, 
1987). This ‘warping' of colour space at the boundaries between categories could be 
imiate or pre-linguistic (e.g., Bomstein, Kessen & Weiskopf, 1976; Franldin & 
Davies, 2004). Alternatively, colour CP could be learned under the influence of 
language — this theory is influenced by Whorf s (1956) ‘Linguistic Relativity' 
hypothesis, which states that language influences thought (e.g., Davies & Corbett, 
1997; Roberson, Davidoff, Davies & Shapiro, 2004). Another possibility is that 
colour CP could be due to the direct or ‘on-line' use of language during task 
execution, where some form of linguistic representation could contribute to 
discrimination decisions (e.g., Kay & Kempton, 1984; Roberson & Davidoff, 2000). 
This could be done explicitly using category labels, or the language influence could 
be implicit, perhaps involving a category code at the semantic level (Bomstein & 
Korda, 1984), or even some pre-phonological representation such as the ‘lemma', 
which is the abstract foiin of a word that arises after the mental selection of the word 
but before information about the sounds in that word have been accessed 
(Caramazza, 1997).
These issues about the nature of colour CP relate to a wider debate about the origin 
and nature of colour categories in both thought and language. The origin and natiue 
of colour categories has long been debated by researchers fi'om a range of disciplines 
such as psychology, linguistics, cognitive science, anthropology and philosophy. A 
key point of contention is whether there are universal constraints on where in the 
colour spectinm categories fonn, or whether the way in which the colom* spectrum is 
divided up into categories is arbitrary (e.g., Berlin & Kay, 1969; Kay, 2005;
Roberson et al., 2000). There is variation in how the world’s languages segment 
colour space and this may suggest that the formation of coloin categories is arbitrary 
and that no miiversal perceptual categories exist. For example, there is evidence that 
the location of colour category boundaries and the number of basic colour terms^ 
differs across languages (e.g., MacLaury et al., 2008). However, Berlin and Kay’s 
(1969) classic work looking at colour terms in various languages provided evidence 
to suggest that languages evolve colour terms in a universal order and suggested that 
universal perceptual colour categories imderpin this. Rosch (1973) also provided 
cross-cultural data to support the notion that, despite variation in colour language, 
there are universal colour categories, which she suggested could be derived from a 
universal perceptual physiology (e.g., De Valois & Jacobs, 1968; Kay & McDaniel, 
1978; for an overview of the physiological basis of colour' vision see Appendix A.) 
These ideas have since been challenged (e.g., Roberson et al., 2000) and substantially 
refined. However, recent investigation of over one-hundred of the world’s unwritten 
languages has provided evidence to suggest that the colour naming systems of 
different languages share some commonality, with statistical tendencies for colour 
categories to foi-m at certain points in colour space (Kay & Regier, 2003; Regier,
Kay & Cook, 2005; Regier, Kay & Khetarpal, 2007), although some still argue that 
colour categories ar e arbitr ar y (e.g., Roberson et al., 2000). The natiu e of colour CP 
relates to this wider debate about the origin of colour categories, as if it were shown 
that CP is a purely linguistic effect then this would suggest that perceptual colour 
categories do not exist independently of language, supporting the hypothesis that 
coloiu" categories in language ar e ar bitrary. However, if it were shown that colour* CP 
was a perceptual and non-linguistic effect, this would support the hypothesis that 
there are perceptual constraints on how colour categories fonn.
' Basic colour tenus are those that occur most frequently, are most salient and have widespread 
consensus about their meaning (Davies, 1998). Berlin and Kay (1969) define basic colom* terms as 
having four specific characteristics: monolexemity (havhig a meaning that is not predictable fr om die 
meanings of tiieh parts), signification (having a meaning Üiat is not covered by any other term in a 
given language), application (being applicable to any type of object) and psychological salience 
(having importance to all speakers of a given language).
The debate over perceptual versus linguistic accounts of colour CP is luiresolved 
because perfoiinance on many of the tasks used to investigate colour CP could be 
influenced by perceptual processes, or by linguistic processes, or by both. For 
example, on a ‘triads task’ (as outlined previously), a stimulus may be selected as the 
odd-one-out either on the basis of a perceptual difference, because it looks more 
different to the other two stimuli in the triad, or on the basis of a nominal difference, 
because the linguistic name for that stimulus is different from that of the other two 
stimuli. To determine whether linguistic or perceptual mechanisms underpin colour 
CP, or whether both play a role in the effect, tasks using behavioiual measures must 
incorporate manipulations that differentially affect linguistic and perceptual 
processes. A number of studies have attempted to do this to clarify the origin and 
natm e of colour CP. !I
1.3.1. Cross-cultural studies
A range of cross-cultural studies have implicated the role of language in colour CP
(e.g., Daoutis et al., 2006a; Kay & Kempton, 1984; Roberson et al., 2000; Winawer i
et al., 2007). It is widely acknowledged that languages differ in the way they segment
colour space (e.g., Berlin & Kay, 1969). For example, English has eleven basic
colour tenus but the Himba, who are a Namibian people, speak a language that has
five basic colour teims and lacks separate terms for blue, purple and green. Studies
have demonstrated Üiat where there are differences in coloui- language, differences in
CP can also be found. For example, Kay and Kempton (1984) investigated similarity
judgements on a ‘tiiads’ task comparing English spealcers and Taialnunaia spealcers,
who speak a Mexican language that does not distinguish between blue and green.
Kay and Kempton found CP across the blue-green boundar y for English speakers, 
but not for the Taraliumara. Additionally, Roberson et al. (2000) used a range of 
colour naming, recognition memory and paired associate learning tasks to compare 
English speakers to speakers of Berinmo — a language that has only five basic 
colour terms. Category effects were formd for both populations, but only across 
colour bomidaries that were marked by the participants’ language. M ^ y  other 
examples of apparently language dependent colour CP have also been provided fr om 
studies that have taken this cross-cultural approach. These studies implicate language 
in colour CP, but how language is contributing to the effect is unclear, as the
approach is unable to distinguish between linguistic effects due to on-line verbal 
labelling and linguistic effects due to perceptual change occuiTing on the task. It is 
possible that there is an innate predisposition for category boundaries at certain 
points in the colour space but that language learning modifies the location and extent 
of CP, reflecting perceptual change.
7.5.Z Verbal interference
Another approach employed to estabhsh the contribution of language to colour CP 
has been to use verbal interference during colour judgement tasks (e.g., Liu, Chen, 
Wang, Zhou & Sun, 2008; Pilling et al., 2003; Roberson & Davidoff, 2000; Winawer 
et al., 2007). These studies explore whether colour CP disappears when the use of a 
verbal labelling strategy is prevented by the addition of verbal interference. This is 
done by engaging participants in a linguistic task during the inter-trial-interval (ITI), 
which is intended to inliibit verbal encoding of the colour ed test stimuli. Such studies 
have provided support for the role of language in colour CP. For example, Roberson 
and Davidoff (2000) employed verbal interference in a study using a successive 2- 
AFC task. A target stimulus was shown and following a five second ISI, two choices 
were presented, one identical to the target and one different (foil). The categorical 
relationship between targets and foils was either within-category or between- 
category but target and foil separation sizes were equated for both conditions. During 
the ISI, there was either: verbal interference (reading aloud a list of non-basic colour* 
words), visual interference (tracking a line through a multicolour ed dot patter*n) or no 
interference (a blanlc screen), which each occurred in different exper*imental blocks. 
CP was found for conditions where there was no interference or visual interference 
during the ISI but when there was verbal interference, target identification for 
between- and witlrin-category conditions was equivalent. It was concluded that the 
between-category advantage in colour* CP relies on some kind of verbal coding.
Pilling et al. (2003), in a replication and extension of Roberson and Davidoff s study 
also found that verbal interference eliminated CP. However, this was only the case 
when one type of interference was expected in each block and parfiqipants were able 
to predict the type of interference on each trial. Wlren the interference conditions 
were randomised across the experiment and participants were unable to predict the 
type of interference, CP was found even for the verbal interference condition. It was
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therefore argued that predictable verbal interference affected participants’ strategy 
for recalling the target, causing them to abandon the labelling of stimuli, rather than 
causing disruption of the verbal codes themselves. When verbal interference was 
unpredictable the comparison of verbal labels was used ahnost instinctively. This 
suggests that this verbal coding is an on-line sti'ategy and that other mechanisms are 
also contributing to colour CP.
Winawer et al. (2007) combined a cross-cultural comparison with verbal 
interference, comparing English and Russian speakers on a simultaneous matching to 
sample task. In this task, a stimulus triad was shown where two stimuli were 
identical, while the third one was different. Detection of the identical stimulus was 
faster when the different stimulus was categorically different rather than just 
physically different. This occurr ed across a colour boundary that divides blue, which 
is marked for Russian speakers (who have two basic blue terms), but not for English 
speakers. The Russian speakers, for whom stimuli str addling the boundary belonged 
to different linguistic colom* categories, demonstrated CP. However, the English 
speakers, for* whom there was only a physical difference between stimuli, did not. 
The category effects demonstrated by the Russian gr oup were eliminated by verbal 
interference and were therefore attributed to implicit on-line use of language. It was 
concluded that linguistic categories have an affect on performance during simple 
perceptual tasks.
Despite the previous evidence for the effect of verbal interference on CP, Liu et al. 
(2008) found no such effects. They used a target detection task in which a colomed 
target appear ed on a miiform colomed background that was either within- or* 
between-category. Participants were required to identify the tar get by responding as 
to whether* it appear ed to the right or the left of fixation. It was found that between- 
category discriminations were faster for both the ‘no interference’ condition and the 
‘verbal interference’ condition. Liu and colleagues conclude that as verbal 
interference was found to have no impact on colour CP, it is likely that category 
effects occur dming perceptual stages of processing.
1.3.3, Acquired CP
Another approach has been to investigate whether CP can be trained by teaching new 
categories. There is evidence that CP can be acquired tlirough category learning (e.g., 
Goldstone, 1994; Goldstone, Lippa & Shiffrin, 2001; Guenther, Husain, Cohen & 
Shinn-Cunningham, 1999; Livingston, Andrews & Hamad, 1998; Notman, Sowden 
& Ozgen, 2005; Ozgen & Davies, 2002; Stevenage, 1998), which suggests that there 
is an element of flexibility in CP — rather than it being rigidly tied to fixed category 
boundaries. Ozgen and Davies (2002) showed that it is possible to induce colour CP 
on a same-different task following training on a new category boundary that is 
situated in the centre of an existing linguistic category. They found that colour 
discrimination could be improved by practice and that this improvement was specific 
to the training stimuli around the new category boundary. This induced CP was 
found for a new category boundary within the green region of colour space. They 
argued that these findings reflect an accelerated version of the category learning that 
occurs as a result of colom* term acquisition, where attention is directed towards the 
boundary regions between categories tlirough feedback on correct or inconect 
category discriminations. During the category training in this study, such cues were 
provided by computerised feedback on each trial, but this also occurs in real world 
settings over a much longer period of time when cliildren are encouraged to use 
specific labels for colour categories and coiTected when they get tliis wiong. 
Although this explanation may implicate a role for language, Ozgen and Davies do 
not mle out the involvement of perceptual mechanisms in category learning, 
suggesting that perception may be flexible enough to interact with and accommodate 
cognitive processes such as language.
1.3.4, Developmental studies
Cross-cultmal, verbal interference and category learning studies have all implicated 
the involvement of language in colour CP. However, a fourth approach that has 
investigated colom* CP developmentally provides stiong evidence that colour CP can 
be found in the absence of language. Various studies have shown that infants as 
yoimg as fom*-months of age respond categorically to colour (e.g., Bomstein et al., 
1976; Catherwood, Crassini & Freiberg, 1987,1990; Franklin et al., 2008a; Franklin,
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Clifford, Williamson & Davies, 2005a; Franldin & Davies, 2004, Franklin et al., 
2005b). For example, on a novelty preference task foiu-month old infants only show 
a significant novelty preference when the familiar* and novel stimuli belong to 
different colour* categories but not when they belong to the same colour category, 
even though stimulus separation sizes are equated (Franklin & Davies 2004). Pre- 
linguistic colour CP has also been found on a target detection task where four* to six- 
month old infants are shown a coloured target that is on a within- or between- 
category coloured background and eye-movernents to the target are recorded (e.g., 
Franklin et al., 2008a; Franklin et al., 2005b). Infants were faster at detecting a 
coloured target on a between-category than a within-category background, even 
though hue separations were the same across conditions. These clear category effects 
before colour terms have been leai*nt provide strong evidence against puiely 
linguistic accounts of colour CP.
Another developmental approach has been to investigate the effect of colour term 
acquisition on colour CP. For example, Franklin et al. (2005a) tested for CP across 
blue-green, blue-purple and pink-red colour boundaries using a 2-AFC task in 
toddlers at the stage of colom* term acquisition. They assessed colour naming and 
comprehension by showing toddlers an array of focal colom s (best examples of each 
category) and asking them to name or to point to a specific colom*. CP was found for 
toddlers across all three boundar ies, irrespective of whether or not they had acquired 
colour term language. Additionally, Franklin and colleagues found that Himba 
toddlers, who do not yet know their colom tenns and whose language does not 
distinguish blue and pmple, demonstrated CP across the blue-pmple category 
boundary despite their language having no separate terms for these colours.
This study was replicated and extended by Goldstein et al., (2009), who also found 
that English toddlers demonstrated CP on colom boundaries that they could not yet 
name. However, Goldstein and colleagues reanalysed this data using a different set 
of criter*ia to determine whether toddlers had acquired colom language, and foimd a 
very different patter*n of results. In their naming and comprehension assessments 
Goldstein et al. used focal coloms and non-focal coloms, asking childr en to name 
and identify all of the coloms belonging to a specific category, rather than best 
examples alone. Cliildren were classed as either knowing or not knowing the relevant
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colour terms on the basis of corr ect identifications and incoiTect identifications of 
stimuli from the wider category. Using this criterion Goldstein and colleagues found 
no CP for toddlers who were classed as not knowing the relevant colour terms. They 
also found no evidence of CP for Himba toddlers on the blue-gr een boundary, which 
is not marked by the Himba language. However, Himba toddlers did exhibit CP 
across the blue-purple boundary, as found by Franklin and colleagues. Goldstein et 
al. explained this pattern of results by suggesting that category effects arose for the 
blue-purple set because toddlers did have some knowledge of the Himba terms 
‘zoozu’ (black / dark) and ‘bmou’ (blue or green) — terms that are sometimes 
offered by Himba adults when naming stimuli in the blue-purple range. They also 
reasoned that Himba toddlers may have some Imowledge of the cattle terms that 
Himba adults occasionally use for pmple, which may have contributed to the 
category effects formd for this boimdary. From these assertions they conclude that 
colour CP is largely dependent on language.
Franklin, Wright and Davies (2009) counter this argument in a response to Goldstein 
and colleagues’ (2009) research. They present a reanalysis of Franklin et al.’s 
(2005a) data that enables a comparison with Goldstein et al., following their use of 
the new set of criteria to assess toddlers’ colom* naming and comprehension. 
Although Franklin and colleagues’ (2009) reanalysis could not incorporate naming 
and comprehension of non-focal colom s, it was comparable as those toddlers who 
were classified as not knowing the relevant colom* terms would be similarly 
classified by Goldstein et al., as by either assessment these childr en had failed to 
name or point to the relevant focal coloms. Reanalysis of these toddlers’ data 
revealed that they did show CP on colom* boimdaiies for which they did not have 
colom language, supporting Franklin et al.’s (2005a) oi*iginal finding. Additionally, 
Franklin and colleagues (2009) present data demonstrating that Himba toddlers show 
CP across the blue-gieen boundar y, which is rrot marked by their colour language, 
contrary to the findings of Goldstein and colleagues.
It appears from this set of toddler studies tliat it is not yet clear whether* or not pre- 
linguistic colour* categories are universal. However, the infant studies do provide 
clear evidence for* pre-linguistic colour categories. There is an appar ent contradiction 
between the findings of the mfant studies that suggest that CP is independent of
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language, and the adult studies taking cross-cultural, verbal interference or category 
training approaches, which suggest that CP is language dependent.
1.3.5. Hemispheric asymmetries
A recent set of studies that have explored the hemispheric asymmetries in colour* CP 
may help to clarify the relationship between infant colour CP and the apparently 
language dependent colour CP formd in adults. Gilbert, Regier, Kay and Ivry (2006) 
investigated hemispheric asyrnmetr*ies in colour CP using a visual search task, where 
the tar'get was either fr om the same or different categor*y as the distractors. Targets 
were lateralised to the left visual field (LVF) or* the riglit visual field (RVF) and 
participants had to respond as to whether the tar'get appeared to the left or the right of 
the central fixation point. Responses were faster for between- compared to within- 
category targets but this was only the case for the RVF. There was no CP for targets 
appearing in the LVF. As the RVF initially projects to the left hemisphere (LH), 
evidence for* a LH bias in colour CP was provided. Gilbert et al. reasoned that, as the 
LH is dominant for most language frmctions, the LH bias was due to CP being 
related to language. Support for tins hypothesis was provided as they formd that the 
LH bias for CP endured when participants were given a visual interference task 
dming inter*-trial-inter*vals, but was reversed when the interference task was verbal. It 
was concluded that colour discrimination in the RVF (LH) is mediated by language 
tlnough the use of colom labels and that this process has little or no effect on colom 
discrimination in the LVF. These findings were also found for a callosotomy patient 
who had had their corpus-callosmn severed and for whom inter-hemispheric 
communication was not possible.
Drivonikou and colleagues (2007) replicated and extended Gilbert et al.’s study and 
also found a LH bias for CP across blue-green and blue-purple boundaries on a target 
detection task. Colomed targets were shown on colomed backgrounds that were 
either within- or between-category and appeared in either the LVF or the RVF. 
Participants were faster at identifying the left / right location of targets when they 
appeared on between-category backgrounds. This category effect was significant for 
both visual fields, although it was significantly stronger when the targets appeared in 
the RVF, suggesting a LH advantage for colom* CP. However, Liu and colleagues
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(2008) attempted to replicate Gilbert at al., again using a visual search task, yet found 
equivalent category effects in both visual fields. This, together with their finding that 
verbal interference had no impact on CP led Liu et al. to conclude that colour CP 
occurs during the perceptual stage of processing and so is not uniquely language 
dependent.
Roberson and colleagues (2008) employed a similar teclmique to investigate 
hemispheric asymmetries in CP and compare English and Korean speakers. Using a 
visual search task they found that only Korean speakers demonstrated CP across a 
colour boundary separating ‘green’ from ‘yellow-green’, which is marked by basic 
colour terms in the Korean language but not in the English language. For the English 
speakers, there was no CP. The presence of CP for the Korean speakers was evident 
in both visual fields. However, an additional analysis that separated slow and fast 
responders revealed that CP was only present in both visual fields for the slow 
responders. For fast responders, CP was present only in the RVF. It was argued that 
slow response times enabled information to be transferred between the two 
hemispheres, spreading from the LH to the RH. Roberson and colleagues concluded 
that the presence of CP in both visual fields is due to a verbal mediation that stems 
from the LH language systems and that evidence of RH colour CP does not 
necessarily signify a lack of linguistic involvement.
These hemispheric studies again implicate a role for language in colour CP, but as 
with the cross-cultural findings, the nature of the influence of language is unclear. It 
is possible that hemispheric asymmetries are due to stiategies such as verbal 
labelling being used to complete the task. Tliis argument is supported by the 
disappearance of the asymmetry with verbal interference (Gilbert et al. 2006). It 
could also be that the LH bias in coloui* CP is due to influences of language on 
perception. The fact that colour* CP is found on a perceptual task such as a visual 
seai ch task supports the argument that the effects of language ai e perceptual. For 
example, due to the fast response times required by visual search tasks, target 
identification is likely to be based on target ‘pop-out’, rather than an implicit or 
explicit comparison of the labels of target and distractors, (see also Daoutis et al., 
2006b; Yokoi & Uchikawa, 2005).
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A recent study by Ting Siok et al. (2009) has provided functional MRI (fMRf) 
evidence for the involvement of LH language regions in coloui* CP. Ting Siok and 
colleagues used a lateralised visual seaich task identical to that employed by Gilbert 
et al. (2006), where participants were shown a series of coloured displays consisting 
of a target amongst distractors that were either from the same or a different colour 
category as the taiget. Participants were required to respond as to whether the target 
appeared to the left or the right of the centi al fixation point by making timed button 
press responses. During the task, brain activity was recorded using fMRI technology.
The behavioural data indicated that participants were faster at identifying the location 
of between-category targets compared to within-category targets. This category 
effect was present in both visual fields but was stionger in the RVF (LH), consistent 
with the findings of Drivonikou et al. (2007). Crucially, the fMRI data revealed that 
language areas such as the left posterior temporo-parietal region, the left middle- 
superior temporal gyrus and the left inferior prefiontal gyrus were activated dui*ing 
the task. For stimuli appearing in the RVF, activation of these areas was slower and 
stionger when stimuli were from the same lexical category compared to different 
lexical categories. However, in the LVF, the speed and sti*ength of activation in 
language related regions was the same for within- and between-category stimuli. 
Additionally, Ting Siok et al. found that activity in areas of the visual cortex such as 
V2 and V3 was also strongest in response to between-category stimuli compaied to 
within-category stimuli in the RVF. This suggests that ai*eas of the brain responsible 
for language processes (such as the left temporo-paiietal region) as well as areas of 
the visual cortex involved in colour perception (V2 and V3) play a role in adult 
colour CP. Ting Siok and colleagues inteipret these findings as evidence of the top- 
down modulation of language on areas of the visual cortex (V2/3). This suggests that 
linguistic and perceptual mechanisms are involved in coloiu* CP during a lateralised 
visual seaich task and that LH language systems influence perception in some way. 
This study is the only known fMRI investigation of coloiu CP and it is therefore 
important that these findings are explored furtlier using alternative tasks and 
techniques.
The argument that language is somehow responsible for the LH bias in colom* CP has 
been strengthened by a series of studies investigating how colour CP is lateralised in
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pre-linguistic infants and toddlers at the stage of colour tern: acquisition (Franldin et 
al, 2008a; Franklin et a l, 2008b). In these studies the taiget detection task was used 
but an eye-movement measure was employed rather than reaction time. Eye 
movements were measured using an eye tracker, and the eye-movement latencies to 
colom ed targets presented on colomed backgrounds either from the same- or 
different-category to the tai'get were recorded. For fom- to six-month old infants, the 
initiation of an eye-movement to the target was faster in between- than within- 
category conditions, but only when the target was in the LVF-RH (Franklin et al, 
2008a). Toddlers who had not yet leamt the words for the relevant categories also 
demonstrated a RH category bias on the task, yet toddlers who had leamt the words 
for the relevant categories demonstrated a LH category bias (Franldin et al. 2008b). 
One inteipretation of these findings suggest that there is a form of language 
independent colom CP that is lateralised to the RH before colom teim acquisition, 
and a form of language mediated colom* CP that is lateralised to the LH after colom* 
teim acquisition. However, it is not clear whether this switch can be directly 
atti'ibuted to the learning of colom* language, or whether other factors contribute to 
this pattern of development.
1.3.6. Summary
To date, research using behaviomal measures presents a complicated pictme of the 
roles that language and perception play in colour CP. Studies of cross-cultmal 
differences m colom CP imphcate language in the maintenance of the effect. The 
impact of verbal interference on colour CP and the presence of hemispheric 
asymmetries in colom category effects also suggest a role for language. However, 
whether or not language affects perception or whether language is merely used as a 
task strategy remains unclear. Studies of category learning have shown that CP can 
be induced following relatively short-term category training, but it is not clear what 
mechanisms cause these effects or how long the effects last. Evidence of pre- 
linguistic colom CP suggests that language is not the origin of the effect and so it is 
difficult to reconcile these findings with pmely linguistic accoimts. Additionally, 
category effects on perceptual tasks such as visual search or target detection tasks 
implicate perceptual mechanisms in colour CP. Despite a considerable research effort
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in this area therefore, the relative contributions of perceptual and cognitive processes 
to colour CP are still largely unclear,
1.4. The Event-Related Potential technique
The vast majority of studies investigating the origin and nature of colour CP have 
used behaviomal techniques. Although a valid method, the behaviomal approach has 
left many questions mianswered, highlighting the need for an alternative means of 
exploring this phenomenon. For example, the majority of studies have focused 
mainly on the extent to which language and perception contribute to colom CP by 
rneasming reaction times and / or accmacy using various behaviomal tasks.
However, it is difficult to attribute variations in reaction time or accuracy to specific 
cognitive processes rmderiying a response (Luck, Woodman & Vogel, 2000). Indeed, 
such forms of measmement make it difficult to disentangle the mechanisms 
underlying colom CP and require stringent design in order to devise a task that 
isolates linguistic or perceptual processes. Therefore, the studies in this thesis take a 
new approach to investigating the natme of colour CP, using the ERP technique to 
explore the time comse of colom category effects and the underlying mechanisms 
that are involved. This will enable the relative contributions of the various perceptual 
and post perceptual processes that miderlie CP to be assessed with more clarity and 
in more detail. For an overview of the electrophysiological basis of ERPs and details 
on ERP analysis and ERP components, see Appendix B.
ERPs provide an accomit of the time course of various cognitive processes involved 
in the execution of a task, even when there is no behaviomal response during the 
task. Because of their excellent temporal resolution, ERPs recorded dming a typical 
colom* CP task have the potential to show when categorical effects occur dm*ing the 
processing stream, and to distinguish emly perceptual effects from later post- 
perceptual (possibly linguistic) ones (see Rugg & Coles, 1995). Additionally, the 
ERP approach has practical advantages compared with other nemo-scientific 
methods. ERPs aie non-invasive and so offer a favomable alternative to 
microelectrode measures, which require the insertion of electiodes into the brain, and 
Positron-Emission Tomography (PET) methods, which expose subjects to radiation.
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for example. ERP equipment is also much less expensive than microelectrode, PET 
and fMRI equipment (Luck, 2005).
The ERP technique has been used in studies of categorical perception in domains 
other than colour, such as phoneme CP (e.g., Chudaduangiatn, Sittiprapapom & 
Kotchabhalcdi, 2004; Dehaene-Lambertz, 1997) and facial expression CP (e.g., 
Campanella et al., 2002; Mauiage et al., 2008; Rossignol et al., 2007). For example, 
CP has been found for stimuli depicting emotional facial expressions on a visual 
oddball task, which entails the presentation of infrequent (deviant) stimuli among 
high-frequency (standard) stimuli (e.g., Campanella et al., 2002). Oddball tasks are 
paiticularly appropriate for the exploration of CP as the ERP waveforms eHcited by 
deviant stimuli correspond to processes involved in event categorisation. Campanella 
and colleagues found that the ERP wavefoims elicited by deviant within- and 
between-category stimuli differed, showing evidence of CP. The amplitude of 
between-category deviants was significantly gi'eater than that of within-category 
deviants within the time range linked to the N2/P3a component (200-400 ms). 
Additionally, the peak latency (the time at which the maximum amplitude was 
elicited) of the N2/P3a component occurred at 287 ms for between-category 
deviants, which was 23 ms earlier than for within-category deviants. The N2/P3a 
complex is linked to the detection of stimulus novelty and the orientation of attention 
towards an important event (Halgren & Marinkovic, 1995), and so these processes 
ar e implicated in CP of facial expressions.
The pattern of lar ger amplitude and ear lier onset for ERP components elicited by 
between- compared to within-category deviants also appears to be consistent for 
studies of phoneme CP (e.g., Dehaene-Lambertz, 1997). Dehaene-Lambertz found 
that between-category deviants elicited gr eater mean amplitude within the time 
windows linked to the P2 (184-224 ms). Mismatch Negativity (MMN; 248-320 ms) 
and P3 (328-400 ms) components than within-category deviants. The P2 and P3 
components are linlced to post-perceptual stimulus evaluation and typically have 
larger amplitude for novel or infrequent stimuli (Patel & Azzam, 2005). The auditory 
mismatch negativity (MMN) component is related to memory-based automatic 
processing mechanisms arrd processes involved in attentional capture (Pazo-Alvarez, 
Cadaveira & Amenedo, 2003). It is generated by a mismatch between the featiu'es of
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the deviant stimulus and the neural traces of the standard in sensory memory 
(Nââtânen, 1990). These components are therefore proposed as nemal coixelates for 
phoneme CP. ERP studies of phoneme CP and CP of facial expressions reveal the 
time course of the category effects and the underlying mechanisms involved in these 
forms of CP. There is therefore potential for the ERP technique to also further our 
miderstanding of the time course and underlying mechanisms of colour CP.
The ERP technique is still a relatively novel approach in the field of colour CP and to 
date there have been only four studies that have used ERPs to investigate colour CP 
(Clifford, Franklin, Davies & Holmes 2009; Fonteneau & Davidoff, 2007; Holmes, 
Franklin, Clifford & Davies, 2009; Liu et al., 2009), two of which are presented in 
this thesis (Clifford et al., 2009; Holmes et al., 2009). Using a visual search task, Liu 
et al. (2009) formd that neural markers of CP were gr eater for targets in the RVF than 
the LVF, although CP was present in both visual fields. This finding provides 
support for LH lateralised colom* CP (e.g., Drivonikou et al., 2007; Gilbert et al.,
2006), and implicates a role for language in the effect. Fonteneau and Davidoff 
(2007) provided evidence for* colom* category effects in ERP components elicited 
dur*ing a visual oddball task when colour change was unattended. These category 
effects occurred during stages of post-perceptual processing and so could reflect a 
range of different processes including linguistic or memorial mechanisms (e.g., 
McCarthy & Donchin, 1981). However, it is possible that there ar e category effects 
in earlier, more perceptual ERP components when colom* change is attended.
The first study in this thesis investigates whether colom* CP is shown in early 
perceptual as well as later post-perceptual components during an attended oddball 
task. Study 2 further explores the presence of early perceptual category effects by 
focusing on an ERP cornporrent related to automatic change detection. The time 
comse and nemal markers of infant colom* CP are investigated in a third study, and 
the rmderiying mechanisms of colom CP induced by category training are explored 
in the fourth and final study. The ERP approach is used to disentangle the relative 
contributions of perceptual and post-perceptual processes in colour CP and clarify 
the underlying mechanisms of colour category effects demonstrated in different 
circumstances (e.g., adult, infant, category tr ained colour CP). A detailed outline of 
the experimental chapters is given below.
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1.5. Outline of experimental chapters
1.5.1. Chapter 2
After reviewing the relevant behavioural literature it is apparent that an alternative 
approach is required to further our understanding of the origin and nature of colour 
CP. The first chapter establishes a method for investigating colour CP in adults using 
an approach that combines behavioural and electrophysiological techniques. Within 
this chapter a review of the relevant ERP literature is provided, followed by the 
presentation of two experiments that assess adult performance on a visual oddball 
task. Dming the visual oddball task a standard colour stimulus is shown fr equently, 
interspersed by infrequent presentations of ‘deviant’ coloms from the same or 
different category to the standard. Study 1 (Holmes et al., 2009) provides behaviomal 
data using reaction time (RT) and accmacy as the dependent variables to assess the 
comparability of the cuiTcnt task with previous tasks demonstrating colour CP. It also 
provides ERP data to determine whether within- and between-category deviant 
stimuli ehcit different ERP waveforms on the visual oddball task. This study enables 
the exploration of the time comse and relative contributions of perceptual and post- 
perceptual processes to colom CP.
1.5.2. Chapter 3
The visual oddball task used in Study 1 was adapted to further explore the early 
perceptual processes involved in CP. In Study 2, an ERP experiment is presented that 
investigates the role of visual mismatch in colom CP. The demands of the task are 
designed to elicit the visual mismatch negativity component (vMMN), which is an 
ERP component related to automatic, pre-attentive processing. This study will reveal 
whether there is a role for pre-attentive perceptual processes such as visual mismatch 
in colom CP. Differences in the waveforms of within- and between-category stimuli 
during the vMMN time range would provide evidence linking colom categorical 
effects to prestriate visual areas, which ai*e the suspected origin of the vMMN 
component.
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1.5.3. Chapter 4
It is well established that infants categorise a range of types of information and 
perceptual domains (Mareschal & Quinn, 2001). However, how infants form these 
categories and how the infant brain categorises in the absence of language is little 
imderstood. Pre-linguistic colour CP has been found in infants using behavioural 
tasks but electiophysiological techniques have not previously been used to 
investigate colour CP in infancy. Chapter 4 provides a review of the relevant 
developmental literature, building on the oveiwiew given in this chapter, before 
presenting two experiments (Study 3: Clifford et a l, 2009). In the first experiment, 
ERPs are recorded during a modified version of the visual oddball task used in Study 
1, specifically adapted for use with seven-month old infants. This method was used 
to identify whether colour category effects are found in infant ERPs. The second 
experiment is a control experiment, during which the categorical context of the 
stimuli is removed. Here, the two deviant stimuli from the visual oddball task in the 
first experiment ar e shown alternately, in the absence of the standard. This is to 
check that Üie ERPs elicited by each stimulus do not differ when the categorical 
context is removed, thus demonstiating that any differences found in the first 
experiment are genuine category effects and not a result of simple perceptual 
characteristics of the colour stimuli. If category effects in infant ERPs are present in 
the first experiment, this would provide compelling further evidence in support of the 
ar gument that colour CP exists in the absence of language. The ERP technique 
enables the investigation of the time course of infant colour CP as well as revealing 
the mechanisms involved in the effect. Additionally, testing for colour category 
effects in infant ERPs extends previous research on the nemal markers of 
categorisation in infancy.
1.5.4. Chapter 5
This chapter investigates the effect of category learning of novel colom* categories on 
adult ERPs. It has been shown that category training can induce colour* CP, but the 
mechanisms involved in this effect are not fully understood, hr Stirdy 4, an 
experiment is presented where ERPs are recorded dming the oddball task used in 
Study 1. ERPs are recorded for a test gr oup who have undergone category training on
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a new category boundary that is situated in the centi'e of an existing linguistic 
category, and for a contr ol group who have no prior trainmg on this new category 
boundary. This study will reveal whether category learning enliances discrimination 
of colom s around the learned category boundary and whether there are differences in 
the ERP waveforms for newly acquired within- and between-category stimuli. It will 
also be determined whether the acquired CP reveals itself in eariy perceptual 
mechanisms or later cognitive processes.
1.6. Contribution to the debate
The main aim of this thesis is to understand the time com se and underlying 
mechanisms involved in colour CP and to disentangle the relative contr ibutions of 
perceptual, linguistic and memorial processes, which have been implicated in the 
effect. Investigating the underlying mechanisms of adult, infant and acquired CP will 
reveal whether the processes involved in colom category effects are the same across 
different circmnstances, and clarify the interactions of perceptual and post-perceptual 
processes. To date, only very few studies of adult colom CP have used the ERP 
technique (Fonteneau & Davidoff, 2007; Holmes et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2009) and 
when this research was first embarked upon, there were no published examples of 
such work. This thesis also presents the first ERP study of infant colom CP, 
providing new evidence of how the infant brain categorises in the absence of 
language (Clifford et al., 2009). Additionally, novel electrophysiological data on 
leamt category effects is presented, contributing to the imderstanding of the 
development of colom category effects. Use of the ERP technique enables specific 
exploration of the mechanisms involved in colour CP as well as revealing the time 
comse of these processes. This thesis therefore builds on the work of previous 
behaviom al studies by furthering Imowledge about the origin and natme of colom* 
CP. The findings of this thesis also have implications for wider debate about the 
origin and natme of colom categories in thought and language.
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Chapter 2 :
Category effects in ERP components for 
an attended colour change
2.1. Introduction
Tliis chapter details an initial study that uses ERPs to explore the time comse and 
underlying mechanisms of colom CP in adults. This study investigates category 
effects in ERPs during a visual oddball task involving an attended colom change.
2.1J. ERPs and adult colour CP
When embarking on this research, the ERP technique had not previously been used 
to investigate colour CP and to date, there ar e only two other published ERP studies 
of adult colom CP (Fonteneau & Davidoff, 2007; Liu et al., 2009). Liu et al. (2009) 
present the first electrophysiological evidence of laterality effects in adult colom* CP, 
using ERPs in combination with a behaviomal measure to explore hemispheric 
asymmetries in colour category effects. The use of the ERP teclmique enabled Liu 
and colleagues to build on the findings of previous behaviomal studies of lateralised 
colom* CP (e.g., Gilbert et al., 2006; Drivonikou et al., 2007; Roberson et al., 2008; 
Liu et al., 2008). hr a replication and extension of Gilbert et al.’s (2006) visual search 
task, participants were required to detect a tar get stimulus amorrgst eleven distractors. 
Stimuli were displayed in a ring aroimd a central fixation point occupying the twelve 
positions of a clock face, and target position was randomised across trials with 
targets appearing in each possible location. Tar gets were either from the same colour 
category as the distractors (within-category) or from an adjacent colom* category 
(between-category), with chromatic separations for within- and between-category 
stimuli equated in Mimsell colom* space (for* an overview of Munsell colom space 
and other colour* order systems see Appendix C). Participants were required to 
resporrd as to whether the tar get appeared to the right or* the left of fixation. Both 
reaction times arrd ERPs were analysed to compare perforinarrce on within- and
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between-category trials in the LVF and the RVF. The behavioural data revealed that 
reaction times were faster for between- than within-category trials. This was the case 
for both visual fields, indicating a pattern of results similar to that of Drivonikou et 
al. (2007). However, unlike the findings of Drivonikou et al. there was no significant 
difference in the size of the category effect in each visual field.
Interestingly, Liu et al.’s ERP data revealed a different pattern of results to their 
behavioural data. Liu and colleagues investigated category effects in the N2pc ERP 
component. The N2pc (N2 posterior-contralateral) is a component that is commonly 
exhibited dming visual search tasks (e.g., Brisson & Jolicoeur, 2007), and arises at 
around 180-350 ms after stimulus onset, contr alateral to the location of the target 
(e.g.. Holmes, Bradley, Kragh Nielsen & Mogg, 2009). N2pc activation is thought to 
reflect the attentional selection of task-relevant stimuli and / or the suppression of 
irrelevant distractors (e.g., Eimer, 1996). Liu at al. found that an N2pc component 
was elicited by within- and between-category tmgets. hr the RVF, N2pc amplitude 
was larger for between-category targets than for within-category targets. However, in 
the LVF, there was no difference hr the mearr amplitude of the two conditiorrs.
Liu and colleagues argued that the larger N2pc category effect for targets in the RVF 
(LH) suggested that there was some kind of linguistic processing of the stimuli. The 
gr eater N2pc for betweeir-category stimuli therefore reflected the advantage for the 
discrimination of a target amongst distractors of a different name (e.g., a blue 
amongst greens). It is also conceivable that the presence of CP in the LVF (RH) in 
the behaviom al data could have arisen as a result of the transfer of language-related 
information from the LH to the RH, occurring after (i.e., beyond ~ 350 ms) the 
processing indexed by the N2pc (see Roberson et al., 2008), It should be noted, 
however, that although the presence of CP in the ERP data for targets in the RVF 
(LH) could have reflected the involvement of linguistic mechanisms, it is also 
possible that the LH advantage for colour CP might be related to an LH 
specialisation for the perceptual encoding of categorical representations (e.g., - 
Kosslyn et al., 1989). It was concluded that the N2pc was an important nemal marker 
of colom CP in lateralised visual seaich tasks. However, although this study provides 
useful evidence to confirm the hemispheric asymmetry in colour CP, it does not 
enable full exploration of the time course of colom CP. Indeed, the sole focus on the
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N2pc component prevents investigation of the range of mechanisms involved in 
event categorisation. Therefore to elicit the range of perceptual and post-perceptual 
processes that contiibute to colom* CP, it is necessary to record ERPs dming an 
alternative task.
2.1.2. Visual oddball taslcs
The use of oddball tasks is common amongst ERP studies of CP in domains other 
than colour (e.g., Campanella et al., 2002; Chudaduangiatn, et al., 2004; Dehaene- 
Lambertz, 1997; Mamage et al., 2008; Rossignol et al., 2007). As outlined in Chapter 
1, oddball tasks involve the presentation of infrequent (deviant) stimuli among high- 
frequency (standard) stimuli and are particularly appropriate for the investigation of 
CP as the ERP waveforms elicited by deviant stimuli coiTespond to processes 
involved in categorisation. See Figme 2.1 for an example of trial events in a classic 
visual oddball task.
Standard
Inter-trial- ______
interval Standard 
(ITI)
ITI
Standard
m
Deviant
ITI
Standard
ITI
Standard
ITI
Standard
ITI
Deviant
Figure 2.1. An example of trial events in a visual oddball task.
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Previous electrophysiological demonstrations of CP in adults reveal evidence for 
larger amplitude and earlier onset ERP components to deviant stimuli that are from a 
different category to the standard (between-category), relative to deviant stimuli that 
are from the same category as the standard (within-category), in oddball studies 
investigating phoneme CP (e.g., Dehaene-Lambertz, 1997) and CP of facial 
expressions (e.g., Campanella et al., 2002; Maurage et al., 2008; Rossignol et al., 
2007).
Frequent use of the oddball method in ERP studies has lead to the defhiition of a 
number of relevant ERP components, which are now well established within the ERP 
literature. The succession of ERP waves elicited by an attended oddball task is PI, 
N l, P2, N2 and P3. The PI component and the early phase of the N1 component 
(occurring ~ 80-120 ms and -130-190 ms post-stimulus onset, respectively) reflect 
early perceptual and sensory processes in the brain (e.g., Polich, 1999). These 
components are sensitive primarily to the physical characteristics of sensory stimuli, 
but have also been shown to be modifiable by manipulations of attention (e.g., Luck 
et al., 2000; Sanders & Astheimer, 2008; Taylor, 2002). They are particularly 
relevant for examining perceptual contributions as they have been found to be 
impervious to semantic and syntactic manipulations (see Khateb et ah, 1999; Rugg & 
Coles, 1995). The PI and N l components are maximal at posterior scalp locations 
and have been localised to extrastiiate regions of occipital cortex^ (e.g., Di Russo, 
Martinez, Sereno, Pitzalis, & Hillyard, 2002).
■ There is evidence to suggest that PI and N l components are generated in multiple extrastriate 
cortical areas. Di Russo et al. (2002) used a combination of multi channel ERP scalp recordings, 
retinotopic mapping and dipole modelling techniques to estimate the locations of the cortical sources 
giving rise to the PI and N l components. In this study PI was found to consist of two separate dipoles 
relating to early and late phases of the PI. The early PI dipole was localised to lateral extrastiiate 
cortex (V2), whereas the late PI dipole was estimated to lie in ventral occipito-temporal cortex. These 
dipole positions were found to correspond well witli fMRI activations, which showed early PI dipole 
activity in areas V3 and V3a, adjacent to tire middle occipital gyrus, and late PI dipole activity 
anterior to area V4, in tire posterior hisifoim gyms. Additionally, the N l component, wliich consists 
o f several subcomponents, was found to have a range o f extrastriate generating loci in deep areas of 
tire parietal lobe.
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The P2, N2, and P3 components (occurring 210-270 ms, 280-340 ms, 350-600 ms, 
post-stimulus onset, respectively), have typically broader scalp distributions and 
coiTespond to primarily post-perceptual stimulus evaluation processes. Each of these 
components is sensitive to taiget probability (Patel & Azzam, 2005), where low 
probability (deviant) stimuli have been shown to elicit enhanced P2, N2, and P3 
waveforms in comparison with high probability (standard) stimuli (e.g.. Luck & 
Hillyard, 1994; Patel & Azzam, 2005). The P3 component, in paiticular, has received 
substantial attention in the literature. Two primary subcomponents of the P3 have 
been identified: P3a and P3b (see Polich, 2007, for a review). The P3a has been 
linked to the top-down switching of attention by hontal brain systems towai'ds rare or 
physically alerting stimuli (e.g., McCarthy, Luby, Gore & Goldman-Rakic, 1997), 
whereas the P3b has been proposed to reflect subsequent context updating and 
memory storage operations in temporal / parietal areas (e.g., Donchin & Coles, 1988; 
Donchin, Spencer, & Dien, 1997), and is paiticularly sensitive to the task relevance 
of a stimulus. These two components frequently overlap in time and aie not always 
easy to distinguish, and so the P3 label is often used as an overarching teim that 
refers to either of these components. An early component known as the visual 
mismatch negativity (vMMN) can also occur in response to deviant visual stimuli, 
most commonly when oddball stimuli are task-inelevant.
2.1.3. Colour category effects for an unattended colour change
Fonteneau and Davidoff (2007) recorded ERPs m adults during a visual oddball task, 
which required the detection of infrequent cartoon characters in amongst a sequence 
of colour patches. Witliin each block there were two colours appearing in the 
sequence, a standard that was presented firequently and a deviant that was presented 
infrequently. Colours differed only in hue, with lightness and saturation kept 
constant. No response to the coloms was requhed, only a response following the 
detection of the infr equent cartoon characters, as it was intended that participants did 
not attend to the colour change. The cmcial manipulation was the natm e of the 
difference between the two colours occuning in the sequence, which were either 
from the same category (e.g., two gieens) or from adjacent categories (e.g., a green 
and a blue). The hue difference between stimuli was equated for within- and 
between-category conditions using Munsell colom* space.
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The analysis of ERP wavefoims revealed several differences for within- and
between-category conditions. First, an ‘oddball effect’ was observed for between-
and within-category conditions dming the 160-200 ms time range, where the deviant
elicited an ERP with greater amplitude than the standaid. Crucially however, for the i
within-category condition only, this oddball effect was also present dming the 200-
280 ms time range. The extension of the oddball effect for the within-category
condition was interpreted as evidence that within-category discrimination was more |
difficult than between-category discrimination. Additionally, the morphologies of the j
difference waves of within- and between-category conditions were found to differ. |
Difference waves were calculated by subtracting the waveform for the standard from 1
the waveform for the deviant, for both within- and between-category deviant |
conditions. The pealc latency (the time at which the maximmn amplitude was |
elicited) for the between-category difference wave occurred at 195 ms, which was 19 '
ms earlier than for the within-category difference wave. |
Fonteneau and Davidoff interpreted the difference in peak latency for within- and 
between-category conditions as a neural correlate for colom CP. The time range 
during which this effect occms can be linlced to a late phase of the N l component 
(i.e., after 190 ms), which occms after an initial stage of discriminative perceptual 
processing (Ritter, Simson & Vaughan, 1983). The late phase of the Nl is thought to 
relate to target probability and post-perceptual stimulus classification (e.g., Hopf,
Vogel, Woodman, Heinze & Luck, 2002; Ritter et al., 1983; Vogel & Luck, 2000).
Thus, it can be argued that this study provides evidence for the involvement of post- 
perceptual mechanisms in colom CP. However, a role for early perceptual effects in 
colom CP cannot be mled out. The task used by Fonteneau and Davidoff directed 
participants’ attention away from the colom patches, towards the cartoon characters 
and participants were not aware that the task was even concerned with colour. It is 
therefore possible that sensitivity to early perceptual effects of colour CP may occm 
on a different task or on a task where attention is directed towards deviant colour 
stimuli (e.g., Luck et al., 2000; Sanders & Astheimer, 2008; Taylor, 2002). The need 
for further research into colom* CP using the ERP technique is therefore evident.
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2.1  A . C u rren t in vestiga tion
The current study aims to establish whether there are category effects in early 
perceptual components by using a visual oddball task where participants are required 
to attend to the colom* change. The task used differs in several ways from the one 
used by Fonteneau and Davidoff. The classic visual oddball method incoiporates two 
stimuli, one that is presented frequently (the standard) and one that occurs 
infrequently (the deviant). The current investigation adapts the classic visual oddball 
method to fit more effectively with the investigation of CP by incorporating three 
stimuli into the oddball sequence (see e.g., Campanella et al., 2002; Rossignol et al.,
2007). It uses one standard stimulus and two deviant stimuli, one of which is fr om 
the same linguistic colour category as the standard (within-category) and one from an 
adjacent linguistic colour category (between-category). For example, for the standard 
B2 (a blue), the deviant stimuli were B1 (a different blue) and G1 (a green; see 
Figure 2.1). Additionally, the separation sizes between stimuli, as equated in Munsell 
colour space, were considerably less than Fonteneau and Davidoff s stimulus 
separations, with the lai'gest difference being approximately half theirs (~ 25AE 
compared to 56AE; see Appendix C for details on CIB, L*u*v*, 1976 colour space). 
These smaller hue separations are more typical of those commonly used in 
experiments on colom* CP, where 2.5 to 5 hue steps in Mimsell colom* space (~ 12 to 
25AE) aie normally used (e.g., Drivonikou et al., 2007). The unusual features of the 
stimuli in Fonteneau and Davidoff s study do not undermine their results, but it is 
important to check that equivalent results can be obtained when more standard 
procedures are used.
Crucially, the current task required paiticipants’ attention to be focused on the 
coloured stimuli, by instructing them to mentally count the number of deviants 
occm*ring in each block, rather than responding to irrelevant cartoon chaiacters as 
was required in Fonteneau and Davidoff s task. As Fonteneau and Davidoff only 
foimd clear evidence for the involvement of post-perceptual mechanisms in colour 
CP, it is necessaiy to clarify whetlier colour category effects can occur before the 
completion of perceptual processing. It has been suggested that perceptual sensitivity 
at eaily stages of visual processing is more likely to be exhibited by top-down 
attention (e.g.. Luck, et al., 2000; Sanders & Astheimer, 2008; Taylor, 2002).
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Therefore, modulations of perceptual effects of CP may be greater if attention is 
explicitly directed towards the feature being categorised, and so the current task will 
more effectively assess the contribution of early perceptual mechanisms. A further 
difference between the current study and Fonteneau and Davidoff s study is that 
ERPs are recorded up to 1000 ms post-stimulus onset, rather than 300 ms. This will 
enable the presence of classic ‘oddbalT effects in the P3 time range to be established, 
whereby infrequent stimuli elicit a greater mean P3 amplitude than standaid stimuli 
(e.g.. Luck & Hillyaid, 1994; Patel & Azzam, 2005), confirming the reliability of the 
task. Finally, in contrast to Fonteneau and Davidoff s study, CP was also assessed 
using a behavioural measure, to confiiin that this version of the oddball task elicits 
classic category effects (see e.g., Bomstein & Korda, 1984), comparable to 
alternative methods that have previously demonstrated coloiu CP.
In both ERP and behavioural experiments, two sets of stimuli were used to reduce 
the risk of habituation to the oddball stimuli. A naming task was also employed to 
confirm that the stimuli were named green and blue as intended. An additional 
stimulus control ERP task was conducted with a separate group of participants to 
determine whether there were perceptual differences between the colour stimuli, such 
as differences in detectability or salience, which might contribute to differential ERP 
waveforms. During the stimulus control ERP task a sequence of each of the test 
stimuli was presented, where they appeared individually with no categorical context, 
and ERPs recorded.
The behaviomal data for the visual oddball task was collected horn a sepai ate group 
of participants and reaction time (RT) and accuracy were recorded. It was predicted 
that a category effect would be revealed by a pattern of faster and more accmate 
identification of between- relative to within-category stimuli. In the ERP task, the 
mean amplitude and peak latency measures of the PI, N l, P2, N2 and P3 
components were analysed. First, this was done for standard compared to deviant 
(averaged across within- and between-category deviants) stimuli, in order to detect 
the presence of a typical oddball (deviant stimulus) effect (see also Campanella et al., 
2002). Next, these components were compaied across witliin- and between- category 
deviant stimuli to assess the temporal characteristics of any colour category effects. 
The investigation of category effects for these components will reveal the time
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course of colour CP and provide infonnation on the mechanisms that contribute to 
the effect. For example, finding category effects in early components such as PI or 
Nl would add strength to the aigument that CP is in part a perceptual effect.
Category effects in later components such as P2, N2 or P3 would implicate the later, 
more cognitive (perhaps linguistic) processes. However, conclusions about the 
contribution of later post-perceptual mechanisms must be limited as later ERP 
components may reflect a number of different processes including linguistic or 
memorial (e.g., Rugg & Coles, 1995). In sum, the main aim of Üie cunent study was 
to examine the relative contributions of early perceptual and late cognitive processes 
to colour CP by revealing the mechanisms involved in the effect across its time 
course. A visual oddball task involving an attended colour change was used to 
establish whether category effects are present in early perceptual as well as later 
post-perceptual ERP components.
2.2. Method
2.2.1. Naming task
Participants. Thirty-five volunteers did the naming task (18 women and 17 
men; mean age: 23.6 years {SD = 5.2)). All had normal or conected-to-nonnal vision 
and no sign of red-green colour vision deficiency as assessed by the Ishihara test for 
colour blindness (Ishihara, 1987). As for all studies presented in this thesis, 
participants gave infoimed consent and the University of Smrey Ethics Committee 
granted ethical approval.
Apparatus and experimental set-up. Stimuli were presented on a calibrated 21- 
in Sony Trinitron CRT monitor (model GDM-F520) with a Dell Pentium 4 computer. 
Stimulus presentation was controlled with E-Prime software. Participants were 
seated in a darkened laboratory, approximately 70 cm away from the computer 
screen and at eye-level to the centre of the monitor. This set-up was adopted for all 
subsequent tasks.
Stimuli. The stimuli were ft om the blue-green region of colour space and 
consisted of two sets of four* computer-generated colours varying only in Munsell 
Hue, with Munsell Chr oma (satmation) and Munsell Value (lightness) kept constant
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at 7 and 5 respectively (see Table 2.1). Within each set the separation in Munsell Hue 
units between adjacent stimuli was equal (at 5 units for set 1 and 7.5 units for set 2), 
The stimuli were presented as 9 cm coloured squares centred in the middle of the 
monitor screen (maxhnum visual angle = 7.3°) on a neutral grey background (Y = 
34.16 cd/m^, x = 0.316, y = 0.345). The same giey was used for the inter-trial- 
interval. The chromaticity co-ordinates of stimuli were checked and verified with a 
Cambridge Research Instruments ColorCal colorimeter at regular* intervals dming the 
data collection period. These stimuli were used for all subsequent tasks.
Table 2.1. Mrmsell codes and Y, x, y (CIE, 1931) chromaticity coordinates of the 
stimuli in Study 1. The white point of the monitor was Y = 65.49 cd/m^, x = 0.316, y 
= 0.348.
Munsell Code Y X y
5B7/5 Set 1 Blue 1 16.7 0.208 0.263
lOBG 7/5 Set 1 Blue 2 16.7 0.219 0.291
5BG 7/5 Set 1 Green 1 16.7 0.227 0.332
10G7/5 Set 1 Green 2 16.7 0.241 0.367
8.5B 7/5 Set 2 Blue 1 16.7 0.221 0.255
IB 7/5 Set 2 Blue 2 16.7 0.213 0.284
3.5BG 7/5 Set 2 Green 1 16.7 0.229 0.338
6G7/5 Set 2 Green 2 16.7 0.262 0.392
Design. The eight stimuli were presented in a randomised order for 400 ms 
each. Each trial began with a black central fixation cross, presented on a grey 
background. The duration of this Tnter-trial-intervaT varied randomly between 1300
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and 1600 ms. Response button assignments were counterbalanced across 
participants.
Procedure. Participants did the naming task after the behavioural or ERP tasks 
(see below sections). They were instructed to press one of two buttons on a response 
box (left or right) to signify what colour they perceived each stimulus to be (their 
choice being limited to either green or blue). They were asked to do this as quickly 
and as accur ately as possible.
2.2.2. Behavioural task
Participants. Twenty-one participants took part in the behavioural task prior to 
completing the naming task (11 women and 10 men; mean age: 23.1 years {SD = 
5.3)).
Design. Each of the two sets of stimuli was fur ther divided into two triads of 
adjacent stimuli consisting of a standard plus a within-category deviant and a 
between-category deviant. One triad from each set had the boimdary blue as standard 
and the other had the boundary green (see Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.2. A representation of the stimulus triads in Study 1.
There were four blocks of 92 trials (one block for each tiiad), with the standard 
repeated 76 times (82%), and within-category deviant and between-category deviant 
stimuli occurring 8 times (9%) each. This resulted in a total of 368 trials (304 
standaid; 32 within-category deviant; 32 between-category deviant). The order of the 
four blocks was coimterbalanced across participants and stimuli were presented in a 
randomised order within each block. However, each sequence of 92 trials began with 
the presentation of 8 standard stimuli, and there were no immediate repetitions of 
deviant stimuli. Stimuli were presented for 400 ms and were separated by an inter- 
trial-inteiwal consisting of a black central fixation cross on a grey background, 
vaiying randomly in duration between 1300 and 1600 ms. These stimulus parameters 
were chosen on the basis of piloting and previous oddball investigations. Response 
button assignments were counterbalanced across participants.
Procedure. Participants were instructed to press one of two buttons on a 
response box (left or right) to indicate the type of stimulus (standaid or deviant), as
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quickly and as accurately as possible. The same response was required for both 
within- and between-category deviant stimuli. A practice session of 100 trials was 
performed before the experimental session. The practice session was split into two 
blocks, each using a different triad of Hues that differed from those used in the 
experimental trials. The verbatim instructions that were given to paificipants before 
the experiment began can be found in Appendix D.
2.2.3. ERP task
Participants. Fourteen participants took paid in the ERP task prior to 
completing the naming task (7 women and 7 men; mean age: 24.2 years {SD = 5.2)). 
Data fr om six additional paiticipants were not included due to an insufficient niunber 
of aitifact free trials.
Design. As in the behavioural task, the four tiiads of adjacent stimuli consisting 
of a standard, a witliin-categoiy deviant and a between-category deviant were used 
for each block. However, the ERP task had twice the number of trials as the 
behavioural task to ensure that there were sufficient numbers of tiials for ERP 
analysis. There were four blocks of 184 trials (one block for each triad), and within 
each block the standard was repeated 152 times (82%), and within-category deviant 
and between-category deviant stimuli occurred 16 times (9%) each. This resulted in a 
total of 736 tiials (608 standard; 64 within-categoiy deviant; 64 between-category 
deviant). Each block was divided into two sessions of 92 trials, and there was a self- 
paced break m between each session. The order of stimuli was randomised within 
each block, but each sequence of 92 trials stai ted with the presentation of 8 standard 
stimuli and there were no immediate repetitions of deviant stimuli. The order of the 
fom* blocks was counterbalanced across participants. Additional rare stimuli were 
included so that the number of deviant stimuli would not be identical (i.e., n = 16) on 
each occasion. An additional rare within-category stimulus was included in one of 
the blocks (n = 17), an additional rare between-category stimulus was included in 
another of the blocks (n = 17), and two instances of rare category stimuli (one within, 
and one between) were included within the final block (n -  18). Stimuli were 
presented for 400 ms and were sepaiated.by an inter-tiial-interval comprising a black
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central fixation cross on a grey background. The inter-trial-interval varied randomly 
between 1300 and 1600 ms.
Procedure. Participants were asked to mentally count the number of deviant 
(target) stimuli within each consecutive sequence of 92 trials. Counting of deviant 
stimuli was chosen (rather than using button-press responses) to eliminate 
contamination by motor-related ERP activity. A short pause was allowed at the end 
of each sequence for the participant to report the number of deviant stimuli to the 
experimenter. Before the experimental session, a practice session of 100 trials was 
performed, which was split into two blocks, with a different triad used in each block. 
Each triad consisted of Hues that differed from those used in the experimental trials. 
Participants were instnrcted to maintain their gaze at the centre of the screen  ^and 
were also asked to minimize eye blinks and to avoid any unnecessary movement.
The verbatim instructions that were given to participants before the experiment 
began can be fomrd in Appendix E.
ERP recording. EEG was recorded from Fpl, Fp2, F7, F3, Fz, F4, F8 , FC5, 
FCl, FC2, FC6 , T7, 03, Cz, C4, T8 , CP5, CPI, CP2, CP6 , P7, P3, Pz, P4, P8 , 01, Iz, 
02, P09, POlO, a forehead ground and the average of left and right earlobe 
references according to the 10-20 system (Jasper, 1958), using Ag-AgCl electrodes. 
Horizontal electrooculogram (HEOG) was recorded bipolariy from the outer canthi 
of both eyes. The impedance for electr odes was kept below 5 kO, and EEG and EOG 
were sampled on-line with a digitisation rate of 1000 Hz. EEG and EOG were 
amplified by a 0.01-100 Hz band-pass filter. Following EEG recording, data were 
digitally filtered with an on-line low-pass filter at 40 Hz and down-sampled to 200 
Hz to save later computation time using Neuroscan software (version 4.3). Epochs 
beginning 1 0 0  ms prior to stimulus onset and continuing for 1 2 0 0  ms after stimulus 
onset were created.
EEG and HEOG were epoched off-line relative to a 100 ms pre-stimulus baseline. 
Trials with lateral eye movements (HEOG exceeding ±30 pV), as well as trials with 
vertical eye movements, eye blinlcs (Fpl/Fp2 exceeding ±60 pV), or other artifacts (a 
voltage exceeding ±60 pV at any electrode) measured after tai'get onset, were
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excluded from analysis. The percentages of trials included after artifact rejection 
were: 61% of standard trials, 60% of between-category deviant trials, and 59% of 
within-category deviant trials. To ensure equivalent signal to noise ratio across 
stimuli, an equal number of trials were included for each stimulus for a given 
participant. Included stimuli were randomly selected from all the available trials 
from each stimulus type. A minimum of 30 artifact free trials for each stimulus was 
required for inclusion in the final sample and the mean number of trials that were 
included per stimulus was 38.4 (SD = 6.5).
2.2.4. Stimulus control ERP task
Participants. A separate sample of ten volimteers took part in a conti'ol task (5 
women and 5 men; mean age: 26.9 years (SD = 3.3)). Data from one participant were 
discarded due to high levels of noise and eye blinlc artifacts. All participants had 
noimal or conected-to-normal vision and were screened for 'red-gieen' colour vision 
deficiencies using the Ishihara test for colour blindness (Ishihara, 1987).
Design. The eight stimuli were presented individually in blocks of 60 trials 
(one block per stimulus), giving a total o f480 trials. Stimuli were presented for 400 
ms and were preceded by a black fixation cross, centred on a gi*ey background. This 
inter-trial-interval varied randomly between 1300 and 1600 ms. The order of the 
eight blocks was randomised across participants.
Procedure. Participants were just required to fixate the centre of the monitor 
where the stimulus was presented.
2.3. Results
2.3.1. Naming task
The pattern of naming was on average 96.4% (SD = 6.2) consistent with the intended 
nominal categories for each of the coloured stimuli, confirmmg the presence of the 
green-blue linguistic boundaiy for both stimulus sets. The percentages of participants 
giving each of the stimuli the intended name are given in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2. The percentage of paiticipants giving the intended coloui' name for each 
stimulus.
Stimulus Agreement with intended name (%)
S etl lOG 97.1
5BG 82.9
lOBG 100
5B 100
Set 2 6G 100
3.5BG 91.4
IB 100
8.5B 100
2.3.2. Behavioural task
Accuracy. Overall accui acy for correct identification of stimuli as standard or 
deviant was 93.9% {SD = 4.9). Over the three stimulus conditions the mean accuracy 
was highest for standard stimuli, lowest for within-category deviant stimuli and 
intermediate for between-category deviant stimuli. For the mean percentage accuracy 
for each condition see Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3. Mean percentage accuracy for standard and within- and between- 
category deviant stimuli. EiTor bars represent +/- ISE.
A  one-way repeated measui'es ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of 
Stimulus (standaid / within-category deviant / between-category deviant), (F(2,40) = 
40.54, MSE = 3714A3yp < .001, 77/ =  .70). Paired samples Mests (with a Bonferroni 
corrected significance level o f p<  .025) identified significant differences in accuracy 
for standard versus deviant conditions (r(20) = 6.19, p  < .001, 1.88), and for
within- versus between-category deviant stimuli (^(20) = 5.1 l ,p  < .001, d = 1.41).
Reaction times. Trials with errors were discarded (less than 7%) and trials with 
reaction times (RTs) gi*eater than 3 standard deviations {SDs) away from the mean 
(less than 2% of trials) were excluded from the analysis. The mean reaction times for 
standaid and within- and between-category deviant stimuli can be seen in Figure 2.4,
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Figure 2.4. Mean reaction time for standard and within- and between-category 
deviant stimuli. EiTor bai*s represent +/- \SE.
A  one-way repeated measuies ANOVA with a factor of Stimulus (standard / within- 
category deviant / between-category deviant) was conducted on the remaining 
pai'ticipants’ conect RTs. A main effect of Stimulus (F(2,40) = 54.32, MSE = 
89604.98, < .001, .80) was due to responses being fastest to standard stimuli
(mean, (SD)): 293 ms, (132); slowest to within-category deviant stimuli: 417 ms,
(114); and intermediate to between-category deviant stimuli: 390 ms, (105). Paired 
samples r-tests (with a Bonfenoni corrected significance level of^ < .025) identified 
significant differences in accuracy for standard versus deviant conditions (t(20) = 
10.51,/? < .001, t/=  1.27), and for within- versus between-category deviant stimuli 
(t(20) = 3.64,/? < .005, d = 0.35).
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2.3 .3 . E R P  ta sk
Data analysis. Separate averages were computed for all stimulus types 
(standard, within-category deviant, hetween-categoiy deviant). Figure 2.5 shows 
ERPs across a representative sample of electrode sites where original EEG recording 
took place, elicited in response to standard (dashed lines) and deviant (grey lines for 
within-category; black lines for between-category) stimuli.
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Figure 2.5. Grand-averaged ERP waveforms elicited in the 1150 ms interval 
following stimulus onset (0 ms) in response to standard (dashed lines), within- 
category deviant (grey lines), and between-category deviant (black lines) colom- 
stimuli. The horizontal dashed line represents baseline (Opv). The PI, N l, P2, N2 
and P3 components are indicated for electrode CP6.
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Analyses of variance were conducted on ERP mean amplitudes and peak latencies^ 
obtained for specific sets of electrodes within predefined measurement windows.
Analyses focused on electrodes at anterior (F3/4, F7/8, FC5/6), posterior (CP5/6,
P3/4, P7/8), and midline (Fz, Cz, Pz) scalp regions. These analyses were conducted i
for ERP mean amplitudes and peak latencies in response to stimuli elicited within 
successive post-stimulus time intervals (P 1-window: 80-120 ms; ‘early phase’ N l- 
window: 130-190 ms; P2-window: 210-270 ms; N2-window: 280-340 ms; P3- |
window: 350-600 ms). These time windows were deteimined on the basis of prior !
research (see Rugg & Coles, 1995, for a review) and inspection of individual subject j
wavefoims. The analysis was done in two stages. First, oddball effects were tested by |
comparing mean amplitudes and then peak latencies of components for standard and i
deviant stimuli (averaged across within- and between-category deviants). Second, I
category effects were tested by comparing within- and between-category deviant !
stimuli, again using mean amplitudes and then peak latencies.
Analyses were conducted separately for mean amplitude and peak latency. For each, ■
separate Repeated Measmes ANOVAs were performed at each scalp region
(anterior, midline, posterior) with Stimulus and Electrode as factors. The levels of the
Stimulus factor differed for the separate analyses of oddball effects (standard,
deviant) and category effects (within-category deviant, between-category deviant).
The levels of the Electrode factor differed for the analysis of each scalp region: 
anterior (F3, F4, F7, F8, FC5, FC6); posterior (CP5, CP6, P3, P4, P7, P8); midline 
(Fz, Cz, Pz). For the analyses of anterior and posterior sites Hemisphere (left / right) 
was also a factor. Greenliouse-Geisser adjustments to the degrees of freedom were 
performed where appropriate to conect for sphericity violations.
2.3.4. Oddball effects (standard vs. deviant stimuli)
Analyses comparing the mean amplitude and peak latency of standard versus deviant 
stimuli were perfonned to investigate whether the task was eliciting oddball effects.
 ^A combination of mean amplitude and peak latency measures were used to replicate the approach 
employed by Campanella et al. (2002).
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whereby deviant stimuli evoke greater mean amplitudes and earlier peak latencies 
than standard stimuli.
Mean amplitude. For the mean amplitudes elicited by standard and deviant 
stimuli for each component at each electrode position see Table 2.3.
Table 2.3. The mean amplitude (fo,v) {SD) elicited by standaid (S) and deviant (D) 
stimuli for each time window (PI, N l, P2, N2, P3) at each scalp region (anterior, 
midline, posterior). The p  values for significant differences in the amplitude of 
standard and deviant stimuli (oddball effect) are given.
Component Scalp Region S D S vs. D
PI Anterior -0.2 (0.3) 0.1 (0.9) Not sig.
Midline 0.8 (0.7) 0.9 (1.3) Not sig.
Posterior 1.6 (1.1) 1.1 (2.0) Not sig.
N l Anterior -1.5 (0.9) 1.1 (1.0) Not sig.
Midline -0.7 (1.4) -0.1 (1.7) Not sig.
Posterior 0.6 (1.5) -0.5 (2.4) p <  .05
P2 Anterior -0.2 (1.0) 1.1 (2.1) p < . 0 5
Midline 1.3 (1.5) 3.5 (2.7) p  <  .01
Posterior 2.2 (1.7) 2.6 (2.9) Not sig.
N2 Anterior -0.5 (1.5) 0.8 (2.1) Not sig.
Midline 0.5 (2.1) 3.0 (3.4) Not sig.
Posterior 1.9 (1.5) 2.5 (2.6) Not sig.
P3 Anterior -0.5 (1.9) 1.2 (3.0) p  < .05
Midline 0.3 (2.1) 4.6 (4.6) p  < .01
Posterior 0.6 (1.5) 4.1 (3.1) p  < ,001
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No reliable oddball effects were present within the PI (80-120 ms post-stimulus) or 
N2 (280-340 ms post-stimulus) time ranges at any scalp region, or within the ‘early 
phase’ N l time range (130-190 ms post-stimulus) for anterior or midline electrodes.
In contrast, a larger N l component was elicited at posterior sites to deviant than to 
standard stimuli (F(l,13) = 7.28, MSE = 57.13,p  < .05, ; / /=  .36). A greater 
amplitude to deviant compared to standard stimuli was also observed within the P2 
(210-270 ms post-stimulus) time range at anterior: (F(l,13) = 4.95, MSE -  64.72,/? <
.05, rjp= 2'S)\ and midline: (F(l,13) = 10.81, MSE = 94.14,/? < .01, 77/ =  .45) sites.
As expected, a prominent positivity with a broad distribution across electrodes was 
evident for deviant relative to standard stimuli within the P3 time range (350-600 ms I
post-stimulus). This observation was substantiated by statistical analyses. An oddball i
effect was obtained witliin the P3 time window at anterior: (F(l,13) = 5.99, MSE = :
119.26,/? < .05, 77/= .3 2 ) ;  midline: (F(l,13) = 18.84, MSS = 384.33,/? < .01, 77/  =
.59); and posterior electrodes: (F(l,13) = 31.95, MSE = 465.65,/? < .001, 77/ =  .71.
The main effects of Stimulus (standard vs. deviant) were accompanied by 
interactions between Stimulus and Hemisphere at anterior electrode sites (all S(l,13)
> 4.80; all /? < .05), as mean amplitude differences were greater for left- as compaied 
with right- hemisphere locations.
Peak latencies. The peak latencies of standard and deviant stimuli for each 
component at each electrode position ai*e given in Table 2.4.
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Table 2.4. The peak latency (ms) {SD) elicited by standard (S) and deviant (D) 
stimuli for components PI, N l, P2 and N2, at each scalp region (anterior, midline, 
posterior). Thep  values for significant d'ifferences in the amplitude of standard and 
deviant stimuli (oddball effect) are given.
Component Scalp Region S D S vs. D
PI Anterior 91.3 (7.3) 88.10 (7.0) Not sig.
Midline 92.3 (8.9) 92.5 (10.6) Not sig.
Posterior 102.7 (9.4) 97.7 (8.6) p  < .01
N l Anterior 151.1 (9.2) 153 4 (12.4) Not sig.
Midline 151.9 (7.2) 146.3 (9.8) Not sig.
Posterior 158.7 (12.5) 152.9 (11.9) p  < .05
P2 Anterior 239.4(13.8) 243.0 (14.0) Not sig.
Midline 237.1 (12.2) 239.4 (16.2) Not sig.
Posterior 243.5 (13.8) 243.3 (14.3) Not sig.
N2 Anterior 314.8(13.2) 313.3 (13.1) Not sig.
Midline 310.1 (10.8) 304.8 (14.6) Not sig.
Posterior 311.9 (17.3) 298.6(11.7) p  < .05
Analyses revealed the onset of eai'lier latencies for deviant compar ed to standard 
stimuli forPl: (F(l,13) = 13.48,M S£= 1050.0,j? < .01, 77/ =  .51); N l: (F(l,13) = 
5.36,MSB = 1400.15,;) < .05 ,77/ =  .29); andN2 : (B(l,13) = 4.80,MSB = 7400.15,p 
< .05, r}p = .27) at posterior electrodes only. There was no evidence of earlier peak 
latencies in deviant conditions for P2 components. Analyses of pealc latencies within 
the P3 window were not conducted due to the absence of any identifiable pealcs for 
standard stimuli within this time range.
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2.3.5. Category effects (within-category deviant vs. between-category deviant 
stimuli)
The mean amplitudes and peak latencies of within-category deviant versus between- 
category deviant stimuli were compared. This was done to investigate whether the 
two deviant stimuli were processed differentially.
Mean amplitude. See Table 2.5 for the mean amplitudes elicited by within- and 
between-category deviant stimuli for each component at each electrode position.
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Table 2.5. The mean amplitude (p,v) (SD) elicited by within-category deviant (WD) 
and between-category deviant (BD) stimuli for each time window (PI, N l, P2, N2, 
P3) at each scalp region (anterior, midline, posterior). Thep  values for significant 
differences in the amplitude of witliin- and between-categoiy deviant stimuli 
(category effect) are given.
Component Scalp Region WD BD WD vs. BD
PI Anterior -0.5 (1.1) -0.2 (1.2) Not sig.
Midline 1.4 (1.6) 0.4 (1.6) Not sig
Posterior 1.3 (2.1) 0.9 (2.3) Not sig
N l Anterior -1.0 (1.7) -1.4 (2.2) Not sig
Midline -0.6 (2.6) -1.0 (2.7) Not sig
Posterior -0.6 (2.5) -0.5 (2.4) Not sig.
P2 Anterior 1.2 (2.3) 1.0 (2.4) Not sig.
Midline 3.2 (2.9) 3.7 (3.0) Not sig.
Posterior 2.1 (3.0) 3.1 (3.0) p  < ,05
N2 Anterior 0.5 (2.4) 1.1 (2.1) Not sig
Midline 2.6 (3.3) 3.5 (4.0) Not sig
Posterior 2.0 (2.5) 3.1 (3.2) Not sig
P3 Anterior 0.6 (3.0) 1.9 (3.2) 7? <.01
Midline 3.8 (4.6) 5.4 (4.9) p < m
Posterior 3.2 (3.3) 4.7 (2.8) p <  .05
Repeated Measmes ANOVAs revealed that no significant main effects of category 
for mean amplitude were obtained within PI, ‘eai'ly phase’ N l, and N2 measurement 
windows. A greater positivity for between-category deviant stimuli was observed
within the P2 time window at posterior sites: (F(l,13) = 5.01, MSE = 34.94,/? < .05, 
r]p = .28). Enhanced positive amplitudes for between- relative to within- category 
deviant stimuli were also found within P3 time windows at anterior: (F(l,13) = 
10.62,MSB = 68.75,p < .01, %^=.45);midline: (F(l,13) = 7.05,MSB = 54.64,p < 
.05,7j,^= .35); and posterior: (B(l,13) = 8.03, MSB = 75.43,p  < .05, 77/ =  .47) 
electrodes. Finally, there were no significant interactions between Category and 
Hemisphere (largest F  = 3.89, smallest/? = .07).
Peak latencies. The peak latencies of within- and between-category deviant 
stimuli for each component at each electrode position can be seen in Table 2.6.
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Table 2.6. The peak latency (ms) (SD) elicited by within-category deviant (WD) and 
between-category deviant (BD) stimuli for components PI, N l, P2 and N2, at each 
scalp region (anterior, midline, posterior). Thep  values for significant differences in 
the amplitude of within- and between category deviant stimuli (category effect) are 
given.
Component Scalp Region WD BD WD vs. BD
PI Anterior 94.5 (6.0) 91.3 (7.4) Not sig.
Midline 96.2 (10.6) 90.7(10.1) p  < .05
Posterior 99.2 (9.1) 97.0 (10.2) Not sig.
N l Anterior 159.2 (11.9) 152.6 (13.2) Not sig.
Midline 153.5 (11.2) 146.6 (6.6) p  < .05
Posterior 157.9 (10.3) 148.5 (8.8) p  < .01
P2 Anterior 243.4 (12.9) 241.4(13.4) Not sig.
Midline 242.6 (16.8) 239.0(12.1) Not sig.
Posterior 241.5(15.5) 240.8 (14.5) Not sig.
N2 Anterior 314.1 (11.5) 306.8 (12.4) p  = .052
Midline 309.3 (13.7) 302.3 (13.1) Not sig.
Posterior 304.9 (8.4) 296.3 (10.3) p  < .05
Analyses of peak latencies revealed the emergence of ear lier peaks for between- 
relative to within- category stimuli across the following time wmdows and electrode 
sites: PI peak at rnidline electrodes: (F(l,13) = 5.0, MSE = 629.16,p < .05, rip =
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.28); N l peaks at midline: (F(l,13) = 5.07, MSE = 1001.19,/? < .05, 77/ =  .28) and 
posterior: (F(l,13) = 11.31, MSE = 3762.05,/? < .01 ,77/ =  .47) electrodes, and, 
finally, N2 peaks at anterior: (F(l,13) = 4.56, MSE = 2251.34,/? = .052, 77/ =  .26) 
and posterior: (F(l,13) = 6.63, MSE = 3128.72,/? < .05, 77/ =  .34) electrode sites. 
There was no evidence of earlier pealc latencies in between-category conditions for 
P2 components, and analyses of peak latencies within the P3 window were not 
conducted in order to maintain comparability with the analyses for oddball effects 
(standard vs. deviant stimuli).
2.3.6. Counting task
The mean performance for identifying the occurrence of oddball events was 97.2% 
{SD = 6.4), which confirms that participants were attending to the stimuli.
2.3.7. Stimulus control ERP task
Data analysis. Separate averages were computed for the four colours 
comprising each of the stimulus sets (see Figure 2.2). Analyses of variance were 
conducted on pealc latencies for the PI and N l (i.e., perceptual) measurement 
windows. Peak latencies were obtained for specific sets of electrodes within these 
predefined measurement windows (see ERP task above for details). Pealc latencies of 
components across the four colours that made up each separate stimulus set were 
compared to test effects of stimulus. These analyses were performed to ascertain that 
there were no ERP differences between the colours that might explain any category- 
specific ERP effects at perceptual stages of processing.
Stimulus effects. Importantly, there were no significant mam effects of stimulus 
for pealc latencies across either Set 1 or Set 2 (all Fs < 1.73, all/?s > .20) for either of 
the measiu'ement windows. See Figures 2.6 and 2.7 for the waveforms elicited by the 
fom coloms comprismg Set 1 and Set 2 respectively.
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Figure 2.6. Grand-averaged ERP wavefoims elicited in the 1150 ms inteival 
following stimulus onset (0 ms) in response to stimuli in Set 1: 5B (black lines), 
lOBG (black dashed lines), 5BG (giey lines) and lOG (grey dashed lines). The 
horizontal dashed line represents baseline (Opv). The PI and Nl components are 
indicated for electrode P4.
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Figure 2.7. Grand-averaged ERP wavefonns elicited in the 1150 ms interval 
following stimulus onset (0 ms) in response to stimuli in Set 2: 8.5B (black lines), 
IBG (black dashed lines), 3.5BG (grey lines) and 6G (giey dashed lines). The 
horizontal dashed line represents baseline (Opv). The PI and Nl components aie 
indicated for electrode P4.
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2.4. Discussion
2.4.1. Summary o f findings
The aim of the current study was to reveal the time course and underlying 
mechanisms of colour CP by recording ERPs dming a visual oddball task. This 
approach allowed an assessment of the relative contiibutions of early perceptual and 
later post-perceptual processes to colour CP. Colour CP was investigated across the 
blue-green boundary, using two sets of stimuli. A naming task verified that 
participants gave each of the stimuli the intended colom' label, naming two stimuli 
from each set blue and two green, thus confinning the presence of the linguistic 
category boundary. A visual oddball task was used to assess CP, dming which 
pai'ticipants were required to detect instances of deviant stimuli that were from the 
same or different category to the more frequently presented standard stimuli. On a 
behaviom al version of the task, participants identified whether stimuli were standard 
(frequent) or deviant (infrequent) using a key press and the behaviomal measmes of 
accmacy and reaction times were analysed. CP was demonsti ated by faster and more 
accm ate detection of between-category deviants compai'ed to within-category 
deviants. On an ERP version of the oddball task, a separate gi'oup of participants 
were required to count the number of deviant stimuli occmring in each block, whilst 
ERPs were recorded. Analysis of the ERP waveforms revealed patterns typical of 
oddball detection (oddball effects), as well as patterns indicating differential 
responses to within- and between-category deviants (category effects). Finally, a 
stimulus control ERP task clarified the independence of these category effects from 
any simple perceptual characteristics of the colour stimuli.
2.4.2. Behavioural task
Behavioural evidence of colom CP has been demonstrated using a range of tasks (see 
Chapter 1 for details), but has never been provided using a visual oddball task. In 
order to establish the reliability of the task and its compai ability with previous 
behaviomal approaches, pai'ticipants were asked to respond to a series of standard 
and deviant (within- and between-category) stimuli by pressing appropriate keys on a 
response box, whilst paying particular attention to speed and accmacy. As expected, 
responses were fastest and most accmate to standard compared with deviant stimuli.
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showing typical oddball detection effects. Category effects were also found, with 
faster responses and higher accuracy for between-category relative to within- 
category deviant stimuli, consistent with well-established behavioural findings of 
colour CP (e.g., Bomstein & Korda, 1984). The results of the behavioural task 
confirmed that the visual oddball task and the stimulus sets being used were 
appropriate for the investigation of colour category effects.
2.4.3. ERP task
On the ERP version of the visual oddball task, ERPs were recorded in response to 
standard, within-category deviant, and between-category deviant stimuli. Paificipants 
were required to identify the occurrence of oddball events by counting the number of 
deviant stimuli occurring m each block. High performance accuracy on this task 
confirmed that participants were attending to the stimuli. ERPs elicited by standard 
stimuli were compar ed with ERPs evoked by deviant stimuli, collapsing across 
within-category and between-category conditions (see also Campanella et al., 2002). 
In addition to the analysis of oddball effects, category effects were also investigated 
by comparing the ERP waveforms elicited by within- and between-category deviant 
stimuli. Crucially, this analysis revealed that there were differences for the two 
deviant conditions, with ear lier latencies and greater amplitudes for between- relative 
to within-category deviant stimuli. These category effects occurr ed during the time 
ranges associated with several key ERP components, implicating both perceptual and 
post-perceptual processes. These findings ar e discussed in more detail below.
Oddball effects (standard v^ . deviant stimuli). The analysis of oddball effects 
was performed to establish whether a classic pattern of ERP waveforms would be 
elicited by deviant coloured stimuli. As in previous studies, typical oddball detection 
effects were revealed, with deviant stimuli producing ERPs with earlier latencies and 
greater amplitudes than standard stimuli, at a rrumber of electrode sites and 
measurement windows (see Patel & Azzam, 2005; Polich, 2007, for reviews). An 
early negativity was elicited at posterior sites within the N1 time window (130-190 
ms). The N1 component gerrerated by deviant stimuli was both larger in amplitude 
and earlier in latency than the N1 elicited by standard stimuli. This effect indicates 
the rapid detection of infrequent events by perceptual processes that may originate in
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extrastriate regions of occipital cortex (e.g., Di Russo et al., 2002). An enlianced N1 
to infrequent visual stimuli is an effect that has been reported in previous studies 
(e.g., Czigler, Balazs & Pato, 2004; Kenemans, Jong & Verbaten, 2003; Potts, Patel 
& Azzam, 2004). However, this finding is less robust than oddball effects that are 
linked to later stages of processing. Furthermore, although these differences occur 
within the time range linked to the N1 component, it is possible that pre-attentive 
processes of mismatch detection associated with the visual mismatch negativity 
(vMMN) component also contribute to early stimulus effects. The vMMN is a 
posterior ERP component that occurs during a similar* time range to the N l, This 
component is elicited in response to irrfrequent visual events (e.g., Czigler et al., 
2004; Heslenfeld, 2002; Kenemans et al., 2003), such as the rare changes in colour 
that occur in this study. Although a role for processes of visual mismatch is possible, 
the vMMN appears to be evoked by stimuli that are outside the focus of attention 
(e.g.. Tales, Newton, Troscianko & Butler, 1999). As the changes in colour in the 
ciment study were attended, it is more likely that the early stimulus effects ar e linked 
to the N l component. However, further investigation is necessary to clarify whether 
stimulus effects for the vMMN component are elicited on a task where the colour 
change is not attended.
Late oddball effects were also found within the P2 (210-270 ms) and P3 (350-600 
ms) time ranges, signifying the detection of infrequent events by post-perceptual 
processes. A greater positivity to deviant compared with standard stimuli was evident 
within the P2 time window, and appear ed to overlap with ERPs in the N2 and even 
Nl time ranges at some electrode sites. The P2 wave has been shown to be sensitive 
to target probability, particularly at anterior sites and these effects tend to occur only 
when fairly simple stimulus features are used to define target stimuli. It is therefore 
not surprising that enhanced novelty specific P2 waves were found in this study, as 
variation in hue is a relatively simple tar get property. An enhanced positivity in 
response to deviant stimuli also appear ed within the P3 measurement window, with a 
broad distribution across anterior, central, midline and posterior electrodes. The P3 
component is sensitive to stimulus evaluation processes and has been linlced to broad 
recognition and memory updating mechanisms. For example, Donchin and Coles 
(1988; see also Donchin et al., 1997) suggested that the P3 is evoked whenever an
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update of a representation of the environment is needed. Like the P2, the P3 is 
sensitive to target probability and reflects the detection of simple stimulus features. 
However, P3 effects are also linked to the detection of more complex attributes (e.g., 
Luck & Hillyard, 1994; Patel & Azzam, 2005). These findings are entirely consistent 
with previous visual oddball data (see Patel & Azzam, 2005 for a review), and 
provide a replication of typical oddball effects.
Laterality effects were also investigated by including hemisphere as a factor. 
Laterality effects at fiontal sites were present during the P2 and P3 time windows, 
with gieater oddball effects at LH locations compared with RH locations. This may 
reflect an involvement of language due to participants’ occupation with the counting 
task.
Category effects (within-category deviant vs. between-category deviant stimuli. 
The ERPs elicited by within- and between-categoiy deviant stimuli were analysed to 
determine whether there were differences in the way that deviant stimuli with 
different categorical relationships to the standai'd were processed. Differences in the 
latency or amplitude of the PI and Nl components would suggest rapid perceptual 
processing of colour category effects, whereas effects witliin the P2, N2 or P3 
components would suggest the involvement of later cognitive or linguistic processes. 
As was found for the behaviouial task, a pattern of effects emerged that was 
consistent with CP. Category effects were found across a number of electrode sites 
and measur ement windows, with ear lier latencies and greater amplitudes elicited to 
between- compar ed to within-category deviant stimuli. Early category effects were 
evident during the time ranges associated with the PI component and the ‘early 
phase’ of the Nl component, indicating an involvement of perceptual mechanisms in 
colour CP. Category effects were also found at later stages, during the P2 and P3 
time windows, which suggests that post-perceptual processes are also implicated in 
the effect. Detailed discussion of these early and late effects is given in turn.
a) Early effects. Earlier peak latencies to between-category relative to within- 
category deviants were revealed witlrin the epoch associated with the PI component 
(80-120 ms), at midline electrode sites. These differences occurred from as early as 
90 ms post-stimulus onset, A similar pattern was also evident within the ‘early
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phase’ of the Nl component (130-190 ms), at midline and posterior sites. These 
components are described in visual ERP studies as relating to early visual processing 
and are found to be sensitive to variations in the physical characteristics of an 
eliciting stimulus. Despite reflecting early perceptual processes, they are also 
influenced by the focus of spatial attention (see reviews by Hillyard, Vogel & Luck 
1998; Mangun, 1995). Stiiate and extrastriate origins are proposed for PI and Nl 
components (Di Russo et al., 2002; Gomez, Clark, Luck, Fan, & Hillyard, 1994; 
Heinze et al., 1994), suggesting an early perceptual contribution to colour CP. This 
account is compatible with findings in the auditory domain, which reveal that 
perception of phonemic categories talces place at a very early stage in signal 
processing (e.g., Dehaene-Lambeilz, 1997; Nââtânen et al., 1997).
The early category effects found in the cmnent study could reflect a modulation of 
the PI and Nl components, resulting from cleaier perceptual discrimination for 
between-category, compared to within-category deviant stimuli. The PI and Nl 
components have previously been shown to differentiate between, for example, 
words or faces compared to other objects (e.g., Schendan, Ganis, & Kulas, 1998), 
and animals compared to vehicles (e.g., VanRullen & Thorpe, 2001). However, 
because the separations between the stimuli used in these studies were not equated, 
these early ERP effects may have reflected differences in the Tow-level’ visual 
properties of these stimulus categories, such as luminance or contrast, as well as 
categorical differences. Conversely, the cun ent findings provide one of the first clear 
demonstrations of the involvement of early perceptual ERP components in visual 
categorisation, which cannot be explained in terms of simple, low-level perceptual 
differences. Tins is because the colour separations for standaids relative to within- 
category deviants, and for standards relative to between-category deviants, were 
equated. Additionally, there were no ERP differences among the stimuli when each 
was presented in isolation during the stimulus contiol task (see below for discussion 
of this task). It is therefore likely that instead of indicating differences in the simple 
characteristics of the stimuli, the category effects in early ERPs in the cun ent study 
reflect expertise or long-term experience with the relevant categories (e.g., Schendan 
et al., 1998). It is possible that this experience stems from an imiate perceptual 
sensitivity around category boundaiies (see e.g., Kay & Regier, 2003; Regier et al..
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2005; Regier et al., 2007). However, it is also possible that these perceptual 
differences are shaped by colour language (e.g., Davies & Corbett, 1997; Roberson 
et al., 2004). Further investigation is needed to clarify the natuie of these early 
perceptual effects.
The early category effects found in the current study are linked to the PI and Nl 
components, but as explained previously, it is possible that the vMMN component, 
which occurs during a similar time range to PI and N l, also contributes to early 
coloui* CP. This possibility needs to be explored using a task that involves an 
unattended colour change, which is more likely to elicit a vMMN component tlian 
the cuiTent attended task (e.g.. Tales et al., 1999). If category effects were found for 
the vMMN component on an unattended task, this would signify the involvement of 
pre-attentive processes in colour CP and link the effect to prestriate visual areas' ,^ 
which are the suspected origin of the vMMN. However, regardless of whether the 
early colour category effects in the current study reflect attentive (Nl and PI) or pre- 
attentive (vMMN) processes, colour CP is cleaiiy arising at distinctly early stages of 
processing.
Colour category effects in ERPs have also been demonstrated by Fonteneau and 
Davidoff (2007), using a visual oddball task involving an unattended colour change. 
However, the category effects revealed in their study arose at later processing stages 
than the effects found in the cuiTent study. The colour category effects in the current
 ^The prestriate cortex is a specific area of the extrastriate cortex, which is thought to be linked to 
areas V2 and V3, as well as the inferior temporal gyrus and the middle temporal gyrus (Kostovic & 
Rakic, 1984). Prestriate visual areas receive direct projections from foveal representations in die 
striate cortex. The pulvinar nucleus in tlie thalamus, which projects fibres to the visual association 
areas in die parietal and temporal lobes, is die main soiuce of these projections (Zeki, 1969, 
Benevento & Rezak, 1976; Curcio & Halting, 1978).
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study arose between 90-100 ms (within the PI time range) and again between 145- 
160 ms (within the ‘early phase’ Nl time range). In contrast, in Fonteneau and 
Davidoff s study, category effects arose between 195-215 ms (Tate phase’ Nl), and 
might therefore be interpreted as a post-perceptual, rather than a perceptual marker of 
colour CP (see e.g., Hopf et al., 2002; Ritter et al., 1982; Vogel & Luck, 2000). The 
differences in the time coinse of colour CP revealed by these two studies can be 
explained by differences in the demands of each task. The task used in the cim ent 
study required attention to be directed towards the colour of each stimulus, to enable 
the detection of deviant colour stimuli in amongst standard stimuli. However, in 
Fonteneau & Davidoff s study, the task involved the detection of incidental cartoon 
characters, which meant that participants’ attention was not explicitly focused on the 
colour stimuli. This could be responsible for the differences in the latency of 
category effects across the two studies, as it has been suggested that early perceptual 
effects of CP are more likely to be exhibited if attention is explicitly directed towards 
the feature being categorised (e.g.. Luck, et al., 2000). Therefore, attention to the 
dimension of colour in the cuinent study may have increased the sensitivity to 
perceptual colour category effects. However the effect of varying the demands of a 
task on the modulation of colour CP is something that needs luither investigation.
In summary, the current study revealed ERP effects to deviant stimuli witliin the time 
ranges associated with the PI component and the ‘early phase’ of the Nl component. 
This finding provides novel electrophysiological evidence for the role of eai'ly 
perceptual processes in CP of colour.
b) Late effects. The ERP latency effects were evident predominantly for early 
components, but differences in mean amplitudes were also found to emerge during 
later stages of processing. Specifically, between-category deviants elicited larger P2 
and P3 amplitudes than within-category deviants. This pattern is consistent with 
findings from recent electiophysiological studies investigating CP of facial 
expressions (e.g., Campanella et al., 2002; Rossignol et al., 2007), which also found 
enlianced P3 amplitudes to between-category deviants. As stated previously, the P2 
and P3 components are usually linked with processes of stimulus evaluation (Patel & 
Azzam, 2005), and incorporate essentially any post-perceptual process that is not 
related to the preparation of an overt response (e.g., McCarthy & Donchin, 1981). It
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is therefore difficult to identify the specific mechanisms involved in colour CP 
during these later stages, as a range of cognitive processes could accoimt for these 
effects. Indeed, it is possible that cognitive influences such as biases in memory 
toward category prototypes (e.g., Huttenlocher, Hedges, Vevea, 2000), or verbal 
labelling strategies (e.g., Roberson & Davidoff, 2000; Drivonikou et al., 2007), may 
account for these late ERP effects.
The involvement of language in late colour category effects does seem probable as a 
range of studies have implicated linguistic mechanisms in colour CP (e.g., Daoutis et 
al., 2006a; Kay & Kempton, 1984; Roberson & Davidoff, 2000; Roberson et al., 
2000; Winawer et al., 2007). For example, the findings of recent ERP and fMRI 
studies (Liu et al., 2009; Ting Siok et al., 2009) provide electrophysiological and 
neurophysiological evidence for an LH bias in coloui* CP, which suggests that 
language does play a role in the effect (see Chapter 1 for details of hemispheric 
asymmetries in colour CP). A LH bias — which might be expected according to 
linguistic accounts of colour CP (e.g., Gilbert et al., 2006; Drivonikou et al., 2007; 
Liu et al., 2009; Ting Siok et al., 2009) — was not present for the category specific 
ERP differences in the ciUTent study. However, it remains a clear possibility that 
processes such as verbal labelling may contribute to late coloin category effects (see, 
e.g., Friedman, Cycowicz & Dziobek, 2003, for evidence of language effects on late 
ERP components such as the P3). Indeed, the absence hemispheric differences in the 
cunent study, does not rule out the involvement of language in colour CP. In the 
current experiment, stimuli were shown centrally and the task was not designed to 
investigate hemispheric asymmetries, which are more effectively elicited when 
stimuli are lateralised (see e.g., Gilbert et al., 2006).
As mentioned previously, Liu et al., (2009) investigated hemispheric asymmetries on 
a lateralised visual search task using ERPs (see Chapter 1 for details of visual search 
tasks). This study reports hemispheric asymmetiies in the N2pc component, 
implicating language in the effect. Liu and colleagues foimd that N2pc amplitude 
was larger for between-category targets than for within-category targets in the RVF 
but that there was no difference in the mean amplitude of the two conditions in the 
LVF. Liu et al. suggested that the enlianced category effects in the N2pc for stimuli 
in the RVF (LH) indicated that the stimuli were processed linguistically. They
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reasoned that the use of language provided an advantage for the discrimination 
between-category tai'gets, which were of a different linguistic name to their 
surrounding distractors (e.g., a blue amongst greens), compared to within-category 
targets, which shared the same linguistic name as their distractors (e.g., a blue 
amongst different blues). Additionally, as refeixed to in Chapter 1, Ting Siok et al. 
(2009) present fMRI data that suggests a role for language in colour CP. Between- 
category discriminations elicited stronger and faster responses in the LH language 
regions, compared to within-category discriminations. This was particularly apparent 
when stimuli were presented in the RVF. Ting Siok et al. suggest that these findings 
indicate some kind of top-down modulation of language on areas of the visual cortex. 
These studies provide converging evidence for a possibly language based LH bias in 
colour CP, supporting the findings of previous behavioural investigations of 
lateralised colour category effects (e.g., Gilbert et al., 2006; Drivonikou et al., 2007). 
It therefore looks likely that the later, post-perceptual category effects found in the 
current study also reflect the involvement of language as well as other cognitive 
mechanisms such as memory.
In addition to the emergence of defined P2, N2 and P3 components, inspection of 
grand-averaged (see Figure 2.5) and individual pairicipant waveforms also suggested 
the presence of a post-P300 slow wave. This is a slow shifting, sustained negativity 
believed to reflect the retention of infonnation in working memory (Gray, Ambady, 
Lowenthal & Deldin, 2004; Ruclikin, Johnson, Grafinan, Canoune & Ritter, 1992). It 
is likely that the increased infoimation load in working memory, which was required 
by the counting and maintenance of deviant stimuli for later report, was responsible 
for this effect.
2.4.4. Stimulus control ERP task
The stimulus control task showed that there were no differences in the ERP 
waveforms of within- and between-category deviants when stimuli were presented 
individually with no categorical context. This demonstrates that the category effects 
found in the ERP task reflect processes involved in the comparison of stimuli and the 
detection of categorical differences, rather than differences in the simple 
chai acteristics of the stimuli.
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2.4 .5 . C onclusion
Although coloiu CP is a well established phenomenon, the nature of the effect has 
been under considerable debate. This debate has focused on whether colour category 
effects are influenced primarily by perceptual or linguistic processes. A number of 
behavioural studies have examined this issue by looking directly at the contribution 
of language to the effect (e.g., Kay & Kempton, 1984; Roberson & Davidoff, 2000; 
Gilbert et al. 2006; Franklin & Davies, 2004). Here, an alternative approach was 
taken to understanding the nature of colour CP, by examining the time course of the 
effect and its underlying mechanisms. In order to establish the contribution of early 
perceptual and later post-perceptual processes to colour category effects, ERPs were 
recorded on a visual oddball task. Unlike the results of a previous ERP study 
(Fonteneau & Davidoff, 2007), category effects in the ERPs were found in 
perceptual components and occurred as eaiiy as 90 ms post-stimulus onset. These 
early category effects aie linked to the PI and Nl components but it is possible that 
the vMMN component, which is thought to relate to pre-attentive processing, also 
contributes to early colour CP. This possibility needs to be investigated using a task 
that involves an unattended colour change, which is more likely to elicit a vMMN 
component than the cunent attended task (e.g.. Tales et al., 1999). Additionally, 
category effects were also detected at later stages (P2 and P3), indicating a post- 
perceptual contribution to colour CP. It is possible that verbal labelling strategies 
(e.g., Roberson & Davidoff, 2000; Drivonikou et al., 2007) or even other cognitive 
influences, such as biases in memory toward category prototypes (e.g., Huttenlocher 
et al., 2000), aie responsible for these late ERP effects. Although a role for linguistic 
mechanisms looks likely, linguistic accounts of colour CP are post-perceptual 
explanations, and therefore these data, which implicate perceptual as well as post- 
perceptual mechanisms, suggest that a purely linguistic theory of colour* CP is at best 
incomplete. Crucially, these findings provide novel electiophysiological evidence for 
the influence of categories on colour* processing at early perceptual stages. However, 
further research is needed to clarify the nature of these early perceptual mechanisms.
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Chapter 3: 
Category effects in the Visual mismatch negativity for an 
unattended colour change
3.1. Introduction
Study 1 revealed category effects in post-perceptual ERP components, providing 
evidence of a role for cognitive processes such as memory and language in colour 
CP, consistent with the findings of Fonteneau and Davidoff (2007). Additionally 
however, category effects were found in perceptual components fiom as early as 90 
ms post-stimulus onset, establishing an eaiiy perceptual basis to colour CP. Although 
a perceptual contribution to colour CP is now evident, it is not entirely clear which 
components are linked to these early category effects. Due to the focus of attention 
on the coloured stimuli, it seems likely that the early category effects found in Study 
1 reflect involvement of the PI and N l components. However, it is possible that 
processes of visual mismatch detection, which ai e linked to the visual mismatch 
negativity (vMMN) component, also contribute to early colour CP. Category effects 
in the vMMN component, which arises dining a similar time range to PI and Nl, 
would clarify the perceptual origins of colour CP, and indicate the involvement of 
pre-attentive processes. Additionally, if the vMMN component is implicated in 
colour CP, this would suggest that colour category effects occur rapidly and 
automatically and possibly originate firorn retinotopic^ prestriate visual ar eas (see
 ^Research has shown tliat early visual brain areas are retinotopically organised, where Üie lower and 
upper visual heniifields are mapped m die upper and lower banks of the calcarine fissure respectively. 
The calcarine fissure is an area of striate coilex that is equivalent to area VI. Neuropsychological 
lesion studies and non-human primate research (see Zeki, 1993), as well as functional brain imaging 
studies (e.g., Sereno et al., 1995) indicate that there is contra-laterality to the representation m these 
areas. Upper visual field stimulation is processed in the ventral occipital cortex (below the calcarine 
fissiue), and lower field stimulation is processed in the dorsal occipital cortex (above tlie calcarine 
fissure).
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Czigler et al., 2004). The ciment study investigates the early perceptual contribution 
to coloin CP by exploring category effects in the vMMN time range during a visual 
oddball task that involves an unattended coloui* change. Using a task with an 
unattended colour change is more suited to the detection of the vMMN than the task 
used in Study 1, because the vMMN seems to be evoked in response to stimuli that 
aie outside the focus of attention (e.g., Tales, 1999).
3.LL A role for visual mismatch in colour CP?
In Study 1, earlier ERP latencies to between-category relative to within-category 
deviants were evident witliin the time ranges linked to the PI and Nl components. 
These components both reflect early visual processing and are primarily sensitive to 
the physical characteristics of an eliciting stimulus (see reviews by Hillyard et al., 
1998; Mangun, 1995). Striate (VI) and extrastriate (e.g., V2, V3, V3a and V4) 
origins are proposed for PI and Nl components (Gomez et al., 1994; Heinze et al., 
1994), suggesting an early perceptual contiibution to colour CP. It is likely that the 
early visual category effects found m Study 1 reflect a specific modulation of the PI 
and N l components (see Wang, Tian, Wang, Zhang & Zhang, 2003), but it is 
possible that early category effects also involve pre-attentive processes such as those 
linlced to the vMMN component (see Kimura, Katayama & Murohashi, 2005).
The vMMN is considered to be a visual equivalent of the auditory mismatch 
negativity (MMN; Czigler, Balazs & Winlcler, 2002), which is elicited by changes in 
the acoustic environment and is related to memory-based automatic processing 
mechanisms. The vMMN is a negative component that occurs in response to 
infrequent visual events such as rare changes in colour (e.g., Czigler et al., 2004; 
Kenemans et al., 2003; Thierry, Athanasopoulos, Wiggett, Dering & Kuipers, 2009) 
or spatial frequency (e.g., Heslenfeld, 2002). It is maximal at the modality specific 
cortex, this being posterior regions for colour. However, vMMN lilce components 
have also been obsei*ved in response to coloured stimuli in fr ontal regions, although 
reduced in amplitude (e.g., Czigler et al., 2002; Czigler et al., 2004; Wei, Chan & 
Luo, 2002). The typical latency range of the vMMN is 100-200 ms (withhi the PI 
and N l time windows), although some authors have reported later novelty specific 
negativities, for example, within the N2 time window for changes in shape and
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brightness (e.g., Stagg, Bindley, Tales & Butler, 2004; Tales & Butler, 2006; Tales et 
al., 1999). The vMMN has been shown to be sensitive to the degiee of separation of 
a deviant from a standard colour stimulus, with larger vMMN generated by deviant 
colours at increasing distances from the standard (Czigler et al., 2002). Despite the 
equal separation sizes of the stimuli in Study 1, a larger eaiiy negative component 
was elicited by between-category deviants, which were processed as if they were 
more different to the standard than within-category deviants. Therefore, it is possible 
that these category effects will also be reflected by the vMMN component, with 
between-category deviants evoking greater visual mismatch than within-category 
deviants.
The differences in the early negativity to deviant colour stimuli observed in Study 1, 
suggest that a rapid and automatic process of change detection was perfonned (PI 
and Nl). If category effects are foimd in the vMMN component in the current study, 
this would suggest that pre-attentive processes that are possibly more automatic than 
those associated with the PI and N l components, contiibute to colour CP. A role for 
the vMMN may also indicate that colour category effects originate in prestiiate 
visual aieas (see Czigler et al., 2004, for a report on the generating loci of vMMN). 
Therefore clarification of the involvement of the vMMN through the use of an 
unattended visual oddball task would provide evidence of pre-attentive mechanisms 
in coloiu CP and confirm the automatic nature of the effect.
3.L2. Attended versus unattended deviants
Although a role for the vMMN in early visual category effects looks possible, the 
visual oddball task used in Study 1 involved an attended colour change, which does 
not usually elicit a vMMN. The vMMN appears to be insensitive to attentional 
manipulations and is best observed when deviant or oddball stimuli are task- 
irrelevant and unattended, as it is less likely to be contaminated by attention-sensitive 
N2 waves under these conditions (see Pazo-Alvaiez et al., 2003). Therefore, to more 
accurately assess the possible contribution of the vMMN to colour CP it is necessary 
to use a task that involves an unattended colour change. As outlined in Chapter 2, 
colour CP has been investigated previously using an unattended colour change 
(Fonteneau & Davidoff, 2007). However, a vMMN component was not elicited in
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this study and the earliest category effects were linked to the Tate phase’ of the Nl. 
As mentioned previously, the task used in this investigation involved the detection of 
infrequent caitoon characters, which was intended to direct paificipant’s attention 
away from the coloured stimuli. Fonteneau and Davidoff report that accuracy on this 
task was at ceiling, which suggests that attention was directed towards the cartoon 
characters. However, it is possible that participant’s were also attending to the 
coloured stimuli. The coloured stimuli used by Fonteneau and Davidoff were very 
large, with a visual angle of 25°, which makes it likely that participants were able to 
attend to the coloiu change as well as detecting the infrequent cartoon characters. 
This may explain why a vMMN was not elicited in this study. When investigating 
effects linked to the vMMN, it is therefore necessary to confirm that participant’s are 
not attending to the eliciting stimuli.
The element of inattention is a key characteristic of the vMMN as attended stimuli 
tend to evoke a different pattern of ERP components. When deviant stimuli are 
attended and detected as being different fr om standar d stimuli, an N2b component is 
elicited, which is typically followed by a P3 (Naatanen, 1988). The N2b is thought to 
reflect processes of stimulus categorisation and attention and is larger for infrequent 
or deviant stimuli. It tends to be greatest over posterior areas for visual stimuli 
(Siinson, Vaughan & Ritter, 1977) and is maximal between 200 and 350 ms. 
Identification of the N2b and the P3 can be used as an indicator of whether 
participants were attending to stimuli, as the presence of an occipito-parietal 
negativity between 200 and 350 ms (N2b), which is followed by a positivity witli a 
broad scalp distribution, occurxing between 350 and 600 ms (P3), is characteristic of 
the detection of attended deviant visual stimuli (e.g., Csibra & Czigler, 1991; 
Nââtânen, 1990). Comparison of the waveform morphologies of attended and 
unattended stimuli can be used to aid the identification of elicited ERP components. 
For example, Csibra and Czigler (1991) investigated motion direction and shape 
rotation using a visual discrimination task. Two conditions were used to explore ERP 
responses to motion and rotation, where a standard and two deviants were presented 
for each. Inter-views were conducted after each experiment to determine whether 
participants detected the deviant stimuli. The ERP waveforms for participants who 
did detect the deviant stimuli were compared to the waveforms for participants who
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did not. The waveforms elicited by the detected deviants showed an N2b followed by 
a P3, which were not observed for non-detected deviants. An important distinction 
can therefore be made between and N2b component and a genuine vMMN, as the 
vMMN is not followed by a P3. Thus, the comparison of wavefoims for attended and 
unattended stimuli can be a valuable tool for identifying the presence of a genuine 
vMMN component for unattended conditions.
Thierry et al. (2009) explored the effects of coloiu language on pre-attentive colour 
perception and propose a role for the vMMN in coloui* categorisation. Both Greek 
and English have one basic colour term that includes light and dark green. However, 
whereas English has one basic coloui* term that includes light and dark blue, Greek 
distinguishes light and dark blue with the basic teims ‘è/e’ and ‘ghalazio" 
(Andi'oulaki et al., 2006). Thierry et al. compared ERPs elicited by English and 
Greek native speakers dining a visual oddball task in which participants were 
required to detect occasional coloured squares in amongst a sequence of colomed 
circles. Within each experimental block, the sequence of coloured circles consisted 
of a standard that was presented frequently, and a deviant that was presented 
infrequently. The standai d and the deviant were either two different shades of blue 
(‘è/e’ and 'ghalazio^) or two different shades of green. The assignment of colour was 
counterbalanced so that in one block the standard was 'ble' and in another block it 
was ‘ghalazio\ Similarly for green stimuli, in one block the standard was light green 
and in another block it was dark gieen. The difference in luminance between the 
stimuli was equated for blue and green stimulus pairs. Thierry et al. aimed to 
establish whether the blue lightness difference that is marked in the Greek language, 
would be reflected in low-level and pre-attentive stages of perceptual processing 
(i.e., the vMMN component).
The results revealed that blue and green deviants elicited a negative ERP component 
within the time range associated with the vMMN component (100-250 ms post 
stimulus onset). Thierry et al.’s data revealed that change detection within the 
vMMN time range was equivalent across the blue and green deviants for English 
spealcers. For Greek speakers, however, change detection was gieater for blue 
deviants than for gieen deviants. The authors attributed this stronger change
detection in the blue region of colour space to the Greek language having two basic 
coloui* teiins for blue. They concluded that differences in colour language can affect 
early stages of colour perception and are not constrained in their effects to higher 
level stages of semantic categorisation. However, future studies should ensui e that 
change detection within the vMMN time range truly reflects processes that are 
independent of attention. It is not entirely clear that this was achieved in Thieny et 
al.’s study, as a P3 component looked to be present in the grand averaged waveforms 
for English speakers (indicating possible attention to the colom* change). It is 
conceivable therefore that vMMN effects may have been obscured to an extent by 
the presence of an overlapping N2b. If English speakers were attending to the colour 
change then caution is advised when dr awing conclusions based on cross-linguistic 
comparisons of pre-attentive colom* perception. Further research is clearly needed to 
assess the influence of language on early pre-attentive stages of colour perception.
The current study uses a modified version of the visual oddball task that was used in 
Study 1. However, instead of participants’ attention being directed towards the 
colour change as it was in Study 1 , it is directed towards a ‘distracter task’ involving 
a central fixation marker that appears for every trial. Participants are instructed to 
attend to the central fixation marker and respond with a key press when a deviant 
central fixation marker, or ‘central tai'get stimulus’ appears. The central target 
stimulus is a black circle, which appears infrequently amongst frequent presentations 
of a black cross. The unattended coloured stimuli used in the cunent study have a 
visual angle of 7.3°, which is smaller than the visual angle of the stimuli used by 
Fonteneau and Davidoff. This makes it less likely that participants will be able to 
attend to the colour change as well as focusing on the distracter task.
ERP waveforms were recorded for the centr al target stimulus as well as the 
unattended colom* stimuli, to enable comparison between the waveforms for attended 
and imattended conditions. As mentioned previously, attended stimuli are expected 
to elicit an N2b followed by a P3, whereas unattended stimuli should not evoke a P3. 
Although this comparison provides a useful frame of reference, it is important to note 
that attended and imattended stimuli required a different type of response. As the 
attended central target stimuli were identified with a key press, it is possible that 
there are motor artifacts in these wavefonns resulting fr om motor prepar ation and
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movement (see e.g., Cunnington, lansek, Bradshaw & Phillips, 1996). These stimuli 
are compared with unattended standard stimuli, which did not correspond with a key 
press response, and so were likely to elicit ERP waveforms with fewer motor 
artifacts.
Many ERP studies have employed tasks that require motor responses to target 
oddballs and no response to standard stimuli (e.g., Campanella et ah, 2002; 
Comerchero & Polich, 1999; Rossignol et al., 2007) and the subsequent comparison 
of oddball and standard conditions is common. Therefore, the impact of motor 
artifacts on the pattern of ERP components is considered to be minor. However, 
motor artifacts have been foimd to affect the amplitude of certain ERP components. 
For example, Shucard, Abara, McCabe, Benedict & Shucard (2004) examined the 
effects of motor responding on P3 amplitude and latency. They found that a reliable 
P3 was elicited in response to auditory stimuli for conditions where a motor response 
was required and conditions where no response was required. However, P3 
amplitude was enhanced for the motor response condition. These findings suggest 
that the motor response required for the attended stimuli in the current study may 
result in increased amplitude for the P3 component. Therefore the presence of motor 
artifacts for attended stimuli may mean that differences in amplitude within the P3 
time range for attended and imattended stimuU aie increased. Thus, any comparisons 
between attended and unattended stimuli are made with caution. Nevertheless, if the 
pattern of ERP components evoked in each condition differs, as well as the 
amplitude of certain ERP components, tliis would provide a good indication of 
whether a genuine vMMN is being elicited by unattended stimuli. Presence of a 
genuine vMMN would further oui* understanding of the early perceptual processes 
involved in colour CP and claiify the generating loci of the effect.
3.L3. Stimulus location
As well as the direction of attention, the location of stimuli has also been foimd to 
affect the vMMN component. Vertical asymmetries show differences in the size of 
the vMMN for deviant and standard stimuli, wliich are either increased in the lower 
visual field (LwVF) compared to the upper visual field (UVF; e.g., Amenedo, Pazo- 
Alvarez & Cadaveira, 2007), or present only in the LwVF (e.g., Czigler et al., 2004).
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Amenedo and colleagues (2007) investigated vertical asymmetries in unattended 
motion change as indexed by the vMMN. An oddball sequence of sinusoidal gratings 
consisting of a standard and a deviant was presented. There were three different 
conditions that were presented in separate blocks, where stimuli appeared 
peripherally in either the LwVF, the UVF, or simultaneously in the LwVF and the 
UVF. A vMMN component was elicited by deviant stimuli in all tliree conditions, 
but was significantly reduced in amplitude for stimuli appearing in the UVF. These 
findings suggest that the pre-attentive, automatic change detection processes linked 
to the vMMN are greater for changes in motion that occui* only in the LwVF than 
changes that occur only in the UVF, or simultaneously in the LwVF and the UVF. 
Amenedo et al. explain tliis in tenns of the orientation of neural generators of the 
vMMN. The amplitude of the vMMN is maximal in posterior locations and these 
locations are more sensitive to LwVF stimulation (Kremlâcek, Kuba, Chlubnova & 
Kubova, 2004). Lower amplitudes for UVF stimulation do not necessary show that 
processing of change detection in the UVF is wealcer than in the LwVF, but rather 
show tliat the neural generators of the vMMN con espond to posterior recording sites. 
However, Amenedo and colleagues point out that this explanation may be specific to 
motion detection as their findings differ to those of Czigler at al (2004), who 
conducted the only other laaown study of vertical asymmetries in the vMMN, which 
focused on changes in colour rather than motion.
Czigler et al. (2004) used a classic visual oddball task to investigate vertical 
asymmetries in the visual change detection of patterned, coloured stimuli. Coloured 
checkerboards that were either red and black or green and black were presented in an 
oddball sequence. In half of the blocks the gi een and black checkerboard was the 
standard and the red and black checkerboard the deviant, and this was reversed for 
the other half of the blocks. Stimuli covered the upper or lower half of the screen and 
LwVF and UVF presentations were randomised but equiprobable within each block. 
Czigler et al. found a difference in the amplitude of the vMMN component for 
deviant compared to standar d coloured stimuli, which was apparent for stimuli 
presented in the LwVF. However, unlike Amenedo et al (2007), Czigler and 
colleagues found no such difference in the UVF. The vertical asymmetiy found for 
colour changes has been interpreted as indirect evidence that the vMMN component
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originates in retinotopically organised areas of the visual system. Indeed, Czigler et 
al. suggest that retinotopic organisation of the prestriate cortex is a possible 
explanation for the differences found in their study, although this may be specific for 
the domain of colour. The findings of Czigler et al. show that vertical asymmetries 
are present in the vMMN for unattended changes in colour. Although the separation 
sizes of the stimuli in Czigler et al.’s investigation were much larger than tliose 
typically used in studies of colour CP (e.g., Drivonikou et al., 2007), these findings 
suggest that manipulations of attention and stimulus location are appropriate for the 
current investigation, to identify whether a vMMN is present for colour CP. 
Therefore, the current study incoiporates the peripheral presentation of unattended 
colour stimuli in both the UVF and the LwVF, rather than the central presentation 
that was used in Study 1.
3.1.4. Current investigation
In the current study, the oddball task that was used in Study 1 was modified .to enable 
specific exploration of the vMMN component. An oddball sequence consisting of a 
standard colour and two deviant colours (one within-category and one between- 
category) was presented. Stimuli were shown in the periphery in either the LwVF or 
the UVF, and LwVF and UVF presentations were randomised but equiprobable for 
each block. Participants’ attention was directed away from the coloured stimuli, 
towar ds a central fixation mailcer that was either standard (a black cross) or deviant 
(a black circle). Participants’ were instructed to identify instances of the deviant 
central fixation marker, or ‘centr al target stimulus’ with a key press and task 
performance was monitored to assess the focus of attention, ERPs were recorded to 
standard and within- and between-category deviant coloured stimuli during the 
vMMN, N2b and P3 time ranges.
Comparisons were made between standar d and within-category and between- 
category deviants, to determine whether greater visual mismatch detection occuned 
for deviant stimuli diuing the vMMN time range, and whether differences were also 
apparent in later time ranges. The presence of a vMMN would be indicated by 
gr eater negative amplitude between 100 and 250 ms for LwVF stimuli compared to 
UVF stimuli (e.g., Amenedo et al., 2007; Czigler et al., 2004), with no subsequent P3
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(Csibra & Czigler, 1991). Differences in the size of the vMMN for stimuli presented 
in the LwVF and the UVF would add strength to the argument that the vMMN is 
retinotopically mapped and therefore that colour category effects originate in 
retinotopic prestriate areas (Czigler et al., 2004). A greater vMMN for between- 
category deviants compared to within-category deviants would suggest that pre- 
attentive processes of change detection contribute to colour category effects. ERPs 
elicited in response to standar d (unattended) and central target stimuli (attended) 
were also compared, to confirm whether participants were attending to the coloured 
stimuli. This comparison was used to clarify whether a vMMN component or an N2b 
(followed by a P3) was generated by the unattended deviants. The presence of an 
N2b, followed by a P3 for attended stimuli, and an early negativity with no 
subsequent P3 for imattended stimuli, would indicate that a genuine vMMN is being 
elicited (Csibra & Czigler, 1991). In sum, the presence of category effects in the 
vMMN component would suggest that colour CP is rapid, automatic and pre- 
attentive.
3.2. Method
Participants. Eighteen paid students (9 women and 9 men) with a mean age of 
26.7 years {SD = 5.3) participated in a single, two hour EEG recording session. All 
had normal or corrected-to-nomial vision and were screened for red-green colour 
vision deficiency using the Isliihara test for colour blindness (Ishihara, 1987). Data 
from two additional participants were not included due to an insufficient number of 
ai'tifact free tiials.
Apparatus and experimental set-up. A 21-in Sony Trinitron CRT monitor 
(model GDM-F520) with a Dell Pentium 4 computer was used and stimulus 
presentation was controlled with Visual Basic software. Paificipants were seated 
approximately 70 cm away from the computer screen in a darkened laboratory.
Stimuli. The stimuli were thiee computer-generated colours tal^en from the 
blue-gi een region of colour space. There were two shades of blue and one of green, 
which varied only in Munsell Hue, with Mimsell Chroma and Value remaining
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constant at 6  and 8 respectively (see Figm'e 3.1). Stimuli were equidistant with 
adjacent pairs separated by 5 Munsell Hue units.
BLUE GREEN
2.5BG2.5B 7.5BG
MUNSELL HUE
Figure 3.1. A representation of the three stimuli in Study 2. The Mimsell code for 
each stimulus is given. The dashed line represents the blue-green linguistic category 
boundary.
Stimuli were presented individually as 5 cm coloured squares on a grey background 
(Y = 30.00, X = 0.313, y = 0.319). Each stimulus was displayed centrally in either the 
upper visual field (UVF) or the lower visual field (LwVF) subtending a maximum 
visual angle of 7.3°. The stimulus display also consisted of a central fixation mai*ker 
that was presented on a 2 cm by 5 cm rectangular patch of the standard stimulus 
colour (blue 1). The rectangulai" patch appeared centrally but only in the UVF or 
LwVF, coinciding with whichever visual field the stimulus was presented in. The 
central fixation marker was either a 2  cm x 2  cm black cross or a 2  cm diameter 
black circle (herein referred to as central target stimuli).
The chromaticity co-ordinates of stimuli were checked and verified wifti a 
Cambridge Research Instimments ColorCal colorimeter (see Table 3.1).
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Table 3.1. Munsell codes and Y, x, y (CIE, 1931) chromaticity coordinates of the 
stimuli in Study 2. The white point of the monitor was Y = 63.1 cd/m^, x = 0.315, y 
0.321.
Munsell Code Y X y
2.5B 6/8 Blue 1 30.01 0.208 0.279
7.5BG6/8 Blue 2 30.01 0.218 0:313
2.5BG 6/8 Green 1 30.01 0.233 0.352
Desigfi. Stimuli were either standard (7.5BG), within-category deviant (2.5B) 
or between-category deviant (2.5BG), with 80% of trials being standaid, 10% within- 
category deviant and 10% between-category deviant. Half of the trials for each 
stimulus type were presented in the UVF and half in the LwVF. Central target stimuli 
appeared for a total of 9% of all trials and for the other 91% of trials the central 
fixation marker was a cross (as opposed to a circle).
Each tiial began with a 0.5 cm diameter central fixation dot presented on a giey 
background. The duration of this ‘inter-trial-intervaF (ITI) varied randomly between 
800 and 1200 ms. The stimulus display followed, appearing for 200 ms. There were 
twelve blocks of 1 1 0  trials, with the standard repeated 8 8  times (80%), and within- 
and between-category deviant stimuli each occmiing 11 times (10%). This resulted 
in a total of 1320 trials (1056 standard; 132 within-category deviant; 132 between- 
categoiy deviant). Half of the tiials for each stimulus type appeared in the UVF (528 
standard; 6 6  within-category deviant; 6 6  between-category deviant) and half in the 
LwVF (528 standard; 6 6  within-category deviant; 6 6  between-category deviant).
Only 1200 of these trials were included in the visual oddball ERP analysis as 96 
standard (48 UVF, 48 LwVF), 12 within-category deviant (6  UVF, 6  LwVF) and 12 
between-category deviant (6  UVF, 6  LwVF) trials were included as additional tiials 
to accommodate the central target stimuli. These additional trials were evenly spread 
across tlie 12 blocks. All additional standard trials were included in an additional 
ERP analysis.
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Stimuli were presented in a randomised order with two provisos: each block of 110 
tiials started with the presentation of 8  standard stimuli and there were no immediate 
repetitions of deviant stimuli or target stimuli. See Figure 3.2 for an example of trial 
events.
800-1200
Standard
200 ms
m
800-1200
Witlim 
UVF 
200 m s m  
800-1200 
ms Standard 
200 m s m
800-1200
ms Circle 
fixation 
200 m s 1X1
800-1200
ms Between 
UVF 
200 ms
Standard 
200 ms
m
800-1200
ms Within 
LwVF 
200 m s
Figure 3.2. An example of the sequence of tiial events in Study 2. The dmation of 
each trial event and the inter-tiial-interval (ITI) is given.
Procedure. The participants’ task was to press a button with both index fingers 
each time a central target stimulus appeared and they were asked to do this as quickly 
and accurately as possible. Participants were informed that a series of coloured 
squares and rectangles would appear on the screen but were instructed to ignore these 
and maintain their central focus. They were also asked to minimise eye blinks and
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avoid any unnecessary movement and were allowed a self-paced brealc in between 
each block. The written instnictions that were presented to participants before the 
experiment began can be found in Appendix F.
ERP recording. EEG was recorded from Fpl, Fp2, F7, F3, Fz, F4, F8 , FC5, 
FCl, FC2, FC6 , T7, 03, Cz, 04, T8 , 0P5, OPl, 0P2, 0P6, P7, P3, Pz, P4, P8 , 01, Iz, 
02, P09, POlO, a forehead ground and the average of left and right eai lobe 
references according to the 10-20 system (Jasper, 1958), using Ag-AgOl electrodes. 
Horizontal electrooculogiam (HEOG) was recorded bipolaiiy from the outer canthi 
of both eyes. The impedance for elecfrodes was kept below 5 kO, and EEG and EOG 
were sampled on-line with a digitisation rate of 1000 Hz. EEG and EOG were 
amplified by a 0.01-100 Hz band-pass filter. Following EEG recording, data were 
digitally filtered with an on-line low-pass filter at 40 Hz and down-sampled to 200 
Hz to save later computation time using Neuioscan softwaie (version 4.3). Epochs 
begimiing 100 ms prior to stimulus onset and continuing for 700 ms after stimulus 
onset were created.
EEG and HEOG were epoched off-line relative to a 100 ms pre-stimulus baseline. 
Trials with lateral eye movements (HEOG exceeding ± 30 pV), as well as trials with 
vertical eye movements, eye blinlcs (Fpl/Fp2 exceeding ±60 pV), or other artifacts (a 
voltage exceeding ±60 pV at any electrode) measured after target onset, were 
excluded fr om analysis. A minimum of 30 artifact fr ee trials for each stimulus was 
required for inclusion in the final sample, with an equal number of trials randomly 
selected for each stimulus. The mean niunber of trials that were included per 
stimulus was 38.8 {SD = 7.2).
3.3. Results
3.3.1. Central target task
Behavioural data analysis. Mean accuracy for the central target task was 
99.5% {SD = 0.7), which confirmed that participants were attending to the central 
target stimuli.
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3.3 .2 . V isual o d d b a ll ta sk
ERP data analysis. Separ ate averages were computed for the mean amplitude*  ^
for each stimulus type (standard, within- and between-categoiy deviant)^ within the 
vMMN (100-250 ms), the N2b (250-350 ms), and the P3 time windows (350-600 
ms), for the upper (UVF) and lower (LwVF) visual fields . The time window for each 
component was determined on the basis of prior research (see Rugg & Coles, 1995, 
for a review) and inspection of individuals’ waveforms. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show 
ERPs across a representative sample of electrode sites where original EEG recording 
took place, elicited in response to standard (dashed lines), within-category deviant 
(grey lines) and between-category deviant (black lines) stimuli for the upper and 
lower visual field respectively, with the vMMN component illustrated. Waveforms at 
electrode sites Pz, Iz, 01 and 02 have been selected for the purposes of illustration 
and analysis as the vMMN is known to be greatest over posterior locations and was 
observed from the grand averaged waveforms to be particularly pronoimced at these 
sites. The N2b also tends to be greatest over posterior areas (Simson et al., 1977). 
Electi'odes Fz and Cz have also been selected for illustration and analysis, as 
previous research has indicated that the vMMN can extend into fi'ontal and central 
regions (e.g., Czigler et al., 2002; Czigler et al., 2004; Wei et al., 2002). These sites 
aie also relevant to the P3 component, which is know to have a broad scalp 
distiibution (Patel & Azzam, 2005).
 ^Mean amplitude measures alone were used in order to maintain consistency with previous 
investigations of the vMMN component (e.g., Amenedo et al., 2007; Czigler et al., 2004)
’ Analysis of standard vs. within-category deviant vs. between-category deviant stimuli was favouied 
over die analysis o f standard vs. deviant stimuli and within-category deviant vs. between-category 
deviant stimuli (as used in Study 1). Due to the exploratory nature of Experiment 2, the analysis was 
not so hypothesis driven, with die emergence of oddball effects within die vMMN time frame being 
less expected due to the relative infancy of research looking into diis component (see Pazo-Alvarez, 
Cadaveha & Amenedo, 2003). Furdiermore, the vMMN component is typically less pronounced than 
die P2 or P3 components for example (Alho, Woods, Algazi & Naatanen, 1992), and because of diis, 
differences between stimuli might be expected to be less. Therefore a more detailed exploration of the 
results, where both within- and between-category deviants were compared to die standard was 
wananted.
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Figure 3.3. Grand-averaged ERP wavefonns elicited in the 700 ms interval 
following stimulus onset (0  ms) in response to standar d (dashed lines), within- 
category deviant (grey Imes), and between-category deviant (black lines) colour 
stimuli presented in the upper visual field. The horizontal dashed line represents 
baseline (Opv). The vMMN is indicated for electrode 01.
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Figure 3.4. Grand-averaged ERP waveforms elicited in the 700 ms interval 
following stimulus onset ( 0  ms) in response to standard (dashed lines), within- 
category deviant (grey Imes), and between-category deviant (black lines) colour 
stimuli presented in the lower visual field. The horizontal dashed line represents 
baseline (Opv). The vMMN is indicated for electrode 01.
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To investigate the patterns of mean amplitude at occipital and parietal sites, a three- 
way ANOVA with Stimulus (standard, within- and between-category deviant).
Visual Field (upper, lower) and Electrode (Pz, Iz, 01, 02) as factors was conducted 
within each time range. Wlien there was a significant interaction between Stimulus 
and Visual Field, this was investigated further using one-way ANOVAs with 
Stimulus as factor, separately for upper and lower visual fields. Significant effects 
here were followed up using paired samples ^-tests (with a BonfeiToni connoted 
significance level of < .017). When there was a significant three-way interaction in 
the original three-way ANOVA, this was investigated with separate two-way 
ANOVAs at each electrode with Stimulus and Visual Field as factors. Significant 
interactions between Stimulus and Visual Field within these two-way ANOVAs were 
then followed up in the same way as for such an interaction in the original three-way 
ANOVA, with one-way ANOVAs and then paired samples Mests if necessary. To 
investigate frontal and centi'al sites within the vMMN and the P3 time windows, 
exactly the same process of analysis was conducted, with the exception that the 
factor of Electrode had only two levels (Fz, Cz). Means and standard deviations (SD) 
are only given for significant main effects and interactions. Greenhouse-Geisser 
adjustments to the degrees of freedom were performed where appropriate, to coiTect 
for sphericity violations.
vMMN time range, a) Occipito-parietal analysis. Within the vMMN time range 
(100-250 ms) a positive peak (PI) was followed by a distinct negative peak (Nl) (see 
Figures 3.3 and 3.4). Category effects were revealed in the mean amplitudes of 
stimuli presented in the LwVF but not for stimuli presented in the UVF. As can be 
seen in Figui*e 3.4, in the LwVF, it appears that at all occipito-parietal electrodes the 
between-category deviant condition produced a larger negative amplitude than both 
the standard (an oddball effect) and the within-category deviant (a category effect) 
conditions. These obseiwations were supported by statistical analysis.
Tliree-way ANOVA revealed that mean amplitude did not differ across Stimuli 
(F(l.52,25.89) = 3.27, MSE = 5.06,7? = 066, 77/ =  .16), or between the two visual 
fields (F(l,17) = 0.78, MSE = 13.74,7? = .388, ?;/ = .04) within the 100-250 ms time 
window. However, there was a main effect of Electrode (means, {SD)): Pz = 0.7 pv,
(1.5); Iz = -0.5 pv, (1.4); 01 = 1.0 pv, (1.5); 02 = 0.1 pv, (2.0); (F(l.92,32.61) =
81
12.64, MSE = 6.69,7? ^  .001, rjp= .43). Most importantly, there was an interaction 
between Stimulus and Visual Field (F(2,34) = 11.57, MSE = 2 .l l ,p  < .001, rip^  =
.41) indicating that the pattern of amplitude for the three stimulus conditions differed 
for the UVF and LwVF. Tliis was followed up with separate one-way ANOVAs with 
Stimulus as factor, in the UVF and the LwVF. No difference across stimulus 
conditions was found in the UVF (F(2,34) = 1.23, MSE = 0.81,7? ~ -306, 7/ =  .07); 
however in the LwVF there was a difference (F(2,34) = 12.18, MSE = 0.69,7? < 001, 
r}p = .42). This LwVF difference was investigated further using paired samples t- 
tests (with a BonfeiToni conected significance level of7? < .017), which revealed that 
the between-category deviant condition differed firom the standard condition (r(17) = 
4 .1 1 ,7? = .001, d = 0.86), but the within-category deviant condition did not (^(17) = 
1.15,7? "  .268, = 0.18). There was also a significantly greater negative amplitude 
for the between- than the within-category deviant condition (?(17) = 3 .4 9 , 7? < .005, d 
= 0.80). For the mean amplitude elicited by standard and within- and between- 
category deviant conditions see Figiue 3.5.
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Figure 3.5. vMMN mean amplitude (during the 100-250 ms intei*val post stimulus 
onset) at occipito-parietal sites for standard and within- and between-category 
deviant conditions in the upper visual field and the lower visual field. Significant 
differences are starred: *** < .005; **** = j? < .001; ns = non significant. EiTor
bars represent +/- I SE.
The tliree-way ANOVA also showed an interaction between Visual Field and 
Electrode (F(3,51) = 7.88, MSE = 1.28,/» < .001, rjp^^ .32). However, as this 
interaction does not reveal anythmg meaningful about the differences between 
stimulus conditions, it was not investigated further. The interaction between Stimulus 
and Electrode was not significant (7^(3.13,53.23) = 1.89, MSE = 0.52,p  = .140, =
.10). Interestingly, there was a three-way interaction between Stimulus, Visual Field 
and Electrode (7^(3.42,58.20) = 3.47, MSE = 0.39,p  < .05, 7]p^ = .17). This was 
explored using separate two-way ANOVAs at each electrode site, with Stimulus and 
Visual Field as factors. There were significant interactions between Stimulus and 
Visual Field at all electrode sites (smallest F ~ 5.56, largestp  = .008). There were no
main effects, except for at Iz where there was a main effect of Stimulus 
(F(1.36,23.13) = 4.61, MSE = 1.15,p  < .05, ? ;/=  .21) and Visual Field (F(l,17) = 
6.39, MSE = 3.55,/? < .05, 77/  = .27); and at 02, where tliere was a main effect of 
Stimulus (F(2,34) = 5.29, MSE = 0.98,/? = .01, ; ; /=  .24). All other main effects 
were not significant (lar gest F  = 2.91, smallest p  = .106).
The significant interactions for each electrode site were followed up using separate 
one-way ANOVAs for the UVF and the LwVF. These confirmed that there were no 
significant differences in the mean amplitude of each stimulus condition in the UVF 
for Pz, Iz, 01 or 02 (largest F  = 2.07, smallest p  = .142). However, crncially in the 
LwVF, mean amplitude differed significantly across stimulus conditions at all 
electrode sites (smallest F  = 4.18, largestp  = .024). These differences in mean 
amplitude across stimulus conditions were explored using paired samples Mests 
(with a Bonferroni corrected significance level of/» < .017). These revealed that the 
between-category deviant condition differed from the standard condition in the 
LwVF at all electrodes (smallest t = 3.84, largestp  = .001), except 01 (^(17) = 2.07, 
p  = .054, d -  0.40). The within-category deviant condition did not differ from the 
standard condition in the LwVF at any electr ode site (largest  ^= 1.82, smallestp  = 
.087). And finally, there was a significantly greater negative amplitude for the 
between- than the within-category deviant condition in the LwVF at all sites 
(smallest t = 3.05, largestp  = .007), except 01 (r(17) = 2.56,/? < .020, d = 0.48). See 
Figure 3.6 for the mean amplitude elicited by standard and within- and between- 
category deviant conditions.
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Figure 3.6. vMMN mean amplitude for standard and within- and between-category 
deviant conditions in the lower visual field, at each occipito-parietal electrode. 
Significant differences are starred: * =/> < .05; **=/>< .01; *** = p  < .005; **** = 
p  < .001; ns = non significant. Error bars represent +/- ISE.
b) Fronto-central analysis. Inspection of tire waveforms reveals that the 
vMMN component appeared to be extending to broader areas, but with lessened 
amplitude. To explore this further, the same analysis that was conducted at occipito­
parietal sites was nrn at Fz and Cz. Overall, category effects were found in the mean 
amplitudes elicited by stimuli in the LwVF only, with mean amplitude for the 
between-category deviant condition being more negative than mean amplitude for 
the standard condition. However, the difference between conditions appear ed to be 
less than at occipito-parietal sites and more reduced for Fz compared to Cz. These 
observations were generally supported by statistical analysis.
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A tliree-way ANOVA with Stimulus (standard, witliin- and between-category 
deviant). Visual Field (upper, lower) and Electrode (Fz, Cz) as factors was conducted 
to investigate the pattern of amplitude within the vMMN time window at fronto- 
central electrode sites. This revealed no significant main effects (largest F  = 3.68, 
smallestp  -  .072), and no interactions between Stimulus and Electrode or Visual 
Field and Electrode (largest F  .54, smallest p  = .230). However, there was an 
interaction between Stimulus and Visual Field (F(2,34) = 4.47, MSE = 3.16, < .05, 
T]p = .21), as was found in the occipito-parietal analysis. This was investigated 
further with separ ate one-way ANOVAs in the UVF and at the LwVF with Stimulus 
as factor. In the UVF there was no difference in the mean amplitude for each 
stimulus condition (F(2,34) = 1.08, MSE = 1.37, j? = .352, 77/  = .06); but there was a 
difference in the LwVF (F(2,34) = 5.08, MSE = 1.69,/? < .05, rip = .23). Paired 
samples Nests (with a BonferToni conected significance level of/? < .017), were 
used to explore tire difference in the LwVF. These revealed that the between- 
category deviant condition differed from the standard condition (means, {SD))\ 
standard = 1.3 pv, (1.7); between-category deviant = -0.005 pv, (1.6); (r(17) = 3.63, 
p < .005, d = 0.81). However, the witliin-category deviant condition did not differ 
from the standard condition (^(17) = 0.93,/? = .365, d = 0.21), and there was also no 
difference in amplitude for between- compared to within-category deviant conditions 
(^(17) = 1.87,/? = .078, (f = 0.54).
The tluee-way ANOVA also identified a tlmee-way interaction between Stimulus, 
Visual Field and Electrode (F(2,34) = 3.76, MSE = 0.24,/? < .05, 77/  = .18). Separate 
two-way ANOVAs at Fz and Cz with Stimulus and Visual Field as factors were used 
to investigate this interaction further. This yielded no significant main effects and no 
interaction at Fz (largest F  = 2.00, smallestp  = .152). At Cz no main effects were 
found (largest F  = 2.26, smallest p  = .120), but there was a significant interaction 
between Stimulus and Visual Field (F(2,34) = 5.81,/? = .01, rjp^  = .26). This was 
followed up using separate one-way ANOVAs for the UVF and the LwVF, with 
Stimulus as factor. At Cz no significant difference between stimulus conditions was 
discovered in the UVF (jF(2,34) = 1.26, MSE = 1.51,/? = .298, Pp^  — .07), but there 
was a significant difference in the LwVF (F(2,34) = 6.02, MSE = 1.93,/? < .01,77/  = 
.26). This was explored using paired samples Nests (with a BonfeiToni corrected
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significance level of jt? < .017), which confiimed that mean amplitude only differed 
significantly for the between-category deviant condition compared to the standard 
condition (means, (SD)): standard =1.5 pv, (1.7); between-category deviant = -0.006 
pv, (1.8); (/(17) = 2.89,/? = .01, (f= 0.85). There was no significant difference for 
within-category deviant and standard conditions, or for within- and between-category 
deviant conditions (largest t = 1.50, smallest /? = .153).
N2b time range, a) Occipito-parietal analysis. As can be seen in Figure 3.4 
there appears to be no discernable negative peak in the LwVF within the N2b time 
range (250-350 ms). In the UVF a slight negative pealc can be seen around 325 ms 
after stimulus onset but there seems to be no difference in mean amplitude for each 
stimulus condition at this time (see Figiue 3.3). Overall, the pattern of results within 
the N2b time range looked very different fi’om the vMMN time range. There 
appeared to be no difference in tlie mean amplitude of the tluee stimulus conditions 
in either the UVF or the LwVF. These impressions were generally supported by 
statistical analysis.
Within the 250-350 ms time range, there was no main effect of Stimulus (F(2,34) = 
0.68, MSE = 4.01,/? = .513, T]p= .04), and no main effect of Visual Field (F(l,17) = 
2.52, MSE = 29.40,/? = .131, 77/ =  .13). However, there was a main effect of 
Electi'ode (means, (*S!D)): Pz = 1.8 pv, (2.1); Iz = 2.4 pv, (1.6); 01 = 3.4 pv, (1.8); 02 
= 2.7 pv, (2.1); (F(1.66,28.16) = 9.42, MSE = 7.26,/? = .001, 77/ =  .36). Crucially, 
the interaction between Stimulus and Visual Field was significant (F(2,34) = 3.96, 
MSE = 7.10,/? < .05, 77/ =  .19), confirming that the pattern of amplitude for the three 
stimulus conditions was different for the UVF and LwVF. To investigate this further, 
one-way ANOVAs with Stimulus as factor were conducted for the UVF and the 
LwVF separately. However, when broken down in this way, no stimulus differences 
were found in either visual field (largest F  = 0.67, smallestp  = .518).
There was no interaction between Stimulus and Electrode within the tlnee-way 
ANOVA (F(2.37,40.33) = 2.34, MSE = 2.71,/? = .100, 77/ =  .12); and no interaction 
between Visual Field and Electrode; (F(3,51) = 2.65, M5F = 0.88,/? = .059, 77/  = 
.14). Most importantly, the tlmee-way interaction between Stimulus, Visual Field and 
Electrode was significant (F(3.37,57.26) = 4.85, MSE -  1.31,/? < .005, r]p= .22).
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Separate two-way ANOVAs at each electrode site with Stimulus mid Visual Field as 
factors were used to explore this further. There were no main effects, except for at
01 where there was a significant main effect of Visual Field (F(l,17) = 4.49, MSE =
8.47,/? < .05, Tjp^ = .2 1 ). All other main effects were not significant (largest F  = 2.61, 
smallest/? = .125). Similarly, there were no significant interactions between Stimulus 
and Visual Field at any electrode site (largest F  = 2.77, smallestp  = .077), except for
02 (F(2,34) = 15.58, MSE = \.62,p < ,001, ; / /=  .48).
To explore the differences in mean amplitude across the two visual fields at 02, a 
one-way ANOVA with Stimulus as factor was conducted for the UVF and the 
LwVF. These revealed differences across stimulus conditions in both the UVF i
(F(2,34) = 3.87, MSE = 3.74,;? < .05, .19) mid the LwVF (F(2,34) = 9.73, MSE
= l.S8 ,p  < .001, ; ; /=  .36), which were investigated fuither using paired samples t- 
tests (with a Bonferroni corrected significance level of/? < .017). These revealed a 
different pattern of results for the UVF and the LwVF. In the UVF there was no 
difference in mean amplitude for the standard and within-category deviant 
conditions, nor for the standard and between-category deviant conditions (largest t = 
1.54, smallestp  = .142). However, there was a difference for the between- compared 
to the within-category deviant condition (r(17) = 3.21,/? = .005, d = 0.71). In the 
LwVF the standard and within-category deviant conditions did not differ 
significantly (?(17) = 1.22,/? = .240, d = 0.23), but the standard and between-category 
deviant conditions did, as did the between- and within-category deviant conditions 
(smallest t = 3.70, largestp  = .002). See Figure 3.7 for the mean amplitude elicited 
by standard and within- and between-category deviant conditions at 02 in the LwVF 
and the UVF.
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Figure 3.7. N2b mean amplitude for standard and within- and between-category 
deviant conditions at electrode site 02  in the upper and lower visual fields. 
Significant differences are staiTed: *** =/? < .005; ns = non significant. EiTor bars 
represent +/- ISE.
P3 time range, a) Occipito-parietal analysis. From inspection of the 
waveforms it appear s that there is a wealc P3 component that is only identifiable at Pz 
in the LwVF and at Iz, 01 and 02 in the UVF. Crucially however, within the P3 time 
range (350-600 ms) mean amplitude for the tlrree stimulus conditions appear s to be 
similar. These observations were confirmed by statistical analysis, which revealed 
only one significant effect, which was that there was a difference in mean amplitude 
across the two visual fields (means, {SD))\ UVF =1.5 pv, (1.8); LwVF= 2.1 pv.
(1.6); (F(l,17) = 8.00, MSE = 4.76, p < .05, = .32). However, all other main
effects and interactions were not significant (largest F  = 2.36, smallestp  = .082).
b) Fronto-central analysis. As can be seen in Figures 3.3 and 3.4, there appears 
to be a weak P3 component at Fz and Cz in the LwVF, but as for the occipito-parietal 
analysis, it appeared there were no obvious differences in mean amplitude across 
stimulus conditions. Statistical analysis supported these impressions, confirming no 
main effect of or interactions involving Stimulus (largest F  = 1.97, smallest p  =
.155). However, there was a difference in mean amplitude across Electrodes (means, 
(SD)y. Fz = -0.5 pv, (1.4); Cz = 0.8 pv, (2.3); (F(l,17) = 16.23, MSF = 5.35,p =
.001, Pp = .49). There was also an interaction between Electrode and Visual Field 
(F(l,17) = 6.75, MSE = 0.64,/? < .05, 77/  = .28) but this was not investigated further 
as it did not reveal anything meaningful about the difference between stimulus 
conditions.
3.3.3. Additional analysis
An analysis comparing the mean amplitude for standard sthnuli and central tmrget 
stimuli was also conducted to mvestigate the difference in waveform morphology for 
attended versus non attended stimuli. Although comparisons between attended and 
non-attended stimuli must be interpreted with caution due to the presence of motor 
artefacts for the attended stimuli, differences in wavefomi morphology at specific 
time intervals would help to clarify the natwe of the waveforms identified in the 
previous analysis, and verify the presence of a vMMN as opposed to an N2b 
component. Central target stimuli would be expected to elicit an N2b component, 
followed by a P3 component, consistent with previous findings of attended oddball 
stimuli (e.g., Csibra & Czigler, 1991). Therefore the absence of these components for 
standard stimuli would illustrate that, as intended, they were not being attended to.
Separate grand averages were computed for the mean amplitude for all target stimuli 
and all standard stimuli (averaged across tire UVF and the LwVF). These revealed 
that target and standard stimuli produced waveforms with apparently different 
morphologies. Specifically, target stimuli elicited a negative peak within the N2b 
time window (250-350 ms) but standard stimuli did not. Additionally, target stimuli
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elicited a distinct positive peak within the P3 time range (350-600 ms) at fronto- 
central as well as occipito-parietal sites. There was no comparable peak for standard 
stimuli, which appeared to elicit much smaller mean amplitude within the P3 time 
window. This evident difference in the morphology of target and standard stimuli 
was generally supported by statistical analysis.
Data analysis. Separate averages were computed for the mean amplitude for all 
target stimuli and all standard stimuh (averaged across the UVF and the LwVF). 
Figure 3.8 shows the waveforms for target (black lines) and standard (grey lines) 
stimuli, with the N2b and P3 components illustrated.
An analysis was conducted for each of the components that were investigated in the 
visual oddball task (vMMN, N2b, P3). A two-way ANOVA with Stimulus (tar get, 
standard) and Electrode (Pz, Iz, 01, 02) as factors was conducted. Where significant 
interactions between Stimulus and Electrode were found these were investigated 
further using paired samples r-tests comparing target and standard stimuli at each 
electrode site (these were not Bonferroni corrected as there was only one Nest per 
analysis). To maintain consistency with the analysis or the visual oddball task, 
fr ontal and central sites were also investigated within the vMMN and P3 time 
windows. As for the visual oddball task, a separate analysis was run using exactly the 
same process as above, with the exception that the factor of Electr ode had only two 
levels (Fz, Cz). To correct for sphericity violations, Greenhouse-Geisser adjustments 
to the degrees of freedom were performed where appropriate.
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Figure 3.8. Grand-averaged ERP wavefoniis elicited in tlie 700 ms interval 
following stimulus onset ( 0  ms) in response to target (black lines) and standard (grey 
lines) stimuli. The horizontal dashed line represents baseline (Opv). The N2b is 
indicated for electrode 01, and the P3 is indicated for electrode 02.
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vMMN time range. As can be seen in Figure 3.8, for both target and standard 
stimuli there appears to be a negative peak (Nl) preceded by a small positive peak 
(PI) occumng within the vMMN time range at Iz, Ol and 02, with both stimuli 
eliciting similar mean amplitudes at all electrode sites. Statistical analysis generally 
supported these impressions.
Two-way ANOVA with Stimulus and Electrode as factors revealed that mean 
amplitude did not differ significantly for target and standard stimuli within the 1 0 0 - 
250 ms time range (means, (SD)): target = 0.4 pv, (1.6); standard = 0.2 pv, (1.6); 
(F(l,17) = 0.40, MSE = 2.56,/? = .536, rj/ = .02); but it did differ across electrodes 
(means, (SD)): Pz = 1.3 pv, (1.6); Iz = -0.4 pv, (1.5); 01 = 0.3 pv, (1.8); 02 = -0.02 
pv, (2.1); (F(l.82,30.91) = 8 .6 8 , MS!E = 3.36,/? < .001, ; / /=  .34). There was also a 
significant interaction between Stimulus and Electrode (F(3,51) = 3.43, MSE = 0.29, 
/? < .05, T]p = .17), indicating that the pattern of amplitude for target and standard 
stimuli was different for each electrode. This was investigated further using a paired 
samples Nest at each electr ode site. These revealed that mean amplitude was not 
significantly different for target and standard stimuli at any site (largest ? = 1.51, 
smallest p  = .149).
N2h time range. From Figure 3.8 it appears that target stimuli elicited a 
negative peak within the N2b time window (250-350 ms) but standard stimuli did 
not. However, although the morphologies of the ERPs for target and standard stimuli 
appear to be different, statistical analysis indicates that their mean amplitudes are 
not.
Mean amplitude for target and standard stimuli did not differ significantly (F(l,17) = 
0.40, MSE = 2.56,/? = .536, 77/ =  .02), when investigated using two-way ANOVA; 
but there was a main effect of Electrode (means, (SD)): Pz = 1.3 pv, (1.6); Iz = -0.4 
pv, (1.3); 0 1  = 0.3 pv, (1.8); 02 = -0.02 pv, (2.1); (F(l.82,30.91) = 8 .6 8 , MSE = 
3.36,/? = .001, 77/ =  .34). The interaction between Stimulus and Electrode was also 
significant (F(3,51) = 3.43, MSE = 0.29,/? < .05, 77/ =  .17). However, paired samples 
Nests revealed no differences between target and standard stimuli (largest  ^= 1.51, 
smallest p  = .149).
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Due to the apparent discrepancy between the waveform morphologies and the 
statistical findings, firrther analysis was conducted to explore the N2b time range.
The N2b epoch was divided into two 50 ms intervals (250-300 ms and 300-350 ms) 
and the same process of analysis was conducted on each. This was an exploratory 
analysis and so caution should be exercised in the interpretation of these findings.
a) 250-300 ms time range. Within the earlier interval, two-way ANOVA 
showed significant main effects of Stimulus (means, (SD)): tai*get =1.4 pv, (2.2); 
standard = 3.8 pv, (2.4); (F(l,17) = 23.66, MSE = 8.71,/? < .001, rjp^  = .58); and of 
Electrode (means, (SD)): Pz = 3.0 pv, (3.2); Iz = 0.9 pv, (1.8); 01 = 3.4 pv, (2.6); 02 
= 2.9 pv, (2.7); (F(l.62,27.50) = 7.26, MSE = 11.69,/? = .005, r]p = .30). There was 
also a significant interaction between Stimulus and Electrode (F(l.97,33.50) = 16.99, 
MSE = 2.05,/? < .001, 77/  = .50). Paired samples t-tests were used to examine this 
effect further and confirmed that there were differences in mean amplitude for target 
and standard stimuli at Iz (^(17) = 8.73,/? < .001, (f= 1.61); 01 (^(17) = 5.40,/? < 
.001, J =  0.38); and 02 (f(17) = 4.91,/? < .001, (f = 0.56); but not atPz (^(17) = 0.09, 
/? = .927, d = 0.04). See Figure 3.9 for target and standard mean amplitude at 
electrodes where there were significant differences.
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Figure 3.9. N2b mean amplitude within the 250-300 ms time range for target and 
standai'd stimuli at each electi'ode where there was a significant difference between 
stimuli (Iz, 01, 02). Significant differences are starred: **** =p<  .001. Error bars 
represent +/- ISE.
b) 300-350 ms time range. There was a very different pattern of results within 
the 300-350 ms interval. There was no main effect of Stimulus (F(l,17) = 0.76, MSE 
= 18.84,j[? = .396, rjp^  = .04). However, mean amplitude was significantly different 
for each electrode (means, {SD)): Pz = 2.3 pv, (3.5); Iz = 2.0 pv, (2.0); 01 = 4.3 pv, 
(2.9); 02 = 4.3 pv, (3.6); (F(1.80,30.53) = 6.93, MSE = 13.49,p  < .005, 77/  = .29) 
and there was a significant interaction between Stimulus and Electrode 
(7^(1.57,26.68) = 4.26, MSE = 2.61,p  < .05, rjp -  .20). This was followed up with 
paired samples t-tests, wliich revealed differences between target and standard 
stimuli only at Iz (means, {SD)): target =1.1 pv, (2.4); standai'd = 2.9 pv, (2.7);
(^(17) = 2.34,p  < .05, d ~ 0.63). All others: lai'gest t = 0.77, smallestp = .45.
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PS time range, a) Occipito-parietal analysis. A distinct positive pealc can be 
seen for target stimuli within the P3 time range (350-600 ms) when looking at Figure 
3.8. This occurs at all occipito-parietal electrode sites and has a latency of aiound 
415 ms for Iz, Ol and 02 and 445 ms for Pz. There is no comparable pealc for 
standard stimuli, which appear to elicit a much smaller mean amplitude. This evident 
difference in the morphology and amplitude of target and standard stimuli was 
supported by statistical analysis.
Mean amplitude for target and standard stimuli differed significantly (means, (5D)): 
target = 6.9 pv, (4.2); standard =1.9 pv, (2.3); (F(l,17) = 38.32, MSE = 23.86,p  < 
.001, t]/ = .69) and there was also a difference in mean amplitude across electrodes 
(means, {SD))\ Pz = 6 .6  pv, (3.7); Iz = 2.2 pv, (2.3); 01 = 4.5 pv, (3.2); 02 = 4.3 pv, 
(3.3); (F(3,51) = 31.50, MSE -  3.71,p  < .001, 77/ =  .65). Most importantly, the 
interaction between Stimulus and Electrode was significant (7^(1.49,25.30) = 75.42, 
MSE = 4.02, p  < .001, Tjp^  = .82). This interaction was explored using a series of 
paired samples Mests, which confirmed that differences in mean amplitude for target 
and standai'd stimuli occurred at all sites (smallest t = 4.82, largestp < .001) except 
Iz (^(17) = 0.77,p  = .452, d -  0.20). Figure 3.10 shows the mean amplitude elicited 
by tar get and standar d stimuli for all electr odes where there were significant stimulus 
differences.
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Figure 3.10. P3 mean amplitude for target and standard stimuli at each occipito­
parietal electrode where there was a significant difference between stimuli (Pz, 01, 
02). Significant differences are starred: **** - p <  .001. Error bars represent +/- 
ISE.
b) Fronto-central analysis. The pattern of amplitude at Fz and Cz seems to 
mirror that at occipito-parietal sites, as would be expected for the P3. Tar get stimuli 
elicit a distinctive positive peak, occmiing at around 435 ms at Fz and 440 ms at Cz, 
as can be seen in Figure 3.8. Again, as for occipito-parietal sites, standard stimuli do 
not elicit a P3 and have much smaller mean amplitude than target stimuli. These 
obseiwations were supported by statistical analysis.
Two-way ANOVA with Stimulus and Electrode as factors revealed that target and 
standard mean amplitude differed significantly (means, {SD))\ target = 6.7 pv, (6.0); 
standard = 0.02 |j.v, (2.1); (F(l,17) = 36.09, MSE = 3.60,p < .001, ijp^= .68). There 
was also a difference in mean amplitude across electrodes (means, (SD)): Fz = 2.0
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HV, (3.7); Cz = 4.7 |j ,v , (4.0); (F(l,17) = 33.05, MSE = 2433,p < .001, ??/= .6 6 ) .  
Crucially, the interaction between Stimulus and Electrode was significant (F(l,17) = 
37.48, MSE = 120, p  < .001, r/p^  -  .69), and was investigated fuither using separate 
paired samples r-tests at Fz and Cz. These confirmed that the mean amplitude for 
target and standard stimuli were significantly different at both Fz and Cz (smallest t 
-  4.44, laigestp  < .001). The mean amplitude elicited by target and standard stimuli 
at both fi'onto-central electrode sites can be seen in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11. P3 mean amplitude for target and standard stimuli at Fz and Cz. 
Significant differences are starred: **** =p < .001. Error bars represent +/- 16^.
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3.4. Discussion
3A.I. Summary o f findings
Following the discovery of early perceptual category effects in Study 1, the cun ent 
investigation sought to clarify whether early effects were also present in the vMMN 
component. This component reflects processes of automatic and pre-attentive 
mismatch detection (e.g., Kenemans et al., 2003; Kimma et al., 2005), and is thought 
to originate in retinotopic prestriate visual aieas (Czigler et al., 2004). A modified 
version of the visual oddball task used in Study 1 was employed. This involved 
peripheral presentations of coloured stimuli in either the UVF of the LwVF. 
Participants’ attention was directed away from the coloured stimuli towards a central 
fixation maiker, and they were required to detect instances of a central tai'get 
stimulus by pressing a response button. Analysis of perfoimance on this central 
target task revealed a high level of accm acy for detecting central target stimuli, 
which suggests that participants were attending to the central stimuli rather than the 
peripheral colouied stimuli.
ERPs were recorded in response to standai'd and deviant colouied stimuli to enable 
the comparison of mean amplitude elicited by each stimulus during several key time 
ranges. Category effects were revealed during the vMMN time range, with between- 
category deviants producing a larger negativity than within-category deviants in the 
LwVF. However, in the UVF there were no differences in the mean amplitudes 
elicited by deviant stimuli, characteristic of the vMMN (e.g., Czigler et al., 2004). 
ERPs were also recorded for central target stimuli to allow compaiison of the 
waveforms generated by attended and unattended stimuli. The morphologies of the 
waveforms elicited by central target stimuli (attended) and standard stimuli 
(unattended) were quite different, with target stimuli eliciting an N2b, followed by a 
clear P3. The lack of P3 for standard stimuli suggests that the coloured stimuli were 
not attended, and that the early negativity elicited by coloured deviants is a genuine 
vMMN, rather than an N2b. These findings are discussed in more detail in the 
following sections.
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3.4 .2 . V isual o d d b a ll ta sk
vMMN time range. Analysis of mean amplitude within the vMMN time range 
(100-250 ms) revealed a different pattern of results for the UVF and the LwVF at 
occipito-parietal sites. In the UVF, there was no difference in mean amplitude 
elicited by standard stimuli, within-category deviant stimuli and between-category 
deviant stimuli. The equivalence of within- and between-category deviants showed 
that no category effects were present in the UVF. However, category effects were 
revealed in the LwVF, with tlie mean amplitude of between-category deviants being 
significantly more negative than that of standards and within-category deviants. 
Additionally, the mean amplitudes of standards and within-category deviants in the 
LwVF did not differ. The presence of these early category effects on an unattended 
visual oddball task, suggests that they are linked to the vMMN component, which is 
typically elicited under conditions of inattention (e.g., Pazo-Alvarez et al., 2003). If 
this is the case, then there is gr eater mismatch detection for between-category deviant 
stimuli compared to standard stimuli and within-category deviant stimuli and this 
differentiation reflects a pre-attentive process that is both rapid and automatic. 
Additionally, the vertical asymmetry for this category effect suggests that it is the 
vMMN that is responsible, as differences between stimuli that occur in the LwVF 
only ar e characteristic of this component, pariiculariy for changes in colour (Czigler 
et al., 2004).
The effects found within the vMMN time range at occipito-parietal sites also 
extended to fionto-centr al ar eas but with lessened amplitude. Again, differences in 
mean amplitude appeared to be consistent with categorical responding in the LwVF 
only, with mean amplitude for between-category deviants being more negative tlian 
mean amplitude for the standard and within-category deviants. However, overall 
amplitude and the differences between the amplitude elicited by each condition were 
less than at occipito-parietal sites and were more reduced for Fz compar ed to Cz.
This pattern of spatial distribution, where the vMMN is maximal at posterior regions 
but also observable at frontal regions witli reduced amplitude, appears to be 
consistent with previous studies of the vMMN (e.g., Czigler et al., 2002; Czigler et 
al., 2004; Wei et al., 2002). It is possible that these fronto-centr al effects correspond 
to a process of visual mismatch that differs fr om that of the vMMN. Indeed, Czigler
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and colleagues (2002) found deviance effects at both anterior and posterior regions 
and suggested that these reflect two different components relating to different 
principles. They proposed that the anterior negativity was an index of ‘refractoriness’ 
or reduced sensitivity to the standard stimulus in comparison to the deviants, whereas 
the posterior negativity reflected a process of mismatch in the memory trace for the 
deviant compar ed to that of the standar d. Whilst both of these processes are linked to 
automatic memory-based mechanisms, the anterior negativity specifically reflects 
familiarity with the standard, and the posterior negativity marks the unfamiliarity of 
the deviant. However, the anterior negativity in Czigler et al.’s study, although 
within the vMMN time range, occurr ed approximately 60 ms later than the posterior 
negativity. It therefore looks likely that the anterior effects in the crûrent study, 
which have the same latency as the posterior effects, instead reflect an extended 
vMMN similar to that docmnented by Wei et al. (2002). In a cross modal study, Wei 
and colleagues investigated the effects of attention on early deviance related 
components (including the vMMN), during an oddball task consisting of 
presentations of both visual and auditory stimuli. A vMMN was elicited by 
unattended visual stimuli at occipital and frontal sites, with a similar* latency for both 
regions. Wdp and colleagues argue that the extension of the vMMN to anterior areas 
demonstrates the commonality between the vMMN and the auditory MMN, adding 
str'ength to the case that the vMMN is a visual equivalent of the auditory MMN. It 
therefore seems likely that the early perceptual effects in the current investigation, 
which were found at occipito-parietal sites and also at fronto-centr al sites with 
reduced amplitude, are linked to the vMMN component.
N2b time range. Stimulus differences within the N2b time range (250-350 ms) 
were also analysed to determine whether category effects were linlced to attentional 
mechanisms related to the attention sensitive N2b rather than the pre-attentive 
vMMN. As outlined previously, the N2b is linlced to processes of attention and 
stimulus categorisation and is foimd to be larger in response to deviant stimuli. This 
component tends to be gr eatest over posterior areas for visual stimuli (Simson et al., 
1977), and peaks between 200 and 350 ms. However, to avoid overlap with the 
vMMN time range (100-250 ms) and the P3 time range (350-600 ms), the time 
window for the N2b was defined as 250-350 ms in this study. This was consistent
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with previous research (see Rugg & Coles, 1995) and also appeared to fit with 
individual subject wavefoiins. Within this time range there were no overall 
differences in the mean amplitude of each stimulus condition, in either the LwVF or 
the UVF. However there was a three way interaction between Stimulus, Visual Field 
and Electrode, indicating that the pattern of amplitudes for the tlrree stimulus 
conditions was different for the LwVF compared to the UVF at electrode site 02.
The amplitude elicited by within-category deviants was significantly more negative 
than that of between-category deviants in the UVF. However, in the LwVF a 
different pattern was revealed. Here, between-category deviants evoked a gr eater 
negativity compared to standard stimuli and within-category deviants. Although 
these category effects reflect a difference between the UVF and the LwVF, as was 
found within the vMMN time range, these effects are only present at one electrode 
site (02). Additionally, the morphology of ERP waveforms during the N2b time 
range shows no clear N2b peak. It is therefore likely that the effects at 02 reflect an 
extended vMMN as opposed to an N2b. The extension of tliis novelty specific 
negativity into later time ranges is not uncommon in studies investigating mismatch 
detection of simple stimulus characteristics (e.g., Stagg et al., 2004; Tales & Butler, 
2006; Tales et al., 1999). For example. Tales et al. (1999) report a vMMN that was 
elicited in response to unattended deviant stimuli, which differed in shape to the 
standard. This component was maximal at occipital and temporal sites at 180 ms 
(within the typical latency range of the vMMN; see e.g., Pazo-Alvarez et al., 2003) 
but remained mitil ~ 400 ms. Therefore it is possible that similar effects are found for 
changes in colour, which is also a relatively simple stimulus characteristic.
P3 time range. To fuither clarify the nature of the early negativity elicited in 
the LwVF, the pattern of effects within the P3 time window (350-600 ms) was 
explored. As mentioned previously, attended stimuli typically elicit an N2b 
component followed by a P3 component, whereas imattended stimuli have been 
found to elicit a vMMN with no subsequent P3 (Csibra & Czigler, 1991). This 
analysis revealed that although overall mean P3 amplitude was greater for the LwVF 
compared to the UVF, there were no differences in the mean amplitude elicited by 
the thi ee stimulus conditions in either visual field. If stimuli were being attended to, 
differences in P3 amplitude would be expected, consistent with the findings of Study
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1 and numerous other oddball investigations (e.g., Campanella et al, 2002;
Rossignol et al, 2007). The lack of differences between the stimulus conditions 
therefore indicates that the coloured stimuli were not attended, adding strength to the 
claim that the early negativity present in the LwVF is a genuine vMMN component. 
The morphology of waveforms within the P3 time range indicates that there is a 
weak positive deflection, which occirrs at a small number of sites within the P3 time 
range. However, this waveform is not broadly distributed across the scalp, as would 
be expected for the P3 (Patel & Azzam, 2005), and it has an occipital maximum, 
which again does not coiTespond to the expected distribution of the P3 (Polich,
2003). Additionally, this later positivity appears to be considerably reduced in 
amplitude when compared to the P3 component that is elicited by the attended 
central target stimuli (see below for full discussion of this). It is therefore unlikely 
that this waveform is an indicator of attention, as if participants were attending to the 
coloiued stimuli one would expect the presence of a lai'ge P3 with a broad scalp 
distribution, indexing differences between standai'd and deviant stimuli. As this is not 
the case, it seems likely that the early negative component that is present in the 
LwVF is a genuine vMMN.
3.4.3. Additional analysis
To investigate the difference in wavefomi morphology for attended versus 
unattended stimuli, the mean amplitudes elicited by standard stimuli (unattended) 
and central target stimuli (attended) were compared. Attended target stimuli were 
expected to evoke an N2b, followed by a P3 component, which is the typical 
succession of ERP wavefoims elicited on an oddball task under conditions of 
attention (Naatanen, 1988). If standard stimuli were not being attended to daring the 
task, the pattern of wavefoiins expected would be a vMMN with no subsequent P3. 
Although this is a useful comparison, as mentioned previously the findings of this 
analysis must be interpreted with caution, due to the presence of motor ai'tifacts fi om 
the key press response that was required for the target stimuli (see e.g., Cunnington 
et al, 1996). The giand averages for target stimuli and standard stimuli (averaged 
across the UVF and the LwVF) revealed that target and standard conditions produced 
wavefomis with apparently different moiphologies, as expected. Target stimuli 
appeared to elicit an N2b component, but standard stimuli did not. Additionally,
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target stimuli evoked a distinct P3 component with a broad scalp distribution, 
whereas there was no comparable peak for standard stimuli, which elicited much 
smaller mean amplitude within the P3 time range. The pattern of waveforms in each 
time range is discussed in more detail below.
vMMN time range. The mean amplitudes evoked by target and standai'd stimuli 
within the vMMN time range did not differ. At Pz, the mean amplitude for both 
conditions was close to baseline. However, at occipital sites, both target and standard 
stimuli elicited a small positive pealc followed by a negative peak. It is likely that this 
succession of waveforms reflects the emergence of a PI and a subsequent Nl as 
neither condition would have been sensitive to processes of visual mismatch 
detection, due to the fact that the standard was familiar and the target was attended. 
Although the focus of attention is different for each condition, the PI and Nl 
components ai e primarily sensitive to the physical characteristics of sensory stimuli 
(e.g.. Luck et al., 2000; Sanders & Astheimer, 2008; Taylor, 2002), and so may have 
been elicited by standai'd and tai'get stimuli.
N2b time range. Within the N2b time range, there is a slightly more complex 
pattern of results. Inspection of the waveforms indicates that target stimuli elicited a 
negative pealc, which was not shown by standard stimuli. Although the moiphologies 
of the ERPs for target and standard stimuli appear to differ, statistical analysis 
revealed no differences between the mean amplitudes of the two conditions within 
this time range. This may be because target stimuli appear to evoke a positivity 
extending from the previous time range (possibly a P2), followed by a negativity 
(most likely an N2b) between 250 and 300 ms, which is approximately bisected by 
the wavefoiin elicited by standai'd stimuli. Therefore although different in 
morphology, the waveforms elicit similar mean amplitude. Due to the discrepancy 
between the waveform morphologies and the statistical findings, this time range was 
explored in more detail. The N2b epoch was divided into two 50 ms intei'vals (250- 
300 ms and 300-350 ms) and the mean amplitude of each condition was compaied in 
both. As mentioned previously, this analysis was exploratory and so must be 
interpreted with caution. When the N2b time range was divided into two epochs, a 
different pattern of results was revealed for each. In the 250-300 ms intei-val, 
differences were found between the two conditions, with target stimuli eliciting more
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negative amplitude than standard stimuli at all occipital sites. However, within the 
300-350 ms time range, the mean amplitude of the two conditions was similar at all 
electiode sites except one (Iz), where the mean amplitude for target stimuli was 
significantly more negative. This greater negativity for target compared to standard 
stimuli within the eaiiier time interval may indicate the presence of an N2b for 
tar gets, which would verify that these stimuli were being processed under conditions 
of attention. Although the N2b time range was specified as 250-350 ms in the cmxent 
study, the N2b can be elicited from as eaidy as 200 ms (e.g., Ijima, Osawa, Nageishi, 
Ushijima & Iwata, 1996; Tales, 1999). It is therefore possible that the differences in 
the pattern of waveforms for the two intervals within the N2b time range (250-300 
ms and 300-350 ms), reflect an earlier emergence of the N2b. However, this 
interpretation must be received with caution due to the exploratory nature of this 
analysis.
P3 time range. A distinct P3 component was elicited in response to the 
attended central tar get stimuli. This P3 component had a broad scalp distribution, 
being evident across occipito-parietal and ffonto-central electrode sites. Unattended 
standard stimuli did not elicit a P3 component and had a significantly lower mean 
amplitude compared to target stimuli, showing a clear" difference in the waveform 
morphologies of attended and unattended conditions. Although motor responses — 
such as the response required for central target stimuli — have been shown to 
increase the amplitude of the P3, they have not been found to affect whether this 
component is present or absent (Shucard et al., 2004). It is therefore unlikely that the 
differences between the target stimuli, which elicit a clear P3, and the standard 
stimuli, for which there is no P3 peak and much lower mean amplitude, can be 
accounted for by the presence of motor artifacts. Although the comparison between 
target and standar d conditions is made with caution due to the differences in the 
response required for each type of sthnulus, it looks likely that the absence of the P3 
component for standard stimuli indicates that these stimuli were outside the focus of 
attention. Conversely, the presence of the P3 component for target stimuli, suggests 
that these stimuli were attended.
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3.4 .4 . Im p lica tion s o f  the f in d in g s
The cuneiit findings suggest that colour category effects do occur for the vMMN 
component. Consistent with the findings of Study 1, the cuiTent investigation 
provides further support for the involvement of early perceptual mechanisms in 
colour CP. The presence of category effects m the vMMN component suggests that 
these early perceptual effects ai e not only rapid and automatic (as shown by Study 1 
through effects in the PI and N1 components) but also pre-attentive. It has been 
suggested that the vMMN component is the earliest and most direct marker of visual 
awareness independent of attention (Koivisto, Revonsuo & Sahninen, 2005). The 
presence of colom* category effects in the vMMN thus indicates that colom* CP 
occurs very early on in processing, before semantic codes for stimuli can be 
accessed. Although the findings of Study 1 implicate possible linguistic mechanisms 
at later stages of processing (P2, P3), the cun ent investigation provides converging 
evidence for the dismissal of purely language based explanations of colom* CP.
Furtheimore, the presence of category effects during the vMMN time range for 
LwVF stimuli only adds support to the claim that the vMMN component is 
retinotopically mapped. This indicates that the colour category effects found in the 
cmTent study originate in retinotopic prestriate visual areas. A prestriate origin for 
colour categorisation has been suggested previously by Czigler et al. (2004). 
However, the cunent study provides the first sign that colour CP, specifically, is 
linked to these areas. Prestriate visual areas receive direct projections fiom foveal 
representations in the stiiate cortex and so reflect rapid perceptual processing. The 
involvement of prestriate visual areas may indicate that there ai e perceptual 
constiaints on how colour categories form (see e.g.. De Valois & Jacobs, 1968; Kay 
& McDaniel, 1978). However, it also remains a possibility that the early perceptual 
mechanisms that contribute to colour category effects aie modulated by language 
through top-down processes. This possibility requires further investigation through 
the exploration of pre-linguistic colour CP to reveal whether category effects in 
ERPs are present in the absence of language, and induced colour CP to claiify the 
interactions between the perceptual and post-perceptual mechanisms involved in 
colom* CP.
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3 .4 .5 . C onclusion
From the range of analyses conducted, it appears that the early negativity elicited in 
response to unattended deviant stimuli is a genuine vMMN component. Although 
differences in the vMMN for colour have only previously been found with relatively 
lai'ge stimulus differences (Czigler et al., 2002), this study demonstrates that a 
vMMN can arise in response to coloiued stimuli with relatively small hue separation 
sizes. The early negativity elicited in the crurent study was significantly gieater in 
amplitude for stimuli presented in the LwVF, compared to stimuli presented in the 
UVF, which appeal's to be a typical chaiacteristic of the vMMN (e.g., Amenedo et 
al., 2007; Czigler et al., 2004). This finding of an enhanced vMMN in the LwVF is 
also consistent with inteipretations that link the vMMN to retinotopic prestriate areas 
of tlie visual system (e.g., Czigler et al., 2004). Cmcially, vMMN amplitude was 
found to be more negative for between-category deviants compared to within- 
category deviants and standard stimuli. Tliis indicates that between-category deviants 
received greater mismatch detection, suggesting that coloiu category effects reflect 
automatic and pre-attentive processes. Additionally, the difference in wavefonn 
moiphology for attended and unattended stimuli provides fuither support to the claim 
that visual mismatch detection plays a role in coloiu CP. hi sum, the current study 
provides new evidence linking the vMMN component to coloui' category effects. 
These findings build on those of Study 1, adding fui ther support for the involvement 
of eai'ly perceptual mechanisms in coloiu CP. These mechanisms appear to be not 
only rapid and automatic but also pre-attentive, which verifies that purely linguistic 
accounts of coloiu CP are inadequate. However, from the findings of Study 1, it 
seems likely tliat language does play a role in colour CP and it remains possible that 
linguistic mechanisms have an impact on perception through top-down modulation. 
Fiuther investigation is therefore needed to clarify the involvement of language, 
firstly by exploring whether pre-linguistic colour category effects (see e.g., Bomstein 
et al., 1975; Franldin & Davies, 2004) reveal themselves in ERPs.
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Chapter 4: 
Colour category effects in ERP components at seven- 
months
4.1, Introduction
Chapters 2 and 3 established that a combination of early perceptual and post- 
perceptual processes contribute to adult colour CP. Study 1 found category effects 
from as early as 90 ms providing clear evidence for an early perceptual basis to 
colour CP. Additionally, differences in later ERP components also implicated 
cognitive processes such as memory and language. Study 2 found category effects in 
the vMMN component, providing further support for the perceptual and automatic 
nature of coloiu CP and linking the effect to extrastriate origins of the occipital 
cortex. The experiments presented in this chapter (Study 3) investigate colour CP in 
infants aged seven-months to enable the exploration of the time coui se and neui al 
markers of pre-linguistic colour category effects.
4.1.1. Infant categorisation
Categorisation is a pervasive aspect of infant cognition (e.g., Mareschal & Quinn, 
2001), which involves an ability to recognise physically different stimuli as 
belonging to the same group. Because of the important role that categorisation plays 
in infant perception and cognition, a plethora of research has been conducted in this 
area (for recent reviews see Mandler, 2004; Mareschal & Quinn, 2001; Rakison & 
Oakes, 2003). A range of different behavioiual methods have been used to explore 
infant categorisation, for example object examination (e.g., Mandler, Bauer & 
McDonough, 1991; Mareschal, Powell & Volein, 2003; Calces, Coppage & Dingel, 
1997; Ribar, Oakes & Spalding, 2004), conditioned leg-kicking (e.g., Hayne, Rovee- 
Collier & Pams, 1987; Memman, Rovee-Collier & Wilk, 1997), and visual 
preference (e.g.. Bomba & Siqueland, 1983; Eimas & Quimi, 1994; Mai'eschal, 
French & Quimi, 2000; Stimiss, 1979), However, variations on familiarisation and
habituation techniques have become the dominant means of studying infant 
categorisation. These tecliniques are based on the concept that from birth onwards, 
infants show a preference for novel as opposed to familial* stimuli (Fantz, 1964; 
Slater, 1995). Infant categorisation can therefore be assessed by comparing looking 
times to repeated presentations of a stimulus duiing a familiarisation phase, and 
looking times to novel stimuli during a test phase. If infants look longer at novel 
stimuli from a different category to the familiarised stimuh, compared to novel 
stimuli from the same category as the familiaiised stimuli, this suggests that they are 
able to distinguish between categories. For example, Quimi, Eimas and Rosenkrantz 
(1993) found that infants aged three- and four-months were able to foim categorical 
representations for dogs and cats. Infants who were familiarised with exemplars of 
cats looked longer at novel images of dogs compared to novel images of cats, 
indicating that infants form a category representation for cats that includes novel or 
unfamiliar cats but excludes dogs.
Through the use of these behaviom al techniques, researchers have shown that infants 
begin to categorise fr'om as early as one-month of age. During the first two months of 
life infants form categories aiound very basic perceptual dimensions such as form, 
and spatial relations (e.g. Bomba, 1984; Quimi, 1994). However, it is not long before 
infants are able to categorise using more sophisticated criteria. For example, between 
three- and six-months infants categorise relations between lines and elements (e.g., 
Cohen & Yoimger, 1984), simple shapes composed of dot patterns (Bomba & 
Siqueland, 1983; Younger & Gotlieb, 1988), different types of animals (Quinn & 
Eimas, 1996), and inanimate objects such as fimiiture or vehicles (Behl-Chadha, 
1996). From five-months onwards, infants categorise emotional expressions (e.g. 
Bomstein & Arterben'y, 2003; Kestenbaum & Nelson, 1990), the gender of faces 
(e.g., Leinbach & Fagot, 1993; Quinn, Yahr, Kuhn, Slater & Pascalis, 2002; Ramsey, 
Langlois & Mai'ti, 2005), and they categorise faces and schematic animals based on 
correlations among object features, such as legs, ears, and tail length in animals and 
nose size, hairline and the distance between eyes in faces (e.g., Sheiinan, 1985; 
Younger, 1985,1992; Younger & Cohen, 1983).
Although this ability to categorise is well docmnented, the origin of infant categories 
and the mechanisms that underlie infant categorisation are unclear. However, they
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may be similar for different types of categorisation such as perceptual categorisation, 
conceptual categorisation and CP. Perceptual categorisation is based on knowledge 
about the qualitative appearance of objects and relies heavily on their physicality, 
whereas conceptual categorisation is based on laiowledge about what objects are and 
is dependent upon their function or role. Perceptual categorisation and conceptual 
categorisation differ from CP as they do not necessarily require that separations 
between same- and different- category stimuli are equated, which for investigations 
of CP is imperative. However, studies on CP are able to explore both perceptual and 
conceptual categories. For example, behavioural evidence of infant CP has been 
found using a range of perceptual and conceptual domains and stimuli such as 
orientation of gratings (Bomba, 1984), facial expressions (Kotsoni, de Haan & 
Johnson, 2001), animal species (Quinn & Eimas, 1996), speech (e.g., Cohen, Diehl, 
Oakes & Loehlin, 1992; Dehaene-Lambertz & Pena, 2001; Eimas, 1975; Eimas, 
Siqueland, Jusczyk & Vigorito, 1971) and non speech sounds (Jusczyk, Rosener, 
Cutting, Foard & Smith, 1977). Despite the wealth of behavioural research on 
different aspects of infant categorisation, little is Icnown about tlie origin and nature 
of these effects, and so it is helpful to have an imderstanding of a range of examples 
of infant categorisation when attempting to clarify the mechanisms involved in infant 
category effects.
4.L2. Colour categories in infancy
There is converging behavioiual evidence for categorical responding to colour in pre- 
linguistic infants as young as four-months of age, which has been shown using a 
range of methods, stimuli and colour boundaries (e.g., Bomstein et al., 1976; 
Catherwood et al., 1987, 1990; Franklin & Davies, 2004; Franklin et al., 2008a; 
Franklin et al., 2005b). For example, Bomstem et al. (1976) showed that four-month 
old infants demonstiate CP usmg a habituation method, where infants ‘habituate’ to, 
or decline looking at a coloured stimulus after it is presented repeatedly. Following 
this habituation, a novel colour is shown that is either from a different (English) 
linguistic colom* category to the habituated stimulus (between-category) or from the 
same linguistic colour category (within-category). Infants ‘dis-habituated’ to, or 
reinstated their looking at, a novel between-category colour, yet did not dis-habituate 
to a novel within-category colour. This effect was found for stimulus pairs that were
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equated in wavelength-differences across blue-green, gieen-yellow and yellow-red 
colour boundaries. However, the use of a wavelength based system to equate stimuli 
has been criticised as wavelength separations do not necessaiily conespond with 
equal perceptual separations (see Wyszecki & Stiles, 2000). Additionally, the stimuli 
in Bomstein et ak’s study were satuiated at artificially high levels and there may 
have been residual differences in stimulus satiuation levels.
Despite these limitations, Bomstein et al.’s (1976) findings have been supported 
through rephcation and extension. As referred to in Chapter 1, Franldin and Davies 
(2004) used an altemative method and a different colour metric (Munsell; see 
Appendix C for details of the Munsell system) to equate within- and between- 
category stimulus pairs. The use of Munsell is more technically appropriate than a 
wavelength based system as stimuli can be equated in perceptual distance and can be 
of constant saturation and lightness. Franldin and Davies (2004) found evidence of 
pre-linguistic colour CP using a novelty preference task. This task was similar to 
Bomstein et al.’s habituation task except that stimuli were presented in two locations 
to the right and left of fixation, instead of in a single, centi al location. Infants were 
habituated to a colomed stimulus that was shown in both locations, and then a novel 
colour that was either within- or between-category was presented in one of the 
locations, alongside the habituated colour*. The left / right position of the novel 
stimulus was randomised across trials. Novelty preference was demonstrated by 
longer looking times to the novel stimulus compared to the habituated stimulus, but 
was only found for novel between-categoi*y stimuli. Even when the within-category 
separation size was increased, there was still no novelty preference for novel within- 
category stimuli. This categorical responding occmxed across blue-green, blue-purple 
and pink-red colom* boundaries.
Franklin and colleagues (2005b) investigated infant colour CP using a target 
detection task such as those described in Chapter 1. Four-month old infants were 
shown a colomed backgromid on wliich a randomly positioned coloured taiget was 
displayed. The cluomatic difference of the backgroimd and the target was either 
within-category or between-category and cluomatic separ ations between stimuli 
were equated in CIE (1976) colour space. Stimuli were fiom the blue-green region of 
colour space. Infants’ eye movements were recorded to see whether they fixated the
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target and to assess the time it took for them to do this. Franldin and colleagues 
found that infants were able to fixate the tar get when tar get and background colours 
were within-category, but that infants were faster at fixating tar gets that appear ed on 
a between-category background, compared to a within-category backgr ound. This 
demonstration of categorical responding on a target detection task provides further 
evidence of pre-linguistic colour* CP.
There is only one published study of infant colom CP that did not find a category 
effect (Gerhardstein, Reimer & Rovee-Collier, 1999). Gerhardstein, et al. explored 
the natm e of colom* categories in infancy by investigating whether categorical 
similarity affects colom pop-out in infants. Pop-out occms when a target is detected 
among distractors pre-attentively, making visual sear*ch effortless. A colom* pop-out 
task was used where infants were presented with a mobile of seven colom ed discs. 
The display was linlced to the infant’s ankle so that they were able to control the 
position of the display by kicking, and they were tr ained to enable them to do this. 
Infants were then habituated to seven discs of a baseline colom*, before being tested 
for pop-out with a test mobile where six discs were of the habituated colom and one 
was of a novel colom*. Infants were deemed to show pop-out if they responded less to 
the test array than the baseline arxay, as not responding left the display uncharrged 
and allowed the infant to look longer at the novel stimulus. Stimuli were equated in 
Munsell colom* space and there were fom pairs of stimuli varying in perceptual 
distance (‘near’ or ‘far’) and categorical status (within- or between-categor*y). Infants 
showed no pop-out for the near perceptual distance condition but they did for* the far 
condition — a perceptual distance effect. However, there was rro categorical effect as 
infants kicked equally as much when the test colour* was between-category as when it 
was within-category. Gerhardstein et al. concluded that perceptual similarity but not 
categorical similarity affects colom* pop-out in infants. However, the findmgs of this 
study have been criticised on several counts. The use of incandescent lighting warped 
the colom stimuli being used so that they were not equidistarrt. Although equated in 
Munsell, stimuli should have been presented under controlled lighting conditions 
(illuminant c) to ensme perceptual uniformity. Additionally, there was an unintended 
category boimdary m one of the within-category pairs, which meant that this pair of 
stimuli was actually between-category (Davies & Franklin, 2002).
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Despite compelling evidence that pre-linguistic infants respond categorically to 
colour, there has been some scepticism of the reliability of the effect and some have 
questioned whether infant colour CP is restricted to certain stimuli, tasks or measures 
(Davidoff, Goldstein & Roberson, 2009). It is therefore important that converging 
evidence for infant colour category effects is provided using different stimulus sets, 
approaches and measures. Although the behavioural infant studies suggest that 
colour CP is not a piuely linguistic effect, further research is needed to reconcile the 
findings of these developmental studies with studies of adult CP that suggest a role 
for language (e.g., Gilbert et al., 2006; Kay & Kempton, 1984; Roberson et al., 2008; 
Roberson & Davidoff, 2000). The key question is whether the effects of language in 
adult colour CP aie due to the use of on-line labelling or whether they reflect a 
process of perceptual change, whereby a predisposition for category boundaries at 
certain points in the colour space exists but is then modified by language learning. If 
the latter is true and the involvement of language in adult coloiu CP reflects some 
kind of modulation of perception through top-down processes, it is possible that 
colour category effects in infants (e.g., Bomstein et al., 1976; Catheiwood et al., 
1987, 1990; Franklin & Davies, 2004; Franklin et al., 2008a; Franklin et al., 2005b) 
involve different mechanisms to adult colour CP. The main challenge is to establish 
how infants fonn colom* categories, what perceptual and cognitive processes underlie 
this categorical responding, and to establish how pre-linguistic perceptual categories 
affect linguistic colour categorisation later on in development. The ERP technique 
can provide infomiation on the time comse and underlying mechanisms involved in 
infant colour category effects, revealing the perceptual and cognitive processes that 
contribute to infant colour CP. It also enables a comparison with the time course and 
underlying mechanisms of adult colom* CP, as revealed in Chapters 2 and 3, although 
direct comparisons are not possible due to fundamental differences in the ERP 
wavefoims of infants and adults, which are explained later.
4.1.3. ERPs in infant research
The use of the ERP technique in developmental research is now commonplace as it 
offers many practical and scientific benefits. For example, as ERPs do not necessitate 
an overt behaviomal or verbal response, they are ideal for studying pre-linguistic 
infants who natmally, are unable to follow instmctions. Additionally, as ERPs aie
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able to reveal the time course and imderlying mechanisms involved in a neural 
response to an event, they can provide more detailed information than behavioural 
measures such as eye tracking or fixation techniques. However, to obtain an optimal 
amount of information, many researchers use a combination of behavioiual and ERP 
techniques (e.g., Karrer & Monti, 1995; Cassia, Kuefher, Westerlund & Nelson, 
2006).
Although there are unquestionable advantages for the use of the ERP teclinique with 
developmental populations, there are also methodological issues that need to be 
considered. For example, infant ERP data tends to contain more artifacts than adult 
data, due to movement and eye blinlcs, for example, which cannot be contiolled as 
they can for adults. Because of this, more trials tend to be lost and it is therefore 
essential to ensure that enough infants are tested to produce a sufficient number of 
artifact fiee tiials for the giand average. DeBoer, Scott and Nelson (2005) suggest 
that at least 10-15 infants contribute data for each experimental condition and that at 
least 10-20 artifact free trials come fiom each infant included m the final sample. 
There is also much more variability in infant ERP data compared to adult ERP data, 
both between infants and between trials from the same infant, maldng an adequate 
sample size essential. Additionally, there is considerable vaiiability in the ERP 
wavefoims fiom infants of different ages. Overall, maturational changes in ERPs 
tend to reflect an increase in amplitude and earlier onset latencies (e.g.. Nelson & 
Monk, 2001; Taylor & Baldeweg, 2002). Indeed, because the morphologies of 
individual ERP components can differ significantly across development, it has been 
suggested that the age range of infant samples should be restricted to one to two 
months (Taylor & Baldeweg, 2002; Picton et al., 2000). For an extensive review of 
the methodological considerations for infant ERP reseaidi see DeBoer et al. (2005,
2007).
It is important to note that infant ERP components ai*e quite different fiom those that 
occur in adults. Young infants do not show as many well-defined, pealced ERP 
responses but instead show greater slow wave activity, which may be due to reduced 
synaptic efficiency in the first two years of life (Csibra Kushnerenko & Grossman,
2008). The peaked ERP waveforms typical of adults do not begin to emerge until 
around four years of age and then continue to develop well into adolescence
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(Friedman, Brown, Comblatt, Vaughan & Erlenmeyer-Kimling, 1984; Taylor, Batty 
& Itier, 2004). To date, most developmental ERP studies have used either classic 
oddball methods or a combination of oddball and habituation methods. Therefore, the 
ERP components that aie elicited by such tasks are reasonably well documented (see 
e.g., Csibra et al., 2008; DeBoer et al., 2005; de Haan, 2007; Nelson & Monk, 2001). 
The ERP components that are typically elicited by seven-month old infants on a 
visual oddball task are the negative component (Nc), the negative slow wave (NSW) 
and the positive slow wave (PSW; e.g., de Haan & Nelson, 1997). The Nc is a 
typically central negativity that peaks around 400 ms post-stimulus onset, and has 
pre-ffontal and anterior cingulate origins (Reynolds & Richaids, 2005). It is 
commonly interpreted as a marker of attentional allocation (e.g., Richards, 2003), 
and is sensitive to stimulus familiaiity (e.g., Courchesne, Ganz & Norcia, 1981; 
Quinn, Westerlund & Nelson, 2006; Snyder, Webb & Nelson, 2002), being greater in 
amplitude the more novel or unexpected an event is. The positive and negative slow 
waves are thought to reflect more diffuse activation of neural areas compared to the 
Nc and arise during later stages of processing, typically between ~ 800 and 1700 ms. 
The PSW is maximal over frontal areas (Courchesne et al., 1981) and maybe 
generated in temporal lobe memory regions (Nelson, 1996), whereas the NSW is 
thought to be generated by frontal brain areas (Reynolds & Richards, 2005). The 
PSW is linlced to the extent of stimulus encoding and updating in working memory, 
and the NSW is seen as reflecting the detection of novel events against a background 
of familial* events (e.g.. Nelson & Monk, 2001).
4.1.4. ERPs and infant categories
The ERP approach has previously been used to investigate category effects in 
infancy, although there have been few studies: one for CP of phonemes (Dehaene- 
Lambertz & Baillet, 1998) and two for category learning (Quinn et al, 2006; 
Grossmann, Gliga, Johnson & Mareschal, 2009). Dehaene-Lambertz & Baillet 
(1998) investigated CP of phonemes in three-month old infants, analysing the 
auditory mismatch negativity (MMN) component. Infants were presented with a 
sequence of individual trials that each consisted of a stream of four syllables. Trials 
were either ‘within-category’, ‘between-category’ or ‘control’. On within-category 
trials, a standard syllable was preceded by three repetitions of a syllable from the
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same phonetic category (within-category deviant). On between-category trials, the 
standai'd was preceded by three repetitions of a syllable from an adjacent phonetic 
category (between-category deviant), which was equally different from the standard 
as the within-category syllable. On control trials, the standard was repeated four 
times. ERPs for the standard were compared across the thi'ee conditions. Differences 
were found that reflected phonological mismatch detection on between-category 
trials, which occmxed between 400 and 480 ms post-stimulus onset. It was concluded 
that at three-months of age infants have a specialised neuronal network for phonetic 
processing, as adults do.
Quinn and colleagues (2006) investigated category effects in the key ERP 
components typically elicited dming a visual oddball task (Nc, NSW, PSW), for 
category learning of cats and dogs. Six-month old infants were shown a series of cat 
images during a familiaiisation period, during which ERPs were recorded. Following 
this, ERPs were recorded during a test period, where a series of novel cat (novel 
within-category) and novel dog (novel between-category) stimuli were shown in a 
randomised order. ERPs revealed category effects for the Nc and NSW components, 
winch occmxed in this study between 300 and 750 ms and 1000 and 1500 ms 
respectively. During the test period, the Nc was gieatest for novel stimuli from a 
different category to the familiar stimuli (novel dogs) and the NSW was also greater 
for novel dogs compared to novel cats. Additionally, there was no difference in the 
amplitude of the NSW for novel cats compared to familiar cats, showing a classic 
indication of categorisation, where within-category novel stimuli aie responded to as 
if they are familiar. It was argued that the Nc could be a marker for novel-category 
preference (between-category dissimilarity) and the NSW a marker for same- 
category equivalence (within-category similarity). Quinn et al. suggested that 
different mechanisms miderlie these two processes, with within-category similarity 
being a later more complex computation.
Grossmann et al. (2009) used a similai* approach to assess category learning of basic 
level categories (bird vs. fish) and global level categories (birds vs. cars) in six- 
month old infants. In the basic level categorisation condition, ERPs were recorded 
during a familiarisation period where infants were presented with a series of either 
bird or fish images. ERPs were tlien recorded during a test phase, where a series of
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familiar images, novel within-category images and novel between-category images 
were shown. In the global level condition ERPs were recorded during familiarisation 
and test phases where bird and car images were shown. Consistent with the findings 
of Quinn et al., novel between-category stimuli elicited an enhanced Nc relative to 
novel within-category stimuli during the test period. Additionally, Nc amplitude for 
familiar and novel within-category stimuli did not differ. These category effects for 
the Nc component occurred between 300 and 500 ms and indicate increased 
allocation of attention for novel stimuli from a different category compared to novel 
stimuli firom the same category as familiar stimuli. During the time window 
following the Nc (500-1000 ms), novel within-category stimuli elicited a PSW, yet 
there was a return to baseline for novel between-category stimuli. This may reflect 
processes relating to the integration of new exemplars from a familiar category into 
the existing category representation. This pattern of results was found for both basic 
and global level categorisation conditions, suggesting that the same neural processes 
are involved in infant categorisation for different types of categorical comparisons.
4.1.5. Infant colour vision
To design an effective experiment on infant colour CP, it is essential to understand 
some fundamental points about how infants see colour*. Infants can see colour at birth 
but their chromatic sensitivity is much less than that of adults (Teller, 1998). Infant 
colour vision has been found to develop over the first three months of life (e.g., 
Adams, Courage & Mercer, 1994), and by tlnee-months of age, a range of cluomatic 
discriminations can be made, even mider challenging circumstances (Thomasson & 
Teller, 2000). By this age it is claimed that infants have ti*ichromatic colour vision 
(Bomstein, 1987) and there is evidence to suggest that cluomatic discriminations are 
made via the parvocellulai* pathways, as in adults (Thomasson & Teller, 2000). 
However, chr omatic thresholds in infancy are still a lot higher than in adulthood, and 
thr esholds ar e not at the adult level until the teenage years (Knoblauch, Vital-Durand 
& Barbm*, 2001). These are impoi*tant points of consideration when designing 
experiments on infant colom* vision, hr the metrics used in the crur ent study, infant 
thresholds are of the order of 10 AE units (CIE 1976) or about one Mimsell Hue step 
and the separation sizes between the stimuli used in this study ar e fom* Munsell Hue 
steps (a Munsell Hue step is equal to 2.5 Munsell imits). These separation sizes
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ensure that infants are able to distinguish the colour stimuli being presented in this 
study. Despite the overall difference in the chromatic sensitivities of infants and 
adults, recent studies suggest that the shape of the infant spectral sensitivity function 
is similar to that for adults (Knoblauch et al., 2001; Pereverzeva, Chien, Palmer & 
Teller, 2002). Additionally, stimuli equated in luminance for adults will also be 
isoluminant for the average infant from 12 weeks of age onwards (e.g., Pereverzeva, 
Chien, Palmer & Teller, 2002). This means that coloiu metrics such as Munsell, 
although designed for use with adults can be reliably used in infant investigations.
4.1,6, Current investigation
The current study enables an assessment of whether the neural markers for infant 
category effects generalise across different perceptual domains (e.g., colour / 
phonemes) and different types of categorical responding (e.g., categorical perception 
/ perceptual categorisation). Perceptual categorisation such as that in Quinn et al.’s 
study does not require that within- and between- category differences are equated, as 
they would be in studies of CP. However, despite this, there may well be similai ities 
in the neural mai'kers and underlying mechanisms of these two types of categorical 
responding. In the cuixent investigation, ERPs were recorded fr om seven-month old 
infants duiing a visual oddball task. Seven-months was deemed an appropriate age 
for the infants in this study as infants at seven-months aie still pre-linguistic, with 
colour terms not being reliably acquned until aiound two years of age (e.g., Andrick 
& Tager-Flusberg, 1986; Shatz, Behiend, Gehnan & Ebelmg, 1996). Additionally 
seven-month old infants have developed enough for the key ERP components to be 
present in their ERP waveforms. In studies investigating oddball effects, the earliest 
age at which ERP responses for standard and deviant stimuli differ is six-months, 
this being true for the Nc component (Courchesne et al., 1981; Karrer & Ackles, 
1987,1988) and the slow waves (Nelson & Collins, 1991). Both the Nc and the slow 
waves can be elicited in yoimger infants (e.g., Webb, Long & Nelson, 2005) but do 
not reveal oddball effects this early in development.
The visual oddball task used in this study was similar to tliat described in Study 1, 
but was specially adapted for use with infants. Infants were shown frequent 
presentations of a standard stimulus that was interspersed with infrequent
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presentations of two deviant stimuli. One of the deviant stimuli was from the same 
colour category as the standard (within-category) and the other was from an adjacent 
colour category (between-category). In addition to the visual oddball task, a control 
task was conducted with a separate group of infants that were demographically 
matched to the infants that took part in the visual oddball task. During the control 
task ERPs were recorded to alternations of the deviant stimuli used in the visual 
oddball task. The standard stimulus was never shown, thereby removing the 
categorical context of the stimuli. This ensur ed that any differences in the ERP 
components for the within- and between-category deviants were due to the 
categorical status of the deviant in relation to the standard, rather than other stimulus 
characteristics, such as a greater salience of one hue over the other. To aid tlie 
interpretation of any effects found in the ERP components, a behavioural post-test 
was conducted after infants had completed either the visual oddball or control task. 
This involved the simultaneous presentation of the two stimuli that were deviant in 
the visual oddball task and that were alternately presented dining tlie control task, 
whilst looking time was recorded.
In sum, the cun ent study tests whether the category effects in visual infant ERP 
components found by Quinn et al. (2006) and Grossman et al. (2009) generalise to 
colour CP. The ERP technique will provide infomiation on the different processes 
underlying infant colour CP as well as revealing the time course of the effect. If 
coloui* category effects in infant ERPs are foimd, this would provide compelling 
further evidence in support of the argument that coloiu CP exists in the absence of 
language.
4.2. Method
4.2. L Visual oddball task
Participants. Thirty-one seven-month old infants took part in the visual oddball 
task, hereafter refeired to as the test gioup. Of these, 11 were not included in the final 
sample due to general ftissiness (crying / inattentiveness) (n = 2) or a high number of 
movement artifacts in the ERP data (n = 9). The mean age of the final sample of 20 
infants (9 female and 11 male) was 236 days {SD = 17). All birth weights were above
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2700 grams, and no infants had a known family history of colour vision deficiency. 
The University of SiUTey Ethics Committee granted ethical approval.
Apparatus and experimental set-up. Infants sat in a baby car seat in a darkened 
laboratory. A small pillow was positioned to support infants in an upright posture, 
providing space between the back of their head and the chair to enable electiode 
application. The car seat was situated 70 cm away from and at eye-level to the centre 
of a 21-inch Sony Tiinitron CRT monitor (model GDM-F520). Stimuli were 
presented using a Dell Pentimn 4 computer and controlled with Visual Basic 
softwai'e. hifant looking was observed via a video monitor. This set-up was adopted 
for all subsequent tasks.
Stimuli. Stimuli were taken Rom the green-blue region of colour space, with 
adjacent stimuli separated by 10 Munsell Hue units. There were two shades of green 
and one of blue, wliich varied only in Munsell Hue, with Munsell Chroma and Value 
remaining constant at 6  and 8  respectively (see Figure 4.1). Hue differences between 
adjacent stimuli were approximately three times greater than the chromatic thieshold 
at four-months of age (e.g., Knoblauch et al., 2001).
BLUEGREEN
2.5G 2.5BG 2.5B
MUNSELL HUE
Figure 4.1. A representation of the three stimuli in Study 3. The Munsell code for 
each stimulus is given. The dashed line represents the blue-green linguistic category 
boundary.
Stimuli were presented centrally on a black background and were shown as 
schematic coloured faces (see Figiue 4.2).
12 0
Figure 4.2. The shape of the stimuli in Study 3. The white schematic face would be 
coloured and the black background would fill the remainder of the screen. The size 
of the stimuh in relation to the background is not to scale.
The clrromaticity co-ordinates of all stimuli were checked and verified with a 
Cambridge Research Instiirments ColorCal colorimeter (see Table 4.1).
Table 4.1. Mimsell codes and Y, x, y (CIE, 1931) chromaticity coordinates of the 
stimuli in Study 3. The white point of the monitor was Y = 76.25 cd/m^, x = 0.313, y 
= 0.331.
Munsell Code Y X y
2.5G 6/8 Green 1 22.91 0.279 0.424
2.5BG 6/8 Green 2 22.91 0.233 0.352
2.5B 6/8 Blue 1 22.91 0.208 0.279
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Design. Each session began with a centrally presented black and white 
looming, contracting and beeping ‘attention-getter’. Following this, trials consisted 
of a centrally presented stimulus (subtending a maximum visual angle of 9.7°) 
displayed on a black background for 500 ms. Trials were separated by an inter-trial- 
interval lasting a minimum of 1300 ms during which the background remained black. 
Stimuli were either: standard (2.5BG), within-category deviant (2.5G) or between- 
category deviant (2.5B). There was a maximum of 120 trials, of which 60% were 
standard, 20% within-category deviant and 20% between-category deviant. Stimuli 
were presented in a randomised order but the ratio was maintained for every ten trials 
in case the ERP session had to be terminated early. There were no immediate 
repetitions of deviant stimuli. See Figure 4.3 for an example of trial events.
Standard 
500 ms m
13004- ms
Standard 
500 ms m
1300+ ms Between 
500 . . m
1300+ ms Standard 
500 m s _m
1300+ ms
Within 
500 ms
1300+ms Standard 
500 ms _m
1300+ ms
Between 
500 ms
m
1300+ ms
Standard
500 ms
Figure 4.3. An example of the sequence of trial events in the visual oddball task in 
Study 3. The duration of each trial event and the inter-trial-interval (ITI) is given. 
The size of the stimuli in relation to the background is not to scale.
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Procedure. Infants were seated in the car seat and shown a series of cartoons 
whilst the electrodes were applied. Once electiode impedance was considered 
satisfactory the experimental session started. One experimenter monitored the EEG 
output, whilst another experimenter assessed whether the infant was looking at the 
stimulus display by observing the video monitor. Stimuli were only shown when 
infants were fixated centrally. If the infant looked away during testing, the trial was 
terminated and the black and white ‘attention-getter’ was presented centrally, with 
that trial and the subsequent trial excluded Rom the analysis. The ERP session was 
terminated if the infant stopped looking at the display for a sustained period, or when 
all experimental Rials were completed.
ERP recording. EEG was recorded Rom Fz, C3, Cz, C4, Pz, Oz, a forehead 
ground and linked-mastoid references according to the 10-20 system (Jasper, 1958), 
using individual Ag-AgCl elecRodes. EOG was recorded bipolarly Rom the outer 
canthi of both eyes (HEOG) and Rom above and below the right eye (VEOG). EEG 
and EOG were sampled on-line with a digitisation rate of 1000 Hz and impedances 
were kept below 10 kO but were generally less than 5 kO. EEG and EOG were 
amplified by a 0.01-100 Hz band-pass filter. Following EEG recording, data were 
digitally filtered with an on-line low-pass filter at 40 Hz and down-sampled to 200 
Hz to save later computation time. EEG and EOG were epoched off-line using 
Neuroscan soflware (version 4.3) and divided into Rials consisting of 100 ms before 
stimulus onset (baseline) until 1700 ms afler this point. Trials with lateral eye 
movements (HEOG exceeding ±150 pV), as well as trials with vertical eye 
movements, eye blinks (VEOG exceeding ±250 pV), or other artifacts (a voltage 
exceeding ±150 pV at any elecRode) measured after target onset, were excluded 
fiom analysis. Cut offs were deteiinined by a combination of visual inspection and 
convention within the literatur e (e.g., DeBoer et al., 2005; Quinn et al., 2006). For 
inclusion in the final sample, a minimum of 10 artifact Ree Rials per sthnulus was 
required Rom each infant. To ensure equivalent signal to noise ratio across stimuli, 
an equal number of Rials were included for each stimulus for a given infant. Included 
stimuli were randomly selected Rom all the available trials Rom each stimulus type. 
The mean number of included trials per stimulus was 12.6 {SD = 2.9).
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4.2 .2 . C o n tro l T ask
Participants. A separate group of twenty-eight seven-month old infants took 
part in the control task (hereafter referred to as the control group), of which 9  were 
not included in the final sample due to general fussiness (crying / inattentiveness) (n 
= 3) or a high number of movement ar tifacts in the ERP data (n = 6 ). The final 
sample of 19 infants (10 female, 9 male) had a mean age of 242 days {SD = 16). All 
infants’ birth weights were above 2700 grams, and there were no Icnown instances of 
colour vision deficiency within their family history.
Stimuli. The two deviant stimuli from the visual oddball task (2.5G and 2.5B) 
were used in the control task.
Design. Each session began with the centrally presented ‘attention-getter’, 
which was used in the visual oddball task. Trials consisted of a stimulus displayed in 
the centr e of the screen subtending a maximiun visual angle of 9.7°. Stimuli were 
shown for 500 ms and were presented on a black background. Trials were 
interspersed by a blanlc black screen lasting a rnirnrnum of 1300 ms. The two stimuli 
were presented alternately throughout the session, which lasted for a maximum of 
120 trials. See Figure 4.4 for an example of trial events.
500 ms m
1300+ ms
Green
500 ms
1300+ ms Blue 
500 ms m
1300+ ms
500 ms m
1300+ ms
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1300+ ms Green 
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1300+ ms
Blue 
500 ms
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500 ms
Figure 4.4. An example of the sequence of trial events in the control task in Study 3. 
The duration of each trial event and the inter-trial-interval (ITI) is given. The size of 
the stimuli in relation to the background is not to scale.
Procedure. The procedure for the control task was identical to that of the visual 
oddball task.
ERP recording. EEG was recorded in an identical way to the visual oddball 
task. For the control task the mean number of included trials per stimulus was 33.4 
{SD = 6.0).
4.2.3 Behavioural post-test
Participants. All infants who took part in the visual oddball or control tasks 
also completed the behavioural post-test. A total of fifty-nine seven-month old 
infants participated with 2 0  infants not included in the final sample due to general 
fussiness (crying / inattentiveness) (n = 5) or a high number of movement artifacts in 
the ERP data during their participation in either the oddball or control task (n = 15).
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The final sample of thirty-nine infants (19 female, 20 male) had a mean age of 239 
days, (SD = 16).
Stimuli. The two stimuli fiom the control task were used (2.5G and 2.5B), 
which were also the deviant stimuli fiom the visual oddball task.
Design. The session began with the presentation of the black and white 
attention-getter. Following this the two stimuli were displayed simultaneously for 
two 5-second trials, in which they were presented on a black backgroimd to the left 
and right of centi al fixation. Stimuli had a maximum visual angle of 8.4°, with the 
inner edge of each stimulus 5.0° fiom the central fixation point. The two trials were 
separated by a minimiun inter-trial-interval of 1300 ms during which the central 
attention getter was presented. The position of the two stimuli was counterbalanced 
across tiials and across infants. See Figure 4.5 for an example of trial events.
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Attention
getter
5000 ms
Figure 4.5. An example of the sequence of trial events during the behavioural post­
test in Study 3. The duration of each trial event is given. The size of the stimuli in 
relation to the background is not to scale.
Procedure. The behavioural post-test was conducted immediately after the 
visual oddball or control tasks. The session began with the presentation of the black 
and white looming, contracting and beeping attention getter to centrally fixate the 
infant. All infant looking data was coded blind and on-line by one observer and one 
third of the data was videotaped and coded offline by two observers, with good inter­
rater reliability (r = 0.93, SD = 0.06).
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4.3. Results
4.3 .1 . V isual o d d b a ll ta sk
Data analysis. Separate averages for each stimulus type (standard, within- and 
between-category deviant) were computed for peak amplitude within the Nc time 
window (250-650 ms) and mean amplitude within the NSW / PSW time window 
(1150-1700 ms)^. The time window for each component was determined on the basis 
of prior research (e.g., Nelson & de Haan, 1996; Quinn et al., 2006) and inspection of 
individuals’ wavefoims. Figure 4.6 shows the waveforms for each type of stimulus, 
with the Nc and NSW/PSW time fiâmes illustrated for C3 and C4. The waveforms 
are given for all electrodes except Oz which was excluded fiom the analysis due to 
high levels of noise.
For each of the identified ERP components a separate two-way ANOVA was 
conducted, with Stimulus (standai'd, within- and between-category deviant) and 
Electrode (Fz, C3, Cz, C4, Pz) as factors. Significant interactions between Stimulus 
and Electrode were explored using a series of separate one-way ANOVAs for each 
electrode, with Stimulus as a factor. When there were significant differences across 
stimuli, these were investigated further using paired samples Mests (with a 
Bonferroni corrected significance level of;? < .017). Oddball effects (differences in 
amplitude for the standard and the deviant) were analysed by comparing the standard 
and the within-category deviant and the standard and the between-category deviant 
separately. Category effects (differences in amplitude for the two types of deviant) 
were also analysed by comparing the amplitude for the within- and between-category 
deviants. The same series of paired samples Mests was used to investigate main
® For the Nc time window, peak amplitude was analysed as inspection o f the wavefoiins revealed a 
clearly defined peak witlnn tliis epoch. Analysis o f peak amplitude as opposed to mean amplitude for 
the Nc component is common practice, as area measurements can imderestimate differences among 
participants, conditions and electrodes (van Boxtel, 1998). For the NSW / PSW time window, mean 
amplitude was analysed as it is more common to use average area measurements on components that 
do not exliibit a distinct peak, as area measurements tend to be less sensitive to noise and so are 
appropriate for components with longer latency windows (DeBoer et al., 2005).
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effects of Stimulus. To correct for sphericity violations, Greenhouse-Geisser 
adjustments to the degrees of freedom were perfomied where appropriate.
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Figure 4.6. Grand-averaged ERP waveforms elicited in the 1700 ms interval 
following stimulus onset ( 0  ms) in response to standard (dashed lines), within- 
category deviant (gi'ey lines), and between-category deviant (black lines) stimuli. 
The horizontal dashed line represents baseline (Opv). The Nc is indicated for 
electrode C3, and the slow wave (NSW or PSW) is indicated for electrode C4.
Nc component. Differences in Nc amplitude across stimuli were consistent with 
categorical responding. As can be seen in Figure 4.6, it appears that at all electrodes, 
the between-category deviant has a larger negative amplitude than both the standard
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(an oddball effect) and the within-category deviant (a category effect), while the 
latter two have similar amplitudes.
A two-way ANOVA with Stimulus (standard, within- and between-category deviant) 
and Electrode (Fz, C3, Cz, C4, Pz) as factors was conducted to further investigate the 
observed patterns in the data. Nc peak amplitude did not differ significantly across 
electrodes {F{2.65, 50.32) = 2.40, MSE = 651.07, p  -  .09, 77/  = . 11). There was also 
no significant interaction between Stimulus and Electrode (F(4.80, 91.10) = 0.35, 
MSE = 238.52,;? = .87, 77/ =  .02). However, most importantly, the main effect of 
Stimulus indicated significant differences in the Nc peak amplitude across stimuli 
(means, {SD))\ standard = -11.6 pv, (11.2); within-category deviant = -15.8 pv, (8.9); 
between-category deviant = -22.2 pv (9.3); (F(2, 38) -  9.66, MSE = 298.16,;? < .001, 
r]p — .34). Paired samples Mests (with a Bonfeironi corrected significance level ofp  
< .017) identified that the between-category deviant differed from the standard (^(19) 
= 3.69, < .005, d = 1.04), but the within-category deviant did not (?(19) = 1.72,;? = 
.10, c? = 0.42). There was a significantly gieater amplitude for the between- than 
within-category deviant (^(19) = 3.45,;? < .005, <7= 0.70). See Figure 4.7 for the 
mean Nc pealt amplitude elicited by the standard and the within- and between- 
category deviants.
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Figure 4.7. Mean Nc peak amplitude for the standard and the within- and between- 
category deviants. Significant differences across stimuli aie staned: ~p<  .005;
ns = non significant. Error bars represent +/- \SE,
NSW/PSW time range. As can be seen in Figure 4.6, it appears that for C3, C4, 
and Pz, the between-category deviant elicited the largest NSW. The amplitudes for 
the standai’d and witliin-category deviant were smaller and did not differ greatly from 
each other. For Cz, both deviants appear to have greater negative amplitudes than the 
standard, whilst at Fz there appeal* to be no differences among the stimuli. Statistical 
analysis generally supported tliese impressions.
A two-way ANOVA was performed, with Stimulus (standard, within- and between- 
category deviant) and Electiode (Fz, C3, Cz, C4, Pz) as factors. The main effect of 
Stimulus verified that the mean slow wave amplitude was significantly different 
across stimuli (means, {SD))\ standard = 3.2 |.iv, (9.8); within-category deviant = -2.4 
f-iv, (10.7); between-category deviant = -14.3 pv, (10.0); (F(2, 38) = 18.39, MSE =
131
433.57, < .001, rjp^  = .49). The mean slow wave amplitude also differed 
significantly across electiodes (means, {SD))\ Fz = 3.2 pv, (8.1); C3 = 0.4 pv, (12.4); 
Cz = -0.7 pv, (11.8); C4 = -11.4 pv, (11.5); Fz = -14.0 pv, (11.7); (F(4,76) = 11.79, 
= 298.65, < .001, 77/ =  .38). However, the ANOVA also identified a 
significant interaction between Stimulus and Electrode, indicating that the pattern of 
mean amplitude for the three stimuli differed across electrodes (F(8 , 152) = 2.99, 
MSE = 340.01,/? < .05, 77/ =  .14). To investigate this fiufher a series of one-way 
ANOVAs were conducted separately for each electrode with Stimulus as a factor. 
The mean amplitude of the slow wave was significantly different across stimuli for 
all electrodes (smallest F  -  3.65, largestp  = .036), except Fz (F(2,38) = 0.96, MSE = 
403.06,/? = .392, 77/ =  .05). Figiue 4.8 shows the mean amplitude of the slow wave 
elicited by the standard and the within- and between-category deviants for electiodes 
where there were significant stimulus differences.
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Figure 4.8. Mean slow wave amplitude for the standard and the within- and 
between-category deviants at each electrode where there were significant differences 
across stimuli (Cz, C3, C4, Pz). Significant differences aie starred: ** < .01; ***
=p < .005; **** =p < .001; ns = non significant. Error bars represent +/- ISE.
Paired samples /-tests (Bonferroni coiTected significance level of/? < .017) revealed 
that there were significant differences in mean amplitude for the standard and 
between-category deviant (an oddball effect) at C3 (/(19) = 5.42,/? < .001, d = 1.50), 
C4 (/(19) = 3.40,/? < .005, 1.12) andPz (/(19) = 2.94,/? < .01, = 0.94), but not
at Cz, (/(19) = 2.34,/? = .03, d=  0.75) (see Figure 4.8). At C4 and Pz the slow wave 
for the between-category deviant was more negative than the slow wave for the 
standard. This was more pronoimced at C3 where there was negativity for the 
between-category deviant but positivity for the standard. There were no differences 
in mean amplitude for the standard and within-category deviant (no oddball effect) at
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any site (closest to significance was Cz, (/(19) = 2.02,/? = .057, d = 0.68); all others: 
largest t -  0.58, smallest /? = .570). There was a significant difference in the mean 
amplitude of the slow wave for within- and between-category deviants (a category 
effect) at C3 (/(19) = 6.60,/? < .001, d=  1.47), C4 (/(19) = 3.53,/? < .005, d ~  1.03) 
andPz (/(19) = 3.12,/? < .01, d=  0.91), but not at Cz, (/(19) = 0.15,/? = 0.89, d = 
0.04) (see Figure 4.8). At C4 and Pz the slow wave was more negative for the 
between- than the within-category deviant. At C3, there was negativity for the 
between-category deviant but positivity for the within-category deviant.
Remaining time ranges. Identical analyses to those conducted for the Nc and 
slow wave time ranges were performed on the remaining time ranges where there 
appeared to be no identifiable components.
a) 100-250 ms time range. This eaily time range revealed no significant 
differences in mean amplitude across stimuli. A two-way ANOVA with Stimulus 
and Electrode as factors confiimed that there were no main effects of either Stimulus 
(F(2,38) = 1.62, MSE = 380.00,/? = .21,7//?^= .08), or Electrode (F(4,76) = 2.36, 
MSE = 183.01,/? = .06, Tjp^ =.11). There was also no interaction between Stimulus 
and Electrode (F(8,152) = 0.40, MSE = 366.27,/? = 0.92, pp^ -  .02).
b) 650-1150 ms time range. Stimulus differences were found for mean 
amplitude within the 650-1150 ms time range (possibly an early NSW: Ackles & 
Cook, 2007). A two-way ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of Stimulus 
(F(2,38) = 15.43, MSE = 308.38,/? < .001, rjp^ = .45), that followed an identical 
pattern to the stimulus differences for the Nc. As for the Nc, the between-category 
deviant differed hom the standard (/(19) = 6.00,/? < .001, d = 1.95), but the within- 
category did not (/(19) = 2.27,/? = .035, d = 0.74), and there was a significantly 
greater amplitude for the between- than witliin-category deviant, (/(19) = 3.01,/? < 
.01, J  = 1.07). See Figure 4.9 for the mean amplitude elicited by the standard and the 
within- and between-category deviants.
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Figure 4.9. Mean amplitude for the standard and the witliin- and between-category 
deviants elicited within the 650-1150 ms time range. Significant differences between 
stimuli aie staiTed: ** < .01; **** =p<  .001; ns = non significant. Error bai's
represent +/- ISE.
Although mean amplitude differed significantly across electrodes (F(4,76) = 5.36, 
MSE = 312.35, p < .01^  Tjp^  ^  .22), the pattern of amplitude for the standaid and the 
within- and between-category deviants was consistent across electrodes (F(8,152) = 
0.67, MSE — 332.72, ^  = .72^  vjp — .03).
4.3.2. Control task: removal o f categorical context
Data analysis. Separate averages were computed for the two stimuli that were 
the deviant stimuli used in the visual oddball task, referred to here as blue and green 
(see Figure 4,10). As can be seen in Figure 4.10 it appears that at all electrode sites, 
the amplitude of the Nc and the slow waves for the two stimuli were similar.
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Analyses were conducted as for the visual oddball task, with the exception that the 
factor of Stimulus had only two levels (blue and gi'een).
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Figure 4.10. Grand-averaged ERP wavefoims elicited in the 1700 ms inteiwal 
following stimulus onset (0  ms) in response to blue (black lines), and green (grey 
lines) stimuli when presented alternately in the absence of the standard. The Nc is 
indicated for electrode C3, and the slow wave (PSW) is indicated for electrode C4.
Nc component. A two-way ANOVA with the factors Stimulus (blue, green) 
and Electrode (Fz, C3, Cz, C4, Pz) confirmed that the two stimuli did not differ 
significantly in Nc peak amplitude (means, {SD))\ blue = 0.3 pv, (9.5); green = -0.6 
pv, (7.8); (F(l, 18) = 0.12, MSE = 2 7 3 . 3 1 , =  .73, 77/  = .01). There was no main
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effect of electrode on Nc peak amplitude (means, (SD)): Fz = 2.9 pv, (14.6); Cz = 
0.0008 pv, (12.9); C3 = -3.9 pv, (12.9); C4 = 0.8 pv, (13.2); Pz = -0.6 pv, (12.4); 
(jp(4, 72) = 0.72, MSE = 317.41, = .58, T]p -  .04). There was also no interaction 
between Stimulus and Electrode for the Nc (F(4, 72) = 0.26, MSE = 256.09, = .91, 
77/  = .01).
NSW/PSW time range. A  two-way ANOVA with Stimulus (blue, green) and 
Electiode (Fz, C3, Cz, C4, Pz) as factors, also confirmed that there was no significant 
difference in mean slow wave amplitude for the two stimuli (means, (SD)): blue ==
18.3 pv, (6.2); green = 17.6 pv, (7.0); (F(l, 18) = 0.15, MSE = 184.38, = 0.70,77/
= .01). The mean amplitude of the slow wave differed significantly across electrodes 
(means, (SD)): Fz = 17.3 pv, (12.9); Cz = 24.9 pv, (13.6); C3 = 12.2 pv, (14.7); C4 = 
26.9 pv, (11.8); Pz = 8.5 pv, (12.3); (F(4, 72) = 6.51, MSE = 364.33,p < .001, 77/  = 
.27). Cmcially, there was no interaction between Stimulus and Electiode for the slow 
wave (F(4, 72) = 0.21, MSE = 156.31, p  -  .92, rjp^  = .01).
Remaining time ranges. As for the visual oddball task, analyses were also 
performed on the time ranges preceding the Nc component and the slow wave.
a) 100-250 ms time range. Two-way ANOVA revealed no significant 
differences in mean amplitude for the two stimuli within the early time range. There 
was no main effect of Stimulus (F(l,18) = 0.91, MSE = 338.88, ji? = .35, 7^   ^= .05), 
nor of Electrode (F(4,72) = 0.31, MSE = 443.59, p  = .87, r\p^ -  .02), and there was 
no interaction between Stimulus and Electrode (F(4,72) = 0.10, MSE = 313.03,/? = 
0.98, 7zp^  = .01).
h) 650-1150 ms time range. No significant differences in the mean amplitude 
of the two stimuli were apparent in the 650-1150 ms time range. A two-way 
ANOVA with Stimulus and Electrode as factors confiimed that there were no main 
effects of either Stimulus (F(l,18) = 0.57, MSE -  302.97, p  = .46, 77 /7  ^  = .03), or 
Electrode (F(4,12) = 1.66, MSE = 243.96, /? = .17, 7 7 /7  ^  = .08). There was also no 
interaction between Stimulus and Electrode (F(4,12) = 0.39, MSE = 320.38,/? = 0.81, 
77/? ^  = .02).
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4.3 .3 , A d d itio n a l an a lysis
An analysis looking at only the first 40% of control trials (equivalent exposure for 
each of the two stimuli relative to the visual oddball task) was conducted. Separate 
averages were computed for the blue and green stimuli from these selected trials (see 
Figure 4.11). As can be seen in Figure 4.11 it appears that at all electrode sites the 
amplitude of the two stimuli was similar, as was found in the main control analysis.
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Figure 4.11. Grand-averaged ERP waveforms from the first 40% of all control trails 
elicited in the 1700 ms interval following stimulus onset (0 ms) in response to blue 
(black lines), and green (grey lines) stimuli when presented alternately in the absence 
of the standard. The Nc is indicated for electrode C3, and the slow wave (PSW) is 
indicated for electrode C4.
The replication of the pattern of results fomid for the main control analysis was 
confirmed by a series of two-way ANOVAs with Stimulus (blue, green) and 
Electrode (Fz, C3, Cz, C4, Pz) as factors. For the Nc component there were no 
significant main effects of Stimulus or Electrode or interactions between Stimulus 
and Electrode (largest F' = 1.53, smallestp  = .23). A two-way ANOVA performed on 
the mean slow wave amplitude revealed a significant main effect of Electrode (F(4, 
72) = 2.70, MSE = 377.50,^ = .04, rjp^  = .13), that followed an identical pattern to 
the differences found in the main control analysis. However, there was no significant 
main effect of Stimulus and no interaction between Stimulus and Electrode for the 
slow wave (largest F  = 0.87, smallestp  = .36), also mirroring the main control 
analysis.
Two-way ANOVAs conducted on the mean amplitude within the remaining time 
windows (100-250 ms and 650-1150 ms), revealed that there were no significant 
main effects of or interactions between Stimulus and Electrode (100-250 ms; largest 
F  -  0.95, smallestp  = .34; 650-1150 ms: largest F  = 1.37, smallestp  — .26), as found 
in the main control analysis.
4.3.4. Behavioural post-test
The amount of time infants spent looking at the two stimuli in the behavioural post­
test was calculated separately for infants who did control and visual oddball tasks. 
Figure 4.12 gives the average looldng time at the two stimuli for the two groups of 
infants.
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Figure 4.12. Mean looking times (ms) for the between-category / blue and the 
within-category / green following the visual oddball task and the control task. 
Significant differences between stimuli are starred: **** =p<  .001; ns = non 
significant. Error bars represent +/- \SE.
Preference scores were calculated for the between-category / blue. This was done by 
converting each infant’s looking time for the between-category / blue into a 
percentage of their total looking time. These scores were averaged separately for 
infants who did control and visual oddball tasks. An independent samples Mest 
compared the between-category / blue preference scores for each group of infants. 
Preference for the between-category / blue was significantly greater when the 
behavioural post-test followed the visual oddball task (mean preference = 58.2%, SD 
= 9.6) than when the behavioural post-test followed the control task (mean 
preference = 50.4%, SD = 8.57), (/(37) = 2.65, p<  .05). One sample /-tests revealed 
that preference for this stimulus was significantly greater than chance (50%)
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following the visual oddball task (/(19) = 3.80, < .005), but not following the 
control task (/(18) = 0.22,/? -  .83).
4.4. Discussion
4Â.L Summary o f findings
The cuiTent study investigated the time course and neural markers of pre-linguistic 
colour CP, to deteimine whether infant category effects reveal themselves in ERPs. 
The observed effects were compared to those found in two previous ERP studies of 
infant CP, to see whether categoiy effects can be generalised across different 
perceptual domains (e.g., coloiu* / phonemes). ERPs were recorded from seven- 
month old infants during a visual oddball task. During the visual oddball task infants 
were presented with a series of colomed stimuli that were either standard (frequent) 
or deviant (infrequent). As for Studies 1 and 2, deviant stimuli were either from the 
same colour category as the standard (within-category) or from a different colour 
category (between-category). Analysis of ERP waveforms revealed differences that 
were consistent with colom* CP and categorical responding to coloin. A separate 
group of infants took part in a control task, where ERPs were recorded to alternations 
of the two stimuli that were the within- and between-category deviants in the visual 
oddball task. The standard stimulus was not shown, thus removing the categorical 
context. During the control task, no differences in the ERP components elicited by 
the two stimuh were found. This suggests that the differences revealed in the visual 
oddball task were due to the different categorical relationship between the standard 
and each of the deviants, rather than simple chai'acteristics of the stimuli such as a 
gr eater salience for blue over green. A behavioural post-test, which was conducted 
after the visual oddball task and the control task, revealed that infants showed a 
preference for the between-category deviant (the blue stimulus) following the visual 
oddball task, but did not show a preference for this stimulus following the control 
task. This suggests that this preference for the blue stimulus was dependent on the 
categorical context of the stimulus on the preceding task. These findings are 
discussed in more detail below.
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4  A . 2. V isual o d d b a ll ta sk
Comparison of ERP waveforms for standard, within-category deviant and between- 
category deviant sthnuli revealed several important differences. First, oddball effects 
and category effects were evident within the Nc time range (250-650 ms). The 
between-category deviant evoked an Nc with a gr eater peak amplitude than the 
standard (an oddball effect), but the Nc peak amplitudes elicited by the within- 
category deviant and the standard did not differ. The Nc amplitude for the between- 
category deviant was also significantly greater when compared to the within- 
category deviant (a category effect). As mentioned previously, the Nc is an index of 
stimulus familiarity, and has gr eater amplitude in response to novel or unexpected 
events (e.g., Courchesne et al., 1981; Quinn et al., 2006; Snyder et al., 2002). It is 
also linked to the allocation of attention and reflects increased attention to novel 
stimuli (e.g., Richards, 2003). This therefore suggests that mechanisms of attentional 
allocation underpin infant colour CP. However, although the interpretation of the Nc 
as a marker of attention is the most common in the developmental literature, some 
have ar gued that it may also reflect aspects of memory (e.g., Ackles & Cook, 1998; 
Courchesne et al., 1981; de Haan & Nelson, 1997). It is therefore a possibility that 
processes of recognition memory contribute to infant colour category effects.
Within the slow wave time range (1150-1700 ms), there were differences in the mean 
amplitude and latitude of the slow waves elicited by the stimuli. At several sites, the 
between-category deviant evoked a greater NSW than the within-category deviant 
and the standard, and at two central sites the slow wave for the standard or the 
within-category deviant was actually positive. There was no difference in the mean 
amplitude of the slow waves elicited by the standard and the within-category deviant. 
As mentioned previously, the NSW is linlced to the detection of novelty (e.g.. Nelson 
& Collins, 1991). Nelson (1994) suggests that NSW activity reflects a compaiative 
process where novel events are detected amongst familial' surroundings. The greater 
NSW evoked by the between-category deviant therefore suggests that a deviant 
belonging to a different category to the standard is processed as if it is more novel 
than a deviant from the same category as the standard, despite equal cliromatic 
separations. The PSW has been interpreted as reflecting the extent of stimulus 
encoding and updating in working memoi-y (e.g.. Nelson & Monlc, 2001). The PSW
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that was elicited by the within-category deviant at two sites suggests that category 
representations are being updated in working memoiy and that this stimulus is being 
incorporated into the representation of the standard. Finally, the equivalence of the 
standaid and the within-category deviant also indicates that these stimuli aie 
processed as if they are equally familial', demonsti ating a classic feature of 
categorisation. In sum, the presence of category effects within the Nc and slow wave 
time ranges indicates that processes of attention (Nc), novelty detection (NSW) and 
memory and context updating (PSW) play a role in infant colour CP.
Additionally, mean amplitudes were also compaied within the 100-250 ms time 
range and the 650-1150 ms time range to determine whether stimulus differences 
occmi'ed during epochs that are not directly associated with the Nc, NSW or PSW.
No significant differences between stimuli were revealed between 100 and 250 ms, 
which suggests that infants first register the categorical status of a colour during an 
attentional phase of processing between 250 and 600 ms post-stimulus onset. 
However, differences were found between 650 and 1150 ms, where a pattern that 
was similai' to that of the Nc time range occun ed. Oddball and category effects were 
appaient, with the between-category deviant eliciting greater mean amplitude than 
the standard (an oddball effect), and the within-category deviant (a category effect). 
As for the Nc, the amplitudes for the standard and tlie within-category deviant did 
not differ within this epoch. These differences might reflect an early NSW (eNSW; 
Ackles & Cook, 1998), which is difficult to differentiate fiom the late NSW as the 
time windows for each have been found to vary across studies and may overlap (de 
Haan, 2007). The eNSW shaies characteristics with the Nc and the NSW, 
representing the allocation of attention and being typically larger in response to 
oddball stimuli (Kaii'er & Ackles, 1990). The pattern of differences within the 650- 
1150 ms time range can therefore be interpreted as reflecting increased attention 
towai'ds a deviant that is from a different category to the standard, and equivalence of 
attentional allocation for the standard and a deviant that is from the same colour 
category.
Category effects were found for the Nc, NSW and PSW components during the 
visual oddball task, but it is possible that category effects were also present in other 
components. As outlined previously, Oz was excluded fiom the analysis due to high
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levels of noise and analysis of Oz would have enabled an assessment of whether 
category effects are found in components such as PI, which possibly reflects 
processes of visual attention (Hillyard & Anllo-Vento, 1998). Effects in the Nc,
NSW and PSW aie not restricted to Oz and have been found to be elicited at the 
electrode sites that were analysed in the cuiTent study (e.g., de Haan & Nelson, 1997; 
Quinn et al., 2006).
4.4.3. Control task
A separate group of infants that were matched on age to those who did the visual 
oddball task completed a control task. During die control task, the two stimuli that 
were the within- and between-category deviants in the visual oddball task were 
presented alternately in the absence of the standard, and ERPs were recorded. 
Comparison of ERP waveforms revealed no differences in the components elicited 
by the two stimuli. Additionally, an analysis that looked at only the first 40% of 
control trials was conducted. As there were only two stimuli presented in the control 
task, overall exposure to these stimuli was gi'eater than when they were presented in 
the visual oddball task, m which there were tlnee stimuli. The additional analysis 
investigated whether any stimulus differences were apparent when an equivalent 
number of trials for each of the two stimuli relative to the visual oddball task were 
analysed. As for the main control analysis, no differences between the amplitude of 
the two stimuli were found. This demonstrates that the two stimuli receive a similai' 
amoimt of attentional allocation (Nc) aud stimulus updating and encoding in working 
memory (PSW) when the categorical context is removed. The finding also verifies 
that the effects found in the visual oddball task were due to the categorical context of 
the stimuli.
The waveform morphologies evoked by the stimuli in the control task differed from 
those elicited in the visual oddball task. In the control task the Nc was smaller, and 
there appeared to be a larger PSW than in the visual oddball task. This may be 
explained by differences in the number of stimuli and the order of stimulus 
presentation in the two tasks. Waveform morphology has been foimd to be affected 
by both the stimulus ratios and the degree of randomness in the stimulus presentation 
(see Ackles & Cook, 1998). It is therefore possible that the larger PSW in die control
task is due to the less random and more repetitive stimulus presentation, which led to 
lower thresholds for the formation of stimulus representations and facilitated gi'eater 
encoding of stimuli in working memory. Due to the more repetitive stimulus 
presentation, stimuli in the control task may also have appeared less novel and 
required less attentional allocation — potentially explaining tlie smaller Nc in the 
control task. It could be possible that there is artifactual slow drift in the control 
study rather than sti'ong PSW activity. However, this explanation seems unlikely as 
there is no slow drift in the baseline (-100 to 0 ms) or within the Nc time range. 
Additionally, the PSW elicited in the control task is of compaiable amplitude to the 
PSW that was evoked in a similar study employing an alternating 50:50 design and 
testing infants of a similar age (e.g., Ackles & Cook, 1998).
4.4 A. Behavioural post-test
Following the visual oddball task and the control task, a behavioural post-test was 
conducted, where infants were shown simultaneous presentations of the two stimuli 
that were the deviants in the visual oddball task and which appeared alternately in the 
control task. Looking times revealed that infants showed a preference for the 
between-category deviant (the blue stimulus) following the visual oddball task, but 
following the control task there was no preference for this stimulus. This suggests 
that the preference for the between-category deviant (the blue stimulus) differed 
according to the categorical context of the stimulus during the preceding task.
4.4.5. Implications o f the findings
These findings provide the first electrophysiological evidence of infant colour CP 
and give some indication of the mechanisms involved in the effect. One 
interpretation of these findings is that, within the context of a frequently repeated 
coloured stimulus, instances of a stimulus from a different colour category receive 
gi'eater attentional allocation (Nc) and novelty detection (NSW) than instances of a 
stimulus fr om the same colour category. Additionally, consistent with behaviouial 
novelty preference studies of infant colom CP, the same-category colour receives no 
more attentional allocation and is equally novel as the frequently repeated colom'.
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ERPs and infant categories. As well as providing infonnation on the time 
course and underlying mechanisms of pre-linguistic colour CP, the current findings 
contribute to a greater understanding of the neural markers of categorical responding 
in infancy. As outlined previously, to date there have only been three ERP studies of 
categorical effects in infancy: one for CP of phonemes in three-month old infants 
(Dehaene-Lambertz & Baillet, 1998) and two for category learning at six-months 
(Quinn et al, 2006; Grossmann et al, 2009). In Quinn et al.'s (2006) study, ERPs 
were recorded whilst infants viewed a series of cat images during a familiaiisation 
period and novel cat and dog stimuli during a test period. Categoiy effects were 
found for the Nc component and the slow waves. For example, during the test period, 
the Nc was greatest in amplitude for the novel category stimuli (dogs). A similar 
pattern was found for the NSW, indicating the grouping of same-category exemplars 
presented in the second half of familiarisation and test.
Quinn and colleagues proposed that the Nc could be a marker for novel-category 
preference (between-category dissimilarity) and the NSW for same-category 
equivalence (within-category similarity), and that different mechanisms underlie 
these two processes, with within-category similaiity being a later, more complex 
computation. Consistent with the findings of Quinn et al, Grossmann and colleagues 
(2009) found that during the test period, novel between-category stimuli elicited an 
enhanced Nc in comparison to stimuli from the familial' category, whereas Nc 
amplitude for familiar and novel within-category stimuli did not differ. Additionally, 
during the epoch following the Nc, familiar-category stimuli elicited a PSW and 
there was a return to baseline for novel-category stimuli. Grossman et al. suggest that 
this may reflect a process of integration of new exemptais from a familiar category 
into an existing category representation. Here, the process of grouping of within- 
category stimuli is linked to the PSW, whereas in Quimi et a l ’s study, a similar 
process is reflected in the NSW. Although these components are linked to apparently 
different mechanisms and are thought to have different scalp topographies and 
generating loci (Courchesne et al, 1981; Nelson, 1996; Reynolds & Richards, 2005), 
fuither research is needed to understand how they differ.
The current investigation confirms that category effects for the Nc and the slow 
waves also apply to other types of categories (colour) and categorical responding
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(CP). Despite the different type of categorisation and the different design and 
procedure used in the current study, compared to the investigations of Quinn et al. 
(2006) and Grossmann et al. (2009), there ai e similarities in the pattern of category 
effects for the Nc and slow waves. First, all three studies found an enhanced Nc for 
stimuli that were from a different category to the familiarised or standaid context (the 
novel-category stimuli in Quinn et al.’s and Grossmann et al.’s studies, and the 
between-category deviant in the current investigation). Second, the current study and 
Grossmann et al.’s study showed that a PSW was elicited by stimuli that were from 
the same category to the familiarised category or the standaid context (the familiar- 
category stimuli in Grossmann et al.’s study and the within-category deviant at two 
sites in the ciurent investigation).
Grossmann and colleagues suggest that the PSW for new familiar-category stimuli 
could indicate the incoiporation of the new stimulus into the existing familial* 
category representation. This interpretation could also be applied to the cuiTent study, 
as it could be argued that the PSW for the within-category deviant may indicate that 
category representations are being updated, with this stimulus being incorporated 
into the representation of the category of the standard. Third, both the cuiTent 
investigation and Quinn et al.’s study find same-category equivalence for the slow 
waves (equivalent NSW for same category exemplars in Quinn et al.’s investigation, 
and equivalent slow waves for the standard and the within-category deviant in the 
cuiTent study). However, unlike Quinn et al., who did not find within-category 
similarity in the Nc, in the current study both within-category similarity (equivalent 
amplitude for the within-category deviant and the standard) and between-category 
dissimilarity (greater amplitude for the between- than the within-category deviant) 
are reflected in the slow waves and the Nc.
Quinn and colleagues reason that within-category similarity involves a relatively 
complex process of giouping multiple exemplars into a coimnon representation, and 
this is why it is only evident in their study in later stages of processing (i.e., in the 
NSW time range). Fewer stimuli were used in the cuiTent study compared to Quinn 
et al.’s investigation, and this might explain why within-category similaiity was also 
found duiing earlier stages of processing (i.e., in the Nc time range). As there were 
fewer stimuli, the grouping of exemplars into a common representation may have
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been a less complex process. The presence of within-category similarity and 
between-category dissimilaiity in the Nc and the slow waves in the current study, 
suggests that at least for colour CP, these processes of category identification aie 
underpinned by similar mechanisms.
In the cunent investigation, category effects were present for the Nc, but there were 
no category effects during an earlier time range (100-250 ms). Inspection of the 
wavefoims reveals that the Nc is maximal at approximately 400 ms post-stimulus 
onset. This suggests that the categorical status of a colour is registered by infants 
during an attentional phase of processing that occurs from at least 250 ms after the 
onset of a stimulus. Dehaene-Lambertz and Baillet’s (1998) ERP investigation of CP 
of phonemes at three-months demonsfrated that category effects for phonemes first 
appear around 400-480 ms. On each trial, infants were presented with four syllables, 
of which the fourth was either fr om the same phonetic categoiy (within-category), 
fr om a different phonetic category (between-category), or was the same (control) as I
the previous syllables. Within the 400-480 ms time range, a positive ERP component |
was elicited at frontal sites, which was greater in amplitude for between-category 
compared to within-category syllables. Additionally, there was equivalent amplitude 
for within-category and control conditions diuing this epoch.
The similarity of the time course of infant CP of phonemes in Dehaene-Lambertz and 
Baillet’s study and of infant CP of colom* in the current investigation may indicate 
that similar categorical mechanisms are responsible for infant CP across different 
perceptual domains. The lack of category effects dm*ing the first few hundred 
milliseconds after stimulus onset, as revealed by both investigations, also highlights a 
potential distinction between infant CP and adult CP. For example, in Study 1, 
category effects were revealed as eaily as 90 ms post-stimulus onset. The lack of 
category effects in an earlier time range may indicate that infant CP is more 
dependent on attentional mechanisms, rather than the early perceptual ones that have 
been foimd to play a role in adult CP. However, this interpretation must be received 
with caution as it is possible that there ar e ear lier ERP components that are involved 
in infant CP (e.g., PI; de Haan, Johnson & Halit, 2003), which are present at 
occipital regions that were not analysed in this study due to liigh levels of noise in 
the data fr om electrode site Oz. Category effects may be present for these earlier
occipital components that have not been detected in the cunent study. Therefore, 
further investigation is needed to clarify whether early category effects occur at 
occipital regions.
Pre-linguistic colour CP. The electrophysiological evidence of pre-linguistic 
colour category effects found in this study has important implications for the debate 
about how colour* categories form in language and cognition. Many previous studies 
point to a role for language in adult colour* CP. For example, behavioural studies 
have shown that adult colour category effects vary cross-culturally (e.g., Roberson et 
al., 2000), disappear when verbal interference prevents the use of a labelling strategy 
(e.g., Roberson & Davidoff, 2000), and are greater for* stimuli processed in the LH 
(e.g., Gilber*t et al., 2006). Additionally, recent ERP investigations indicate that adult 
colour CP involves post-perceptual processes that may implicate linguistic 
mechanisms (Fonteneau & Davidoff, 2007; Study 1). hr the light of all the evidence 
for the involvement of language in colour CP, it has been somewhat surprising that 
pre-linguistic infants respond categorically to colour on behavioural tasks (Bornstein 
et al., 1976; Catherwood et al., 1987, 1990; Franldin & Davies, 2004; Franklin et al,, 
2006a; Franldin et al., 2008a). Some have questioned whether the effect is restricted 
to certain stimuli, tasks or measiu es, and there has been some scepticism of the 
reliability of the effect, with the importance of replication emphasised (Davidoff, 
Goldstein & Roberson, 2009). It is therefore important that converging evidence for 
infant colour category effects is provided using different stimulus sets, approaches 
and measures. Through the use of an electrophysiological rneasme, the current study 
provides compelling evidence to str engthen the case that colom* CP can occm 
without language. It also provides further information about the time comse and 
miderlying mechanisms of the effect, indicating a role for processes of attention, 
novelty detection and memory.
4.4.6. Conclusion
The cmrent study provides the first electrophysiological evidence for a categorical 
response to colom before colom terms ar e acquired. Category effects were found 
during the time ranges associated with the Nc component and the NSW and PSW, 
with the between-category deviant stimulus receiving greater attention and being
processed as more novel than the within-category deviant stimulus and the standard. 
Additionally, the standard and the within-category deviant were processed as if they 
were equally familiar, with the within-category deviant being incorporated into the 
representation of the standard. These findings provide converging evidence for a 
categorical response to colour' in infants and strongly suggest that colom* categories 
are not entirely linguistically constructed. The study demonstrates that the neural 
markers for different types of categorical responding in infancy are comparable, and 
also identifies a similar time comse for infant colour CP compared to infant phoneme 
CP. The findings therefore have implications both for our understanding of the 
processes that underlie categorical responding in infancy, and for om imderstanding 
of how categories form in colom language and cognition. Although the current study 
shows that colom CP can occm* in the absence of language, it is evident that there is 
a role for linguistic processes in adult colom CP. Further investigation is therefore 
needed to clarify the interactions between the perceptual and post-perceptual 
(possibly linguistic) mechanisms that contribute to adult colom* CP, by exploring the 
processes involved in acquired colom category effects.
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Chapter 5:
Colour category effects in ERP components 
following category training
5.1. Introduction
Chapters 2 and 3 revealed the time course and underlying mechanisms involved in 
adult colour CP, proposing a role for early perceptual processes with possible 
retinotopic prestriate origins, as well as later cognitive processes such as memory and 
language. Chapter 4 provided electrophysiological evidence of pre-linguistic colour 
CP, with category effects found in infant ERP components that indicate attentional 
allocation and novelty detection. The study presented in this chapter (Study 4) 
explores the time course and underlying mechanisms of induced adult colour CP. 
Here, the effect of learning of novel colom categories on adult ERPs is investigated. 
This will detennine whether the processes involved in induced adult colom CP aie 
the same as for other instances of adult colom CP. It will also enable clarification of 
the interactions between the perceptual and post-perceptual mechanisms that 
contribute to the effect.
5.1.1. Acquired CP
Research on perceptual learning has shown that practice can lead to improved 
perfoiinance on a range of visual tasks such as identifying orientation (Schoups, 
Vogels, Qian & Orban, 2001), discriminating gratings (Fine & Jacobs, 2000), 
textures (Kami & Sagi, 1991) and motion (Zanker, 1999), and detecting luminance 
contrasts (Sowden, Rose & Davies, 2002) and tone contrasts (Ortiz & Wright, 2009). 
As well as investigating the effect of perceptual learning on general perceptual 
processing, the effect of perceptual learning on categorisation (category learning) has 
also been explored. Category learning is characterised by an improvement in the 
ability to detect or discriminate stimuli on the basis of category membership, 
following repeated practice. This is a process that occurs natm ally through exposme
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to stimuli ill the environment, but it can also be induced by systematic training. It has 
been argued that training acts as an accelerated version of the natural category 
learning that occurs during development, where attention is directed towards the 
boundary regions between categories through a continual process of feedback on 
category discriminations (Ozgen & Davies, 2002).
Acquired CP is a foim of category learning that involves heightened discrimination 
of stimuli tliat cross a newly learned category boundary, compared to discrimination 
of equally spaced stimuli within a newly learned category. Studies have shown that 
CP can be acquired through category training on various stimuli including geometric 
shapes (Goldstone, 1994; Katz, 1963), faces (e.g., Goldstone et al., 2001; Stevenage, 
1998), real and artificial biological stimuli (Livingston et al., 1998), orientated 
grating patterns (Notman et al., 2005) and non-speech sounds (Guenther et al., 1999). 
For example, Goldstone (1994) trained participants to categorise geometric stimuli 
that differed in size and brightness. Trained participants were assigned to tliree 
different conditions for a training task, in which the relevance of each dimension 
varied. For one group, the dimension of size was relevant and the dimension of 
brightness was irrelevant and this was reversed for another group. For a third group, 
both dimensions of size and brightness were relevant. A separate group of 
participants (the control group) received no training. All paificipants were required to 
complete a subsequent same-different task, which involved judgements on whether 
pairs of squares vai ying in size and / or brightness were the same or different (see 
Chapter 1 for details of same-different judgement tasks). The similarity of different 
pairs was measured and equated so that each pair of squares was approximately 
equally discriminable.
Judgements were foimd to be sensitised to the dimension relevant to the training task, 
so that participants who were trained on brightness based their judgements on this 
dimension. Goldstone found that acquired category effects were chai'acterised by 
between-category expansion effects, where discrimination of pairs of stimuli 
crossing the new category boundary were more accurate for participants trained on 
the relevant dimension, compared to control participants who had received no 
training. There was also evidence to suggest that category training actually decreased 
some participants’ ability to differentiate between squaies that differed from each
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other subtly if they belonged to the same category (within-category compression). 
These acquired categorical perception effects were obseiwed for the dimensions of 
brightness and size, which are easily separated, as well as for the dimensions of 
brightness and saturation, which Goldstone classed as ‘integral’, as they are more 
difficult to isolate firom each other. Goldstone concluded that learning to categorise a 
stimulus dimension had resulted in a representational change of that dimension.
Goldstone et al. (2001) also provide evidence of acquired CP. They found induced 
category effects in face perception following only one session of category training. 
These effects were revealed using similarity ratings as opposed to same-different 
judgements. Pairs of faces from the same new category were judged to be more 
similar than pairs of faces that crossed the new category boimdaiy, despite the equal 
similarity between pairs. Goldstone and colleagues suggested that this acquired CP 
could be the result of labelling strategies or perceptual processes. It is possible that 
stimuli become associated with appropriate category labels dming tiaining and that 
these labels are later accessed when the stimuli are presented. However, they state 
that there appears to be more happening during category learning than the simple 
assignation of stimulus labels. Indeed, Goldstone et al.’s data suggest that the process 
of category learning also alters which object properties ar e emphasised, with 
responses being made on the basis of sensory information that was previously 
ignored. For example, when two faces ar e placed in the same category, their common 
features become emphasised and act as a point of reference for subsequent similarity 
ratings. This happens even when within-category similarity is relatively low. 
Goldstone et al. propose that the process of emphasising common within-category 
featiues may be more powerful than the process of emphasising features that 
distinguish between different categories, as participants ar e likely to use coimnon 
features to foim complete images for each of the two categories. Therefore it is 
suggested that the process of category learning involves the visual representation of 
category exemplars, althougli this may be specific to category learning of faces.
Notman et al. (2005) investigated the natine of acquired CP using a task that required 
the discrimination of orientated grating patterns. During a three day training phase, 
participants learned to categorise grating patterns according to a novel category 
boundary relating to a specific orientation. Participants were found to be more
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accurate at categorising stimuli on day three compared to day one, showing 
successful category learning. Additionally, acquired category effects were shown 
following training, with greater accuracy for between-category discrimination 
compared to within-category discrimination. Acquired category effects were found to 
be specific to the orientation at which stimuli were presented dming tiaining. 
Consistent with Goldstone et al.’s (2001) interpretation, Notman and colleagues 
propose that category learning seiwes to direct attention towards stimulus featiues 
that denote category membership, thus modulating the perceptual representation of 
such featmes. Notman et al. suggest that this perceptual learning alters perceptual 
processing in ai eas of the visual cortex (VI), as increased selectivity for stimulus 
orientation has been found to occur early on in processing. Although it seems evident 
that acquired CP for orientation involves early perceptual mechanisms, it is possible 
that these processes are specific to this domain. For example, strategies such as 
verbal labelling are less likely to play a role in category learning of features such as 
orientation and so learned category effects for orientation may instead be mediated 
by perceptual processes. However, it is possible that a range of perceptual and post- 
perceptual mechanisms contribute to acquired CP in other domains.
5J.2. Acquired colour CP
Evidence of acquired CP has also heen foimd for colour stimuli (Ozgen & Davies, 
2002). As referred to in Chapter 1, Ozgen and Davies (2002) demonstiated that 
colour CP could be induced on a same-different task following category learning. 
Participants were trained on a novel category boundary, situated in the centie of an 
existing linguistic category (blue or green). Participants were randomly assigned to 
one of tluee groups: blue, gi'een or control. Participants in the control group received 
no training, whereas participants in the blue and green groups imderwent a period of 
categorisation training on selected stimuli within the blue or green region of colour 
space respectively. Categoiy learning took place over tlnee training sessions that 
were completed on duee consecutive days. The final training session was followed 
by a test session that assessed the effects of training. Each training session involved a 
‘context training’ task and a ‘smgleton training’ task. In botli tasks participants were 
required to sort stimuli into two new categories (falling on either side of the new 
category boundary), but were not given instructions on what their category
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judgements should be based on. Instead they bad to decipher this as the task 
progressed. Training stimuli were randomly generated bom a defined region of 
colour space around the new category boundary, avoiding points very close to the 
boundaiy.
During context training, participants were shown individual central presentations of 
colouied stimuli. The task was to categorise each stimulus by ‘dragging and 
dropping’ it to a slot on either the right (category 1) or the left (category 2) of the 
screen. The first classification was arbitrary with no coixect or incorrect response, but 
all subsequent classifications were followed by immediate feedback so that 
participants knew whether their response was correct or incorrect. If the response 
was correct, the colour remained in its slot as a point of reference for subsequent 
judgements, but if the response was incorrect there was a short soimd and the colour 
disappeared. Wlien all slots were filled a ‘set’ was complete. Participants were 
required to complete at least 10 sets, including at least 3 eiTor free sets. During 
singleton training participants were presented with single colour ed stimuli in the 
centre of the screen, which they had to sort into the two categories using the left and 
light mouse buttons. Feedback was provided, as for the context tr aining phase, but 
stimuli did not remain on the screen for reference. Instead, judgements were made 
fr om memory. The criteria for successful learning dming the singleton task were at 
least 50 trials and 25 consecutive conect responses.
hnmediately after the third training phase, pariicipants completed a test phase 
consisting of a same-different judgement task. Here pairs of colours were presented 
successively in the centre of the screen, with a 5 s inteiwal between stimuli. After the 
presentation of tlie second stimulus in each pair, participants were required to 
respond as to whether the two stimuli were the same or different (see Chapter 1 for 
details of same-different judgement tasks). Pairs of stimuli that were different were 
either from the same newly learned category or from different newly learned 
categories, crossing the new category boundary. Participants in all three gioups 
(blue, green and control) completed the test phase. Stimuli from both the blue and the 
green stimulus regions were presented duiing the same-different task so that all 
participants were tested on both blue and green. This enabled comparison of 
perfonnance on trained and untrained stimuli for the blue group and the green gioup,
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and compaiison of baseline performance for the control gi*oup and the trained groups 
on their untiained stimulus regions.
Ozgen and Davies found that performance on the same-different judgement task was 
improved by practice and that this improvement was specific to the region of colour 
space that participants were trained on. Most importantly, trained participants 
demonstrated induced CP in their trained region of colour space. This was 
char acterised by increased accur acy for the discrimination of pairs of coloirrs that 
crossed the new category boundary compared to pairs of colours within the same 
newly learned category. Control group participants (who received no tr aining) 
showed the reverse pattern, being more accwate to discriminate colours within the 
same new category than colours crossing the new category boundary. The pattern 
demonstrated by the control group was consistent with existing category 
representations as new “within-category” pairs, which were from areas further 
towar ds the boundary of the pre-existing category, were more easily discriminated 
when compared to new “between-category pairs”, which were firom the focal area of 
the pre-existing category. When the trained group and the contr ol group were 
compared, increased accuracy for discriminations at the new category boundary (new 
between-category expansion) was shown by the tr ained group, but acciu acy for- 
discriminations within the new categories (new within-category compression) did not 
differ. This indicates that existing category representations were not erased by novel 
category learning. Ozgen and Davies therefore suggest that novel category learning 
enhances sensitivity around new category boundaries but does not necessarily reduce 
sensitivity around existing category boundaries.
These findings provide evidence of the plasticity of colour discrimination and the 
malleability of the structure of colom- categories. However, the mechanisms that are 
responsible for acquired colour* category effects such as those foimd by Ozgen and 
Davies are unclear. For example, it is not fully understood whether category learning 
occurs as a result of labelling strategies or changes in perceptual sensitivity. 
Additionally, it is necessary to clarify whether learned categories merely influence 
str ategic judgments about stimuli, or whether they actually affect the psychologically 
encoded descriptions of stimuli. These questions are difficult to answer using 
behavioural methods alone, but the use of the ERP technique can provide a clearer
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insight into the processes involved in acquired colour CP. For example, if following 
training, category effects for novel colour categories are found in early perceptual 
components this would suggest that category learning actually alters the way that 
stimuli are encoded perceptually. However, if category effects for novel colour 
categories are found only in later post-perceptual components then this would imply 
that cognitive str ategies such as language ar e used to learn novel colour categories, 
and that perceptual representations for existing categories are not altered.
5.L3. Current investigation
The fact that colour CP can be acquired following relatively short periods of category 
training suggests that category effects are flexible and that rather than bemg tied to 
fixed category boundaries, the location of colour CP can shift. However, what causes 
this shift has not been frilly explained by behavioural studies of acquired CP. 
Electrophysiological investigation of category learning therefore provides an 
opportunity for clarification of the mechanisms involved in induced colour CP. The 
cmTcnt study explores the time course and imderiying mechanisms involved in 
acquired CP and aims to determine whether these differ from those revealed in Study 
1, to enable comparison of colour category effects under different circumstances.
This study aims to establish whether a shift in the location of colour CP reveals itself 
in ERPs and if such effects are present in perceptual or post-perceptual mechanisms.
In the curr ent investigation, the tlrree day training phase used by Ozgen and Davies 
(2002) was undertaken by a gr oup of adult participants, referTcd to as tire test group. 
The test group were tr ained on a new category boimdary that is situated in the centr e 
of the green region of colour space. Through context and singleton training, they 
learned to categorise green stimuli into two new categories falling either side of the 
new category boundary. After successful completion of the training phase, 
participants undertook a refresher tr aining session and then the visual oddball task 
that was used in Study 1, during which ERPs were recorded. The refresher training 
session and oddball task were conducted on day four or day five to enable the 
maximum number of participants to be tested in any given week. During the visual 
oddball task, stimuli fr om the green region of colour space were presented in half of 
the blocks. These stimuli were chosen fr om a random colour generation area that
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produced the tiaming stimuli and so were familial' to the test group. In the other half 
of the blocks, stimuli from the blue region of colour space were presented, on which 
the test group had received no prior training. As in Study 1, each block consisted of a 
standard stimulus that appeared fr equently, and two deviant stimuli that appeared 
infrequently. For the test group who had trained on the green region of colour space, 
each of the green deviants had a different categorical relationship to the green 
standard. One of the deviants was from the same new category as the standard 
(within-category) and one was fr om the other new category (between-categoiy). 
However, although equivalently spaced, both blue deviants were from the same 
existing category as the blue standaid, as the test group had received no training on 
this region of colour space. Therefore, the categorical relationship of the standard to 
each of the deviants was the same. Nevertheless, blue deviants are still refened to as 
“within-category” and “between-categoiy” for ease of reference, and to emphasise 
compai ability with the gi'een region of colour space. Here, inverted commas are used 
to denote the lack of categorical context.
In addition to the test group, a separate group of participants who had received no 
prior training on either region of colom* space also completed the visual oddball task 
(the control group). For these paiticipants the stimulus triads presented in each block 
were all from the same existing colour category (i.e., blue or green) and so each of 
the deviants had the same categorical relationship to the standard. However, as for 
the blue region of colom space for the test group (who, like the contiol group 
received no training on the blue stimuli), the deviants are refeiTed to as “within- 
category” and “between-category” to stress comparability. Again, inverted commas 
are used to denote the lack of categorical context. Wlien refemng to all conditions 
collectively, for the sake of brevity inverted commas ai e not used, although it is 
important to note the differences in the categorical relationships of stimuli for each 
colom region and each group.
The ERPs elicited by the test group and the contiol group will be compared for each 
region of colom space. Comparisons will be made between the test group — who 
have imdergone category training on a new category boundary within the green 
region of colom space — and a control group — who have no prior training on this 
new category boundary. The ERPs of both gi oups will also be compai ed for stimuli
within the blue region of colour space, which neither gi'oup were trained to divide 
into new categories. Additionally, comparisons will be made between the two colom 
regions within each group (comparing test gr oup perfonnance on blue vs. green and 
control group perfonnance on blue vs. green). Comparison of ERPs elicited by the 
test group and the control group for stimuli in the green region of colom* space will 
reveal whether there are effects of tr aining. This will establish whether category 
learning enhances discrimination of colours ar ound the learned category boundar y 
and whether newly acquired within- and between-category stimuli ehcrt ERPs with 
different amplitudes and / or latencies. Additionally, and most importantly, the time 
comse of these differences will reveal the relative contributions of early perceptual 
and later cognitive mechanisms to acquired colom CP. Comparison of ERPs elicited 
by the test group and the control group for stimuli in the blue region of colom* space 
will enable baseline responses to be assessed.
5.2. Method
5.2.1, Overview
The training phase consisted of a categorisation task that was conducted over three 
sessions occmning on three consecutive days. During training, participants learned to 
categorise stimuli from the green region of colom* space into two new categories 
distinguished by a new colom boundary. Each session of training consisted of a 
‘context training’ phase followed by ‘singleton training’. On day fom* or day five 
paiticipants undertook a refresher training session, followed by the ERP task. 
Participants in the control gioup performed the ERP task with no prior training.
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Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Test Day
Context Context Context Refresher
Training Training Training Training
Test group + + + +
Singleton Singleton Singleton ERP
Training Training Training task
Control No Training ERP
group task
Figure 5.1. Summary of the experiment schedule. Paiticipants in the test group were 
trained in a categorisation task in tliree sessions over tln*ee days. On day four or five 
participants received a refr esher session, followed by the ERP oddball task. 
Participants in the control group performed the ERP task without any of the ti aining 
sessions or the refr esher.
5.2.2. Training phase
The tlu’ee types of training within the training phase (context training, singleton 
training and refresher training) were each completed by all participants in the test 
gioup. The apparatus and experimental set-up and the stimuli were the same for each 
type of training but the design and procedure of each differed.
Participants. A group of twenty paid volimteers (9 males, 11 females) with a 
mean age of 25.1 years {SD = 4.9) took part in the training phase, hereafter refeiTed 
to as the test gioup. All had normal or coixected-to-normal vision and had no sign of
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red-green colour vision deficiency as assessed by the Ishihara test for colour 
blindness (Ishihaia, 1987). Informed consent was obtained from all participants.
Apparatus and experimental set-up. Stimuli were presented on a 21-in Sony 
Trinitron CRT monitor (model GDM-F520) with a Dell Pentium 4 computer. 
Stimulus presentation was controlled with Visual Basic software. Participants were 
seated in a darkened laboratory, approximately 70 cm away fr om the computer 
screen and at eye-level to the centre of the monitor.
Stimuli. The stimuli were computer-generated coloms randomly taken fr om an 
ar ea witliin the green region of colour space. The new Hue boimdary fell roughly in 
the centre of the green linguistic category (7.5G) and stimuli were generated from the 
region around this. Possible Munsell Hue varied between 5BG and lOGY and 
Munsell Value varied between 5 and 7. Mimsell Chroma was kept constant at 6. 
Stimuli within 0.2 Munsell Hue units of the boimdary were avoided (see Figme 5.2). 
Stimuli were 5 cm coloiued squares displayed against a backgr ound of neutral grey 
(Y = 30.00, X  = 0.313, y = 0.319). The chromaticity co-ordinates of stimuli were 
checked and verified with a Cambridge Research fristrrmients ColorCal colorimeter 
at regular intervals during data collection.
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Figure 5.2. Random colour generation area from which the training stimuli were 
produced. The dashed line represents the new category boundary that participants 
learned during training. Points closer than 0.2 Munsell Hue steps from the boundary 
were never used as stimuli (this excluded area is represented by the shaded region).
Context training
Design. For each training trial, a random point within the green training area 
was selected and the corresponding colour was displayed on the monitor. The 
random test colour could fall on either side of the training boundary, avoiding points 
very close to it. This colour was presented in the centre of the screen, flanked on 
either side by two grids of eight slots (two columns, four rows) to be filled with the
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incoming test colours (see Figure 5.3). The test colour remained in the centre of the 
screen until a key press response was made. Response keys were assigned to select 
which grid each test colour belonged to (Teft-arrow’ for category 1 or ‘right-aiTow’ 
for category 2), and following a response immediate feedback was given. If the 
response was conect the colour moved to the designated grid and remained in its 
slot, but if the response was incorrect the colour moved to the designated grid and 
then disappeared, accompanied by a sound indicating the incorrect categorisation. 
When all sixteen slots were filled with correctly identified test colours, a set was 
complete and a new one began until the criteria for successful category learning were 
met. As correct responses in each set increased, the number of different test colours 
increased, up to the maximum of sixteen. This first stage of training ended when a 
minimum of 20 sets were completed with at least three of these being error fi ee.
Procedure. Participants were required to make category judgements, sorting 
test stimuli into two gioups distinguished by the new category boundary. Participants 
could place the first test colour in a gird on either side of the screen (see Figure 5.3). 
For each subsequent colour participants were instructed to ask themselves: “Does 
this go with the first colour, or does it belong in the opposite category?” Therefore, 
once the first colour was placed on the left or right side, colours from the same 
experimental category (those fi*om the same side of the relevant training boundary) 
had to be placed on the same side of the screen. Similarly, colours from the other 
experimental category (those from the other side of the boundary) had to be placed 
on the opposite side. At the beginning of each set participants were free to choose 
which side of the display housed each category. Participants were not given 
insti'uctions on what the categorisation was based on but had to leani fi'om the 
feedback provided after every category judgement to complete the context training 
phase. Participants were informed that they would complete a set once they had 
correctly filled all the slots in each gird, and that a new set would then appear*. This 
would continue imtil they became ‘sufficiently good’ at the task to finish. A typical 
participant completed the context training in aroimd 30 minutes.
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Figure 5.3. A representation of the context training phase. Randomly generated 
stimuli appeared individually in the centre of the screen and participants had to make 
a category judgement, deciding whether each stimulus belonged to the category on 
the right or the left of the screen.
Singleton training
Design. In the second stage of training, single test colours were presented in 
the centre of the screen. They were displayed on a plain grey background in the 
absence of the two grids that were present in the context training. Each colour 
remained on the screen until a response was made using the ‘left-’ or ‘right-’ arrow 
keys. Feedback was provided throughout the task with incorrect responses signalled 
by the appearance of the word ‘incorrect’ on the screen, accompanied by a short 
sound. Correctly identified colours no longer remained on the screen, so that each 
categorisation was ‘blind’. The criteria for completing the singleton training were at 
least 250 complete trials including 25 consecutive correct responses.
Procedure. After successfully completing the context training participants 
undertook the singleton training. Their task was to decide which of the two 
categories each singleton belonged to, indicating their choice with a key press (‘left-
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an'ow’ or ‘right-ari'ow’). Participants received feedback thi'oughout but were 
instructed that correctly identified colour s would disappear from the screen so that 
there was no visual point of reference for each categorisation, unlike in the context 
training. Participants were informed that the task would end when their performance 
was ‘sufficiently good’ and were usually able to complete it in around 10 minutes.
Refresher training
Design, The refresher phase consisted of a shorter version of the context 
training followed by a shorter version of the singleton training. Criteria for 
completing refiresher context tr aining were a minimum of 10 complete sets with at 
least one erxor free set. The criteria for completing refresher singleton training were 
at least 100 complete trials, with 25 consecutive corxect responses.
Procedure. Participants in the test group imdertook refresher training on the 
test day (day four or day five). The procedure for the refr esher phase was the same as 
for the training phase performed on days one to three, including both context tr aining 
and singleton training. However, the refresher phase was shorter, with context 
training taking aroimd ten minutes and singleton training approximately five minutes 
on average.
5.2.3 ERP task
Participants. All participants who took part in the training phase (the test 
group) also completed the ERP task. Six of these participants were excluded firom the 
ERP analysis due to an insufficient nmnber of artifact fi*ee trials, leaving a final 
sample of fourteen (7 males, 7 females) with a mean age of 24.1 years {SD = 3.2). An 
additional group of fourteen participants (7 females and 7 males; mean age = 25.4 
{SD = 4.5)) imdertook the ERP task with no prior tr aining, hereafter referred to as the 
control group. Data firom four additional control group participants were not included 
due to an insufficient number of artifact free trials. All control group participants had 
normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were also screened for red-green colom* 
vision deficiency using the Ishihara test for* colour blindness (Ishihara, 1987).
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Apparatus and experimental set-up. The experimental set up was the same as 
for the training phase.
Stimuli. The stimuli were from the hlue-gi een region of colour space and 
consisted of two sets of four colours vai*ying only in Munsell Hue; Cliroma 
(saturation) and Value (lightness) were both constant at 6 (see Table 5.1). Within 
each set, stimuli were equidistant with adjacent pairs separated by 5 Munsell Hue 
units. Stimuli were 9 cm coloured squares individually presented in the centre of the 
screen, subtending a maximum visual angle of 7.3°. The coloured squares were 
displayed on a neutral giey background (Y = 30.00 cd/m^, x = 0.313, y = 0.319). 
Chromaticity co-ordinates of stimuli were verified with a Cambridge Research 
Instillments ColorCal colorimeter at regular intervals throughout the data collection 
period.
Table 5.1. Mimsell codes and Y, x, y (CIE, 1931) chromaticity coordinates of the 
stimuli in Study 4. The white point of the monitor was Y = 77.76 cd/m^, x = 0.326, y 
= 0.341.
Munsell Code Y X y
5BG 6/6 Green 1 23.3 0.244 0.329
OBG 6/6 Green 2 23.3 0.259 0.356
5G6/6 Green 3 23.3 0.274 0.380
0G6/6 Green 4 23.3 0.313 0.418
5PB 6/6 Blue 1 23.3 0.253 0.256
OPB 6/6 Blue 2 23.3 0.239 0.265
5B6/6 Blue 3 23.3 0.232 0.278
OB 6/6 Blue 4 23.3 0.233 0.301
1 6 6
Design. The two sets of foui* coloms were further divided into triads of 
adjacent stimuli consisting of a standard plus a within-category deviant and a 
between-category deviant^. There were four different triads in total (see Figure 5.4).
Between-
category Standard
SET1
SET 2
Within- standard Between- 
category category
Figure 5.4. A representation of the stimulus triads in Study 4.
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® For tile sake of brevity, deviant stimuli are referred to as within- or between-category when speaking 
collectively. However, it is important to note tiiat all stimuli for the control group and blue stimuli for 
tlie test group have no categorical context, as each stimulus in the triad is from the same region of 
colour space. Therefore, when refenmg to these instances specifically, inverted commas are used and 
deviant stimuli are called “within-category” or “between-category”. For the test group, green deviant 
stimuli are referred to as witliin- or between-category (note the lack of inverted commas), as the new 
category boimdary has been established through training and a categorical context provided.
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There were four blocks of 276 tiials with one block for each triad. Witliin each block 
the standard was repeated 228 times (82.6%), and within- and between-category 
deviant stimuli each occuned 24 times (8.7%). This resulted in a total of 1104 trials 
(912 standard; 96 within-category deviant; 96 between-category deviant). Half of the 
trials for each stimulus type consisted of stimuli from the green region of colour 
space (Set 1; 456 standard; 48 within-category deviant; 48 between-category deviant) 
and half consisted of stimuli from the blue region of colom- space (Set 2; 456 
standard; 48 within-category deviant; 48 between-category deviant). An additional 
12 deviant stimuli were included so that the number of deviants would not be 
identical for each block. These additional stimuli were distiibuted in thr ee of the four 
blocks: one of the blocks contained 3 additional rare within-category stimuli, one of 
the blocks contained 3 additional rare between-category stimuli and in the final block 
6 instances of rare category stimuli (3 within, and 3 between) were integrated. These 
additional deviant stimuli were not included in the ERP analysis.
Each block was divided into thi-ee sessions of 92 trials, and there was a self-paced 
brealc in between each session. Stimuli were presented in a random order but for two 
provisos: each sequence of 92 trials started with the presentation of 8 standard 
stimuli, and there were no immediate repetitions of deviant stimuli. The order of the 
fom- blocks was coimterbalanced across par*ticipants.
Each trial began with a centr al fixation cross, presented on a grey backgr ound. The 
dmation of this ‘hiter-trial-inter-vaT varied randomly between 1300 and 1600 ms. 
Following this, the stimulus display appeared for 400 ms.
Procedure. Participants were asked to mentally count the number of deviant 
(target) stimuli within each consecutive sequence of 92 trials. Counting of deviant 
stimuli was chosen (rather than using button-press responses) to eliminate 
contamination by motor-related ERP activity. A short pause was allowedat the end 
of each sequence for the participant to report the number of deviant stimuli to the 
exper-imenter. A practice block of 100 trials was performed before the experimental 
session. The practice block was split into two halves, each half using a different triad,
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and each triad consisting of Hues that differed from those used in the experimental 
tiials. Participants were instmcted to maintain their gaze at the centre of the screen, 
and were also asked to minimize eye blinks and to avoid any unnecessary movement. 
The verbatim instructions that were given to paiiicipants before the experiment 
began can be found in Appendix E.
ERP recording. EEG was recorded from Fpl, Fp2, F7, F3, Fz, F4, F8, FC5, 
FCl, FC2, FC6, T7, C3, Cz, C4, T8, CP5, CPI, CP2, CP6, P7, P3, Pz, P4, P8, Ol, Iz, 
02, P09, POlO, a forehead ground and the average of left and right earlobe 
references according to the 10-20 system (Jasper, 1958), using Ag-AgCl electrodes. 
Horizontal electrooculogram (HEGG) was recorded bipolarly from the outer canthi 
of both eyes. The impedance for electrodes was kept below 5 kO, and EEG and EGG 
were sampled on-line with a digitisation rate of 1000 Hz. EEG and EGG were 
amplified by a 0.01-100 Hz band-pass filter. Following EEG recording, data were 
digitally filtered with an on-lme low-pass filter at 40 Hz and down-sampled to 200 
Hz to save later computation time using Neuroscan software (version 4.3). Epochs 
beginning 100 ms prior to stimulus onset and continuing for 1200 ms after stimulus 
onset were created.
EEG and HEGG were epoched off-line relative to a 100 ms pre-stimulus baseline. A 
process of artifact rejection excluded tiials with lateral eye movements (HEGG 
exceeding ± 30 pV), as well as tiials with vertical eye movements, eye blinlcs 
(Fpl/Fp2 exceeding ±60 pV), or other aitifacts (a voltage exceeding ±60 pV at any 
electrode) measured after target onset. A minimum of 24 aitifact fr ee trials for each 
stimulus was required for inclusion in the final sample and an equal number of trials 
were randomly selected for each stimulus. The mean number of trials that were 
included per stimulus was 26.5 {SD = 2.5).
5.3. Results
5,3.1. Training phase
All participants successfully completed the training phase. During the three day 
training phase participants completed between 500 and 1000 context training trials
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and between 250 and 500 singleton colour trials on each day. On tlie test day, 
participants completed a refresher ti aining session during which they performed 
between 150 and 250 context training trials and between 100 and 250 singleton 
colour trials. Therefore, throughout the course of the ti aining phase, the mean 
number of categorisation trials completed by participants was 3300 trials.
Behavioural data analysis. To investigate perfomiance across the training 
phase, the percentage of enors (incorrect classifications) was calculated for context 
training and singleton tiaining on each of the tliree training days. One-way ANOVAs 
with Day as factor were used to determine whether there were differences in 
performance across the three days. Where significant differences were found, paired 
samples t-tests were conducted to investigate the pattern of improvement from day to 
day.
a) Context training. The percentage of inconect responses made during the 
context training phase on each of the tliree training days was compared. Performance 
appeared to improve with paiticipants making fewer enors on each consecutive day. 
For the mean percentage enors made on each day see Figiue 5.5. One-way ANOVA 
confinned that there was a significant difference in performance on the context 
training phase across the three days (F(2,38) = 35.82, MSE = 2.06,/? < .001, =
.65). To investigate the pattern of perfonnance paired samples t-tests were used to 
compara the number of enors made on days one and two and days two and thiee. 
These revealed that there were significantly fewer enors made on day two compared 
to day one (^(19) = 5.93,/? < .001, d = 0.79), and this improvement continued on day 
tluee (^(19) = 2.19,p  < .05, d = 0.12). Overall, there was significant improvement 
between day one and day tliree (^(19) = 7.29,/? < .001, = 1.19).
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Figure 5.5. Percentage errors made on the context training phase across the three 
training days. Significant differences are starred: **** =p<  .001; *** =p<  .005; * 
=/? < .05. Error bars represent +/- \SE.
b) Singleton training. The percentage of incorrect responses made on the 
singleton training phase was compared across the three training days. It appears that 
participants made fewer errors on each consecutive day (see Figure 5.6). However, 
error reduction was greatest on day two. These observations were generally 
supported by statistical analysis. One-way ANOVA revealed that there was a 
significant difference in the percentage of errors made on singleton training on each 
of the three days (F(2,38) = 17.77, MSE = l .\9 ,p  < .001, rjp^  = .48). To investigate 
this further, paired samples t-tests were conducted comparing the number of errors 
made on days one and two and days two and three. These confirmed that 
performance on the second day was significantly better than the first day (/(19) =
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3.73,^ = .001, (/= 0.53). However, performance on the third day, although reduced, 
was not significantly different from day two (/(13) = 1.88,/> = .075, d = 0.13). 
Overall, performance improved significantly with performance on day three being 
better than on day one (/(13) = 5.64,/? < .001, J  = 0.79).
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Figure 5.6. Percentage errors made on the singleton training phase across the three 
training days. Significant differences are starred: **** =p<  .001; *** =p<  .005; ns 
= non significant. Error bars represent +/- \SE.
5.3.2. Visual oddball task
ERP data analysis. Separate averages were computed for all stimulus types 
(standard, within-category deviant, between-category deviant). Figures 5.7 to 5.10 
show ERPs across a representative sample of electrode sites, elicited in response to
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standard (dashed lines), within-category deviant (grey lines) and between-category 
deviant (black lines) stimuli. Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the waveforms for stimuli in 
the green region of colour space. Figme 5.7 shows the wavefonns generated by the 
control group, who received no training and Figure 5.8 shows the wavefonns 
generated by the test group, who were trained on the green region of colour space 
during the three day training phase. Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show the waveforms for 
stimuli in the blue region of colom* space. The wavefonns generated by the test group 
can be seen in Figure 5.9 and the waveforms generated by the control group can be 
seen in Figure 5.10. Neither gr*oup received training on the blue region of colom* 
space.
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Figure 5.7. Control gionp grand-averaged ERP waveforms elicited in the 1150 ms 
inteiwal following stimulus onset (0 ms) in response to standard (dashed lines), 
“within-category” deviant (gi*ey lines), and “between-category” deviant (black lines) 
gieen colour stimuli. The horizontal dashed line represents baseline (Opv).
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Figure 5.8. Test group grand-averaged ERP waveforms elicited in the 1150 ms 
interval following stimulus onset (0 ms) in response to standard (dashed lines), 
within-category deviant (gi'ey lines), and between-category deviant (black lines) 
green colour stimuli. The horizontal dashed line represents baseline (Opv).
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Figure 5.9. Control gi'oup gi*and-averaged ERP waveforms elicited in the 1150 ms 
interval following stimulus onset (0  ms) in response to standard (dashed lines), 
“within-category” deviant (grey lines), and “between-category” deviant (black lines) 
blue colour stimuli. The horizontal dashed line represents baseline (Opv).
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Figure 5.10. Test group grand-averaged ERP waveforms elicited in the 1150 ms 
interval following stimulus onset ( 0  ms) in response to standard (dashed lines), 
“within-category” deviant (gi*ey lines), and “between-category” deviant (black lines) 
blue colour stimuli. The horizontal dashed line represents baseline (Opv).
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Analyses of variance were conducted on ERP mean amplitudes obtained for specific 
sets of electrodes within predefined measiuement windows. Analyses focused on 
electrodes at anterior (F3/4, F7/8, FC5/6), posterior (CP5/6, P3/4, P7/8), and midline 
(Fz, Cz, Pz) scalp regions, as in Study 1. Analyses were conducted for ERP mean 
amplitudes and peak latencies^® elicited for stimuli within successive post-stimulus 
time inteiwals (PI-window: 80-120 ms; ‘early phase’ N1-window: 130-190 ms; P2- 
window: 210-270 ms; N2-window: 280-340 ms; P3-window: 350-600 ms). The 
timing of these intervals was kept consistent with the analysis conducted in Study 1 
but inspection of individual subject waveforms was also done to ensure that they 
were appropriate for this data. As for Study 1, the analysis was done in two stages. 
First, to check that the task was eliciting oddball effects, an analysis to compare 
mean amplitudes and then peak latencies of components for standar d and deviant 
stimuli (averaged across witliin- and between-category deviants) was conducted. 
Second, category effects were tested by comparing within- and between-category 
deviant stimuli, again using mean amplitudes and then peak latencies.
Analyses were conducted separately for mean amplitude and peak latency. For each 
of the identified time intervals separate four-way Repeated Measures ANOVAs were 
performed at each scalp region (anterior, midline, posterior) with Stimulus, Colour 
Region (green, blue) and Electrode as within subjects factors and Group (test, 
conti'ol) as a between subjects factor. The levels of the factor of Stimulus differed for 
the separate analyses of oddball effects (standard, deviant) and categoiy effects 
(within-category deviant, between-category deviant). The levels of the factor of 
Electrode differed for the analysis of each scalp region: anterior (F3, F4, F7, F8 ,
FC5, FC6 ); posterior (CP5, CP6 , P3, P4, P7, P8); midline (Fz, Cz, Pz). Due to the 
scope of this analysis, only meaningful effects involving Stimulus are reported here 
(Stimulus; Stimulus x Colour Region; Stimulus x Group; Stimulus x Colour Region 
X  Group). The three-way interaction between Stimulus, Colour Region and Group is 
the crucial effect as this reveals whether there has been an impact of training on 
mean amplitudes and peak latencies. For example, if there is an effect of ti aining one
combination of mean amplitude and peak latency measines were used to maintain consistency 
with the data analysis conducted in Study 1.
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would expect an effect of Group for the green region of colour space where only one 
group has been trained, but not for the blue region of colour space where both groups 
were untrained.
When the four-way ANOVA revealed a significant interaction between Stimulus, 
Colour Region and Group, this was investigated further using four separate two-way 
ANOVAs. First, two-way ANOVAs with Stimulus (collapsed across electrode sites) 
and Colour Region as factors were conducted separately for the test group and the 
control group. Second, separate two-way ANOVAs with Stimulus (collapsed across 
electrode sites) and Group as factors were also conducted for the green colour region 
and the blue colom* region. Significant two-way interactions (between Stimulus and 
Colom* region; and Stimulus and Group respectively) were followed up with a series 
of paired samples Mests comparing the mean amplitude of within- and between- 
category deviant stimuli. Means and standard deviations (SD) are only given for 
significant main effects and interactions, where appropriate. Greenliouse-Geisser 
adjustments to the degrees of freedom were performed where appropriate, to correct 
for sphericity violations.
5.3.3. Oddball effects (standard vs. deviant stimuli)
Analyses comparing the mean amplitude and peak latency of standar d versus deviant 
stimuli were conducted to check that the task was eliciting oddball effects, where 
deviant stimuli evoke gr eater mean amplitudes and earlier peak latencies than 
standard stimuli. The analysis of oddball effects is summarised rather than given in 
full as it is not central to the research question.
Mean amplitude. From inspection of the waveforms in Figirres 5.7, 5.8, 5.9 and 
5.10, it appears that the mean amplitude for standard and deviant stimuli does not 
differ during the early time ranges (PI, Nl). However, it seems apparent that the 
mean amplitude for deviant stimuli was gr eater than for standar*d stimuli (an oddball 
effect) during the P3 time window, across all conditions. There also appear to be 
oddball effects witliin the P2 and N2 time ranges across conditions, but only at 
posterior areas. These impressions were generally supported by statistical analysis. 
This analysis indicated that there were oddball effects in mean amplitude at posterior
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regions for P2 (F(l,26) = 18.72, MSE = 8.70, < .001, 77/  = .42), and N2 (7^(1,26) = 
31.11, = 9.00,/» < .001,77/ =  .55). There were also significant oddball effects
for P3 at anterior (F(l,26) = 26.23, MSE = 32.04,/? < .001, 77/ =  .50), midline 
(F(l,26) = 85.11, MSE — 27.07,/? < .001, rip = .77), and posterior (F(l,26) = 70.27, 
MSE -  35.88,/? < .001, rjp^  = .73) regions. There were no significant two-way or 
three-way interactions of Stimulus with Colour Region or Group, apart fiom at 
posterior sites for P3, where there was a significant three-way interaction (F(l,26) = 
4.82, MSE — 11.59,/? < .05, 77/ =  .16). All other effects involving Stimulus were not 
significant (largest F = 3.92, smallestp  = .058). To further investigate the three way 
interaction at posterior sites for P3, a series of tlnee-way ANOVAs were conducted 
on the blue region of colour space, the green region of colour space, the control 
group and the test group. Each of these revealed a main effect of Stimulus (smallest 
F  = 30.08, largest /? < .001), with deviant stimuli eliciting greater mean amplitude 
than standard stimuli. No other main effects or interactions were revealed (lar gest F  
= 3.73, smallestp  = .076). These investigations confinn that oddball effects were 
present across both colour regions for both the contr ol and the test group at posterior 
sites within the P3 time range.
Peak latencies. Inspection of the waveforms gives the impression that there are 
no differences in the pattern of peak latencies for standard and deviant stimuli across 
the two coloiu" regions or between the contr ol and test groups. Statistical analysis 
generally supported these observations. The analysis of peak latencies revealed that 
there were oddball effects at posterior sites for P2 (F(l,26) = 8.13, MSE = 567,/? < 
.0 1 , tip = .24), and P3 (F(l,26) = 10.69, MSE = < .005,7?/ = .29), with
deviant stimuli eliciting significantly earlier pealc latencies than standard stimuli. At 
anterior sites for PI, there was an interaction between Stimulus and Group (F(l,26) = 
4.90, MSE = 454,/? < .05, Vfp = .16). However, paired samples t-tests revealed that 
there was no significant difference between standard and deviant stimuli for the 
control group (7(13) = 1.29,/? = .221, d = 0.39) or the test group (7(13) = 1.86,/? = 
.085, d = 0.53). There was also an interaction between Stimulus and Group at 
posterior sites for P2 (F(l,26) = 4.64, MSE = 2619,p  < .05, rjp^  = .15). Here, paired 
samples t-test revealed that there was no significant difference between standard and 
deviant stimuli for the control group (7(13) = 0.59,/? = .566, d = 0.12), but for the test
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gi-oup, peak latencies for deviant stimuli were significantly earlier than for standard 
stimuli (7(13) = 3.11,/? < .01, 1.02). Effects involving Stimulus at all other time
windows and scalp regions were not significant (largest 7^= 3.14, smallestp  = .088).
5.3.4. Category ejfects (within-category deviant vs. between-category deviant 
stimidi)
This crucial phase of the analysis compares the mean amplitudes and pealc latencies 
of within-category deviant stimuli and between-category deviant stimuli to 
investigate whether the categorical context of deviant stimuli in relation to standard 
stimuli leads to differential processing. It is important to recall that the process of 
category training (in which the test group were trained to divide the green region of 
colour space into two new categories) provided a categorical context for standard, 
within- and between-category deviant stimuli in the green region of colour space. 
However, for the test group, stimuli in the blue region of colour space (upon which 
they received no training) had no categorical context, as each stimulus in the triad is 
from the same region of colour space. For the contr ol gr oup, who underiook no 
training, this is also the case across both colour' regions. The categorical status of 
stimuli is reflected by referring to deviant stimuli as witliin-category and between- 
category when reporting test gr oup performance on the green region of colour' space. 
When referring specifically to test group performance on the blue region of colour 
space and to control gr oup performance on either region, deviant stimuli are called 
“within-category” and “between-category” (note the use of inverted commas) to 
highlight the lack of categorical context. For the sake of brevity, for collective 
statements the inverted conmias are dropped.
Mean amplitude. When looking at Figures 5.7, 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10, it appears that 
there is no difference in mean amplitude for within- and between-category deviant 
stimuli during the early and mid time ranges for all conditions. However, during the 
P3 time window there appear to be differences in mean amplitude between the two 
deviant stimuli. For the control group, blue “within-category” deviant stimuli appear 
to elicit a greater P3 than blue “between-category” stimuli across all scalp regions. 
This also appears to be the case for the test group, but to a lesser extent. Most 
intriguingly however, for the contiol gi'oup, gi*een “within-category” deviant stimuli
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elicit a greater P3 than green “between-category” deviant stimuli. However, for the 
test group (who have been trained on the green region of colour space), it is the green 
between-category deviant that appear s to elicit a greater P3 mean amplitude than the 
green within-category deviant. These impressions were supported by statistical 
analysis.
Four-way ANOVA revealed that there was no main effect of Stimulus and no 
interactions involving Stimulus (Stimulus x Colour Region; Stimulus x Group; 
Stimulus X Colom* Region x Group) for anterior, midline or posterior scalp regions at 
PI (largest F  = 3.04, smallestp  = .093), N1 (largest F  = 3.35, smallestp  = .079) or 
P2 (largest F  = 2.43, smallest/? = .131). For all significant main effects and 
interactions not involving Stimulus see Appendix G. The absence of interactions 
involving Stimulus within the PI, N1 and P2 time windows indicates that the pattern 
of mean amplitude for within- and between-category deviant stimuli did not differ 
across colour* regions or across gr oups within these earlier time ranges. Therefore, no 
further analysis was conducted on the mean amplitude for PI, N1 and P2.
Within the N2 time window there were no main effects or interactions involving 
Stimulus at posterior sites (largest F  = 3.14, smallestp  = .088). However, at anterior 
sites there was an interaction between Stimulus and Colour Region (F(l,26) = 7.64, 
MSE ~ 10.01,/? < .01, rip = .23), indicating that the pattern of mean amplitude for 
within- and between-category deviant stimuli differed for the green and blue colour 
regions, when collapsed across all electrodes and both gioups (all other effects: 
largest F  = 2.91, smallest p  = .100). At midline sites there was a main effect of 
Stimulus (F(l,26) = 4.35, MSE -  7.72,/? < .05, rip -  .14), revealing that the mean 
amplitude for within- and between-category deviant stimuli differed significantly 
when collapsed across all electrode sites, both groups and both colour regions (all 
other effects: largest F  = 1.32, smallestp  = .262). However, crucially, the lack of 
significant interaction between Stimulus, Colour Region and Group indicates that 
there is no effect of Group on the differences between stimulus conditions in either 
region of coloiu space. One might expect that the training on the green region of 
colour space that the test group undertook would induce category effects for the 
gi'een region of colour space but not for the blue region. Therefore, the lack of
7^2
significant interaction between Stimulus, Colour Region and Group shows that there 
is no effect of training within the early and mid time ranges (PI, N l, P2, N2).
a) P3 time range, i) Anterior analysis. At anterior sites within the P3 time 
range there was a significant interaction between Stimulus and Group (F(l,13) =
156.54, MSE = 179,/? < .001, 77/  = .41). Crucially, there was also a significant 
interaction between Stimulus, Colour Region and Group (F(l,13) = 5.14, MSE =
156.54,/? < .05, rjp^ = .17) (all other effects: largest F  = 3.58, smallest/? = .070). For 
the mean amplitude elicited by within- and between-category deviant stimuli in each 
condition see Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11. Anterior P3 mean amplitude for within- and between-category deviant 
stimuli in the blue region of colour space and the green region of colour space, for 
both control and test groups. Significant differences are starred: *** =/? < .005; * =/? 
< .05; ns = non significant. Error bars represent +/- \SE.
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The crucial interaction between Stimulus, Colour Region and Group was investigated 
further using a series of two-way ANOVAs. A two-way ANOVA with Stimulus 
(collapsed across electrode sites) and Group as factors was conducted for the blue 
region of colour space. There was no interaction between Stimulus and Group 
(F(l,26) = 1.34, MSE = 15.34,/? = .257, rjp^  = .05), indicating that the pattern of 
amplitude for blue "within-category" and “between-category” deviant stimuli did not 
differ for the control and test gioups.
The same two-way ANOVA with Stimulus and Group as factors was conducted for 
the green region of colour space. Here, there was an interaction between Stimulus 
and Group (F(l,26) = 26.86, MSE -  17.90,/? < .001, 77/ =  .51) . This was followed 
up using paired samples Mests, which revealed that mean amplitude for “within- 
category” and “between-category” deviant stimuli differed for the control gioup 
(^(13) = 3.71,/? < .005, d = 0.80). Here, “within-category” deviant stimuli elicited 
significantly greater P3 mean amplitude. For the test group, within- and the between- 
category deviant stimuli also differed (^(13) = 4.22,/? = .001, d = 1.26). Crucially 
however, after training between-category deviant stimuli elicited greater P3 mean 
amplitude.
To further explore the interaction between Stimulus, Colour Region and Group, a 
two-way ANOVA with Stimulus (collapsed across electiode sites) and Colour 
Region as factors was conducted on the control gioup data. This revealed that the 
pattern of mean amplitude for “within-category” and “between-category” deviant 
stimuli did not differ across coloiu* regions for the control group (F(l,13) =1.76,
= 8 .5 5 . = .2 0 8 , 77/ =  .1 2 ).
The same two-way ANOVA with Stimulus and Colour Region (collapsed across 
electrode) as factors was also conducted on the test group data. Crucially, there was a 
significant interaction between Stimulus and Colour Region (F(l,13) = 4.99, MSE = 
1.65,/? < .05, i-jp = .28), indicating that for the test group, the pattern of mean 
amplitude for witliin- and between-category deviant stimuli differed for the green 
and blue coloiu regions. Paired samples Ftests confiimed that there was no 
difference in the mean amplitude for “witliin-category” deviant and “between- 
category” deviant stimuli in the blue region of colour space, on which the test group
had received no training (^(13) = 0.00,/? = 1,00, d = 3.55). However, category effects 
were found in the gi'een region of colour space, on which the test gioup had been 
trained (/(13) = 4.22,/? = .001, d = 1.26), with between-category deviant stimuli 
eliciting a greater P3 mean amplitude than within-category deviant stimuli.
Finally, independent samples Mests were performed to investigate the impact of 
training on within- and between-category processing for stimuli in the gi'een region 
of colour space. Green witliin-category mean amplitude was compared for the 
control and the test group. There was no significmit difference between the groups 
(^(13) = 1.41,/? = .171, d -  0.54), indicating that training did not significantly affect 
within-category processing. Green between-category mean amplitude was also 
compared for the two groups, revealing that training had a significant impact on 
between-category processing (^(13) = 2.26,/? < .05, J  = 0.85).
ii) Midline analysis. At midline sites there was a main effect of Stimulus 
(F(l,26) = 12.55, MSE = 14.38,/? < .005, rjp^  = .33) and an interaction between 
Stimulus and Group (F(l,13) = 17.07, MSE = 170.50,/? < .001, rjp^  = .40). The key 
interaction between Stimulus, Coloiu Region and Group was also significant 
(F(l,26) = 10.08, MSE -  11.90,/? < .005, = .28) (all other effects: largest F  =
2.32, smallest/? = .140). See Figure 5.12 for the mean amplitude elicited by within- 
and between category deviant stimuli across all conditions.
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Figure 5.12. Midline P3 mean amplitude for within- and between-category deviant 
stimuli in the blue region of colour space and the green region of colour space, for 
both control and test groups. Significant differences are starred: *** =p<  .005; ** = 
/? < .01; * =p < .05; ns = non significant. Error bars represent +/- ISE.
A  series of two-way ANOVAs were used to investigate the interaction between 
Stimulus, Colour Region and Group. Firstly, a two-way ANOVA with Stimulus 
(collapsed across electrode sites) and Group as factors was conducted for the blue 
region of colour space. No interaction between Stimulus and Group was revealed 
(F(l,26) = 1.34, MSE = 3.74,p = .257, rip= .05), confirming that the pattern of 
amplitude for the two blue deviant stimulus conditions was not different for the 
control and test groups.
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The same tliree-way ANOVA with Stimulus (collapsed across electrode sites) and 
Group as factors was conducted for the green region of colour space. Here there was 
a significant interaction between Stimulus and Group (F(l,26) = 26.86, MSE = 2.40, 
/? < .001,77/ =  .51). Paired samples Mests were used to follow up this interaction, 
compar ing the mean amplitude of within- and between-category deviant stimuli for 
the control group and the test group separ ately. For the contr ol group, there was a 
significant difference in the mean amplitude of the two deviant stimulus conditions 
(r(13) = 4.15,/? = .001, (7 = 0.92), with “within-category” deviant stimuli eliciting a 
greater P3. For the test group, the mean amplitude for within- and between-category 
deviant stimuli also differed significantly (7(13) = 3.18,/? < .01, d = 0.49), but this 
difference was in the opposite direction, with between-category deviants eliciting 
gr eater P3 mean amplitude.
To further investigate the interaction between Stimulus, Colom Region and Group, a 
two-way ANOVA with Stimulus (collapsed across electrode sites) and Colour 
Region as factors was performed. This revealed that the pattern of mean amplitude 
for “within-category” and “between-category” deviant stimuli did not differ across 
colour' regions for the control group (F(l,13) = 1.18, MSE = 4.59,/? = .297, 77/  = 
.08).
The same two-way ANOVA was also conducted on the test group data. This 
confirmed that there was a difference in the pattern of mean amplitude for the two 
deviant stimulus conditions when comparing the blue and the green colour* regions 
(F(l,13) = 13.09, MSE = 3.35,/? < .005, 77/ =  .50). This interaction between 
Stimulus and Coloiu: region was investigated further using paired samples 7-tests. 
These revealed that there was no difference in mean amplitude for blue “within- 
category” and “between-category” deviant stimuli (7(13) = 2.03,/? = .063, d = 0.37). 
However, there was a significant difference in mean amplitude for green within- and 
between-category deviant stimuli (7(13) = 3.18,/? < .01, = 0.36), with between- 
category deviant stimuli eliciting greater P3 mean amplitude following training.
To explore the impact of training on within-category processing and between- 
category processing, independent samples 7-tests were performed. Green within- 
category mean amplitude for the control and the test gr oup was compared, revealing
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that there was no significant difference between the groups (7(13) = 1.22, p  -  .233, d 
= 0.46). Green between-category mean amplitude for the two groups was also 
compared, which did show a difference (7(13) = 2.61,/? < .05, d = 0.80), suggesting 
that training had a significant impact on between-category processing.
Hi) Posterior analysis. Four-way ANOVA revealed a similar pattern of results 
to midline sites with a main effect of Stimulus (F(l,26) = 13.52, MSE = 13.66,/? = 
.001 pp = .34) and an interaction between Stimulus and Group (F(l,13) = 30.93, 
MSE = 133.17,/? < .001, 77/  = .54). Most importantly, the interaction between 
Stimulus, Colour' Region and Group was also significant (F(l,26) = 9.24, MSE = 
18.89,/? = .005, 77/  = .26) (all other effects: largest F  = 2.94, smallestp  = .098). For 
the mean amplitude elicited by within- and between category deviant stimuli for the 
control and test groups in both colour' regions see Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13. Posterior P3 mean amplitude for within- and between-category deviant 
stimuli in the blue region of colour space and the green region of colour space, for 
both control and test groups. Significant differences are starred: ***=/?< .005; * =p 
< .05. Error bars represent +/- ISE.
The interaction between Stimulus, Colour Region and Group was investigated further 
using a series of two-way ANOVAs. Two-way ANOVA with Stimulus (collapsed 
across electrode sites) and Group as factors revealed that for the blue region of 
colour space, the pattern of amplitude for “within-category” and “between-category” 
deviant stimuli did not differ across groups (F(l,26) = 1.60, MSE = 2.81,/? = .217, 
77/ =  .06).
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The same two-way ANOVA with Stimulus (collapsed across electiode sites) and 
Group as factors was also conducted for the green region of colour space. This 
revealed a different pattern. Here, there was an interaction between Stimulus and 
Group (F(l,26) = 36.35, MSE = 2.61,p  < .001, Pp = .58). Paired samples 7-tests were 
used to investigate this further, confirming that the mean amplitude for the two 
deviant conditions differed significantly for the contiol gioup (7(13) = 4.32,/? = .001, 
d = 0.63), with the gieater P3 mean amplitude being elicited by “within-category” 
deviant stimuli. There was also a significant difference in mean amplitude for within- 
and between category deviant stimuli for the test group, (7(13) = 4.36,/? = .001, <7 = 
0.76). However, between-category deviant stimuli elicited greater P3 mean 
amplitude than within-category deviant stimuli.
To explore the interaction between Stimulus, Coloiu* Region and Group in more 
detail, the control group data was investigated using a two-way ANOVA with 
Stimulus (collapsed across electrode sites) and Colour Region as factors. The pattern 
of mean amplitude for “within-category” and “between-category” deviant stimuli 
was consistent across colour regions (F(l,13) = 0.6\,MSE  = 4.52,/? = .448, ; / /  = 
.05).
The same two-way ANOVA with Stimulus (collapsed across electrode sites) and 
Coloiu* Region as factors was also performed on the test group data. This confiimed 
that the pattern of mean amplitude for within- and between-category deviant stimuli 
did differ across colour regions for the test group (F(l,13) = 20.06, MSE = 1.77,/? = 
.001, Pp = .61). This interaction was followed up using paired samples 7-tests, which 
revealed that in the blue region of colour space there was a significant difference in 
the mean amplitude of “within-category” and “between-category” deviant stimuli 
(7(13) = 2.21,p  < .05, d = 0.40), with “within-category” deviants eliciting a greater 
P3 mean amplitude. There was also a significant difference between the two deviant 
conditions in the green region of colour space (7(13) = 4.36,/? = .001, d = 0.76), but 
here between-category deviants elicited a stionger P3.
Independent samples 7-tests were performed to investigate the effect of training on 
within- and between-category processing. A 7-test comparing gi'een within-category 
mean amplitude for the control and the test gi'oup revealed that there was no
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significant difference between the groups (7(13) = 1.46,/? = .155, d = 0.56). This 
indicates that training had no effect on the processing of within-category stimuli. A 7- 
test comparing green between-categoiy mean amplitude for the two groups showed 
that training did have a significant impact on between-category processing (7(13) = 
3.69,/? = .001,^7= 0.70).
Peak latencies. It appears from inspection of the waveforms that there are no 
differences in the pattern of peak latencies for within- and between-category deviant 
stimuli across conditions. This observation was supported by statistical analysis. 
These results are therefore summarised as any effects do not reveal anything 
meaningful about the differences between stimuli in relation to the impact of 
training. The analysis of peak latencies indicated that there were category effects for 
N2 at anterior (F(l,26) = 5.15, MSE = 105,/? < .05,77/  = .17), midline (F(l,26) = 
4.49, MSE = 611,/? < .05, 77/  = .15), and posterior (F(l,26) = 18.05, MSE = 708,/? < 
.001, Pp = .41) sites, with earlier peak latencies for within-category deviants 
compared to between-category deviants. Category effects were also evident for P3 at 
anterior sites (F(l,26) = 4.74, MSE = 3526,/? < .05,77/  = .15), again showing earlier 
pealc latencies for within-category deviants. There were no significant two-way or 
three-way interactions of Stimulus with Colour Region or Group, apart from at 
midline sites for P2 (F(l,26) = 5.91, MSF = 582,/? < .05, 77/  = .19), and anterior 
sites for P3 (F(l,26) = 7.31, MSE = 2893,/? < .05, 77/  = .22), where there were 
significant interactions between Stimulus and Coloui* Region. All other main effects 
and interactions involving Stimulus were not significant (largest F  = 3.94, smallest/? 
= .058).
5.4. Discussion
5.4.1. Summary o f findings
The cuirent investigation explored the effects of learning new colour categories 
through category training on adult ERPs. Altliough previous behaviour al research has 
demonstrated that colour- CP can be induced following relatively short periods of
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category training (Ôzgen & Davies, 2002), the time course and underlying 
mechanisms of induced colour category effects were not fully understood. For 
example, it was not clear whether category learning actually alters the way that 
stimuli are perceptually encoded, or whether novel colour categories are learned 
tlirough the use of cognitive strategies such as language, which enable the perceptual 
representations for existing categories to remain intact. The current study sought to 
address this by using ERPs to reveal the relative contributions of ear ly perceptual and 
later post-perceptual mechanisms to acquired colour CP. Test group participants 
were tr ained on the green region of colour space and were found to be significantly 
more accurate at allocating a stimulus to its appropriate category on the last day of 
tr aining compared to the first day, indicating successful category learning. After the 
training phase, ERPs were recorded during a visual oddball task and were compar ed 
for the test group and a control gr oup who had received no prior training. Effects of 
category learning were evident on the visual oddball task, with category effects for 
the new category bomidary present during later stages of processing. For the 
imtrained regions of colour- space (green for the test group and green and blue for the 
control group), “witliin-category” deviants evoked greater mean amplitude within the 
P3 time range compared to “between-category” deviants. However, for the test group 
on the green region of coloiu- space (on which they were trained), this pattern was 
reversed, with between-category deviants eliciting greater P3 amplitude than within- 
category deviants. These findings are discussed hr more detail below.
5A.2. Training phase
During the three day training phase, test group participants completed an average of 
3300 categorisation trials. Performance was assessed on each day using the 
behavioural measure of accuracy, to determine whether participants’ accuracy in 
allocating a stimulus to the appropriate category had improved. Performance was 
found to improve on both context training and singleton training tasks, with gr eater 
accuracy shown on day thr'ee compared to day one. For both tasks, error reduction 
was greatest on day two, which suggests that category learning can occur after just 
one training session, consistent with tlie findings of Ôzgen and Davies (2002).
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5,4 .3 . V isual o d d b a ll ta sk
Oddball effects (standard vs. deviant stimuli). The mean amplitude and peak 
latencies for standard and deviant stimuli did not appear to differ during the early 
time ranges (PI and Nl). However, oddball effects were revealed in mean amplitude 
at posterior sites during the P2 and N2 time windows and at anterior, midline and 
posterior sites dining the P3 time window. Here, deviant stimuli elicited greater 
mean amplitude than standard stimuli. This pattern of effects was apparent for both 
the test group and the control group on blue and gi'een regions of colour space. 
Additionally, the analysis of peak latencies revealed that there were differences 
between standar d and deviant stimuli at posterior sites during the P2 time range, but 
only for the test group, who elicited ERPs with earlier pealc latencies for deviant 
stimuli compared to standards. Oddball effects were also present at posterior sites 
dming the P3 time range, with earlier latencies elicited by deviant stimuli compared 
to standard stimuli. These effects were evident for each of the two colour regions 
(blue and green) and both groups (test and control). These findings suggest that 
deviant stimuli were processed as if they were less familiar- than standard stimuli (P2, 
N2 and P3; Patel & Azzam, 2005), and that they were more physically alerfing, 
receiving greater context updating in working memory (P3; Donchin & Coles, 1988; 
Donchin et al., 1997), as would be expected.
Although typical oddball detection effects were revealed (see Patel & Azzam, 2005; 
Polich, 2007), with deviant stimuli producing ERPs with earlier latencies and greater 
amplitudes than standard stimuli at a number of electrode sites and measurement 
windows, these effects were not apparent during early stages of processing. Oddball 
effects were found for early perceptual components in Study 1, which used stimuli 
with similar separation sizes to those used in the current study. Cmcially however, 
the location of the stimuli used in the current investigation differed to those used in 
Study 1, which may explain the difference in the time course of oddball effects in the 
two studies. In Study 1, each stimulus triad (consisting of a standard stimulus, a 
within-category deviant and a between-category deviant) was located close to the 
blue-gr een category boimdar y. However, the stimulus triads used in the current study 
were each located in the centr e of the blue or green regions of colour space. Previous 
behavioural studies of colour category effects have shown that participants are more
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accurate at differentiating between stimuli that are from areas further towards pre­
existing colour category boundaries compared to stimuli fr om focal areas of pre­
existing colour categories (e.g., Hamad, 1987; Ôzgen & Davies, 2002; Pastore, 1987; 
Rosch, 1975). This is known as the prototype effect. This effect has also been 
demonstrated in behavioural studies of category effects in speech perception (e.g., 
Kuhl, 1991; Lively & Pisoni, 1997), indicating that it is a robust phenomenon. 
Therefore, in the curr ent study, the increased difficulty of discriminating stimuli from 
the focal area of the blue and green regions of colour' space could have resulted in 
slower processing of standard and deviant stimuli. This may explain why oddball 
effects were only present during late, post-perceptual time ranges.
Category ejfects (within-category deviant v.y. between-category deviant 
stimuli). The peak latencies and mean amplitudes of within- and between-category 
deviant stimuli were compared for each of the relevant time ranges. The pattern of 
peak latencies for within- and between-category deviants did not differ across 
conditions. Additionally, when the mean amplitudes elicited by within- and between- 
category deviant stimuli were compared during the early and mid time ranges (PI, 
N l, P2 and N2), no differences were found. This pattern was the same for both the 
test group and the control group on the blue and green regions of colour space, 
revealing no effect of tr aining during the ear ly and mid stages of processing.
Crucially however, differences in the pattern of mean amplitude across conditions 
were revealed during the P3 time window at anterior, midline and posterior sites. 
First, the ERPs elicited in response to stimuli fr om the untrained blue region of 
colour space were compared for the test group and the control group within this time 
region. Participants in both the test group and the control gr oup received no training 
on the blue stimuli and so this comparison was made to reveal whether there were 
any differences in baseline responses for the two groups. The same pattern of results 
was found for test and control gr oup participants, demonstrating that each group 
showed a similar* baseline response. For both gr oups blue “within-category” deviant 
stimuli elicited a greater P3 than blue “between-category” stimuli, showing a 
‘reverse category effect’. These differences in P3 amplitude indicate that “within- 
category” deviant stimuli were processed as if they were less familiar, requiring 
greater updating in working memory compared to “between-category” deviant
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stimuli (Donchin & Coles, 1988; Donchin et ah, 1997). As neither group were 
trained on the blue region of colour space, blue stimuli had no categorical context, 
with standard, “within-category” deviant and “between-category” deviant stimuli all 
belonging to the same pre-existing category. However, the locations of “within- 
category” deviant and “between-category” deviant stimuli within the pre-existing 
category were different. In the current study and in Ôzgen and Davies’ investigation, 
although there were a number of different within-category stimuli varying in their 
exact location, all within-category stimuli were located closer to existing category 
boundaries than between-category stimuli, A representation of example stimulus 
triads is provided in Figure 5.14 to illustiate this point.
B2S2W2
W1
Figure 5.14. A representation of stimulus triads in Study 4. The solid lines represent 
the existing category boundaiies and the dashed line represents the newly learned 
category boundaiy. SI and S2 are standard stimuli, W1 and W2 aie within-category 
deviant stimuli and B1 and B2 are between-category deviant stimuli.
As detailed previously, discriminability is faster and more accmate in boundaiy 
regions and is slower and less accui ate in the focal regions of perceptual categories 
(e.g., Hamad, 1987; Kuhl, 1991; Lively & Pisoni, 1997; Ôzgen & Davies, 2002).
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ôzgen and Davies (2002) predicted that the structine of pre-existing categories 
would have an impact on untrained colour judgements, resulting in gi eater accuracy 
for the discrimination of stimuli from regions nearer to pre-existing coloui* 
boundaiies compared to the discrimination of stimuli located in the centre of existing 
colour categories. Ôzgen and Davies found that this prediction was supported, with 
untrained participants finding it easier to discriminate new “within-category” pairs 
than new “between-category” pairs. The current findings also follow this pattern, and 
so it looks likely that effects of stimulus location are responsible for the ‘reverse 
category effect’ that is shown by participants on regions of colour space that they 
have not been trained on.
The most crucial finding comes from the comparison of P3 amplitudes elicited in 
response to stimuli fr om the gi'een region of colour space. The pattern of P3 
amplitude elicited in response to the three stimulus conditions was compared for the 
test gi’oup and the control group, to explore whether training had an impact on how 
stimuli were processed. Differences were revealed between the two groups, 
indicating tliat there were significant effects of training. For the control group, green 
“within-category” deviant stimuli evoked a gieater P3 than green “between- 
category” deviant stimuli, showing a ‘reverse category effect’. This pattern is similar 
to that elicited in response to stimuli in the blue region of colour space for both 
gioups. However, for the test group, who were trained on the gi'een region of colour 
space, this pattern was reversed. For the test group, gi'een between-category deviants 
evoked greater P3 mean amplitude than green within-category deviants. This 
indicates that category effects on the new category boundary were induced by 
training. This result is consistent with the findings of Ôzgen and Davies (2002), 
providing converging evidence for the existence of induced coloui' CP. The cunent 
study also reveals that Üiese induced category effects are only present during post- 
perceptual stages of processing (P3). This crucial finding therefore suggests that 
induced CP is governed by cognitive mechanisms such as memory and language for 
example (e.g., McCarthy & Donchin, 1981), rather than early perceptual 
mechanisms. This highlights a key difference in the time coiu'se of induced adult 
colour CP compared to adult coloiu' CP shown on existing colour boimdaries, which
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involves early perceptual mechanisms as well as later cognitive ones (see Chapters 2 
and 3).
These effects of category learning were investigated frnfher by exploring the impact 
of training on witliin-category processing and between-category processing. 
Comparisons were made between the waveforms elicited by the test gioup and the 
control group in response to within-category deviants and between-category deviants 
respectively. This was intended to reveal whether training resulted in greater P3 
amplitude for between-category deviants (between-category expansion), or reduced 
P3 amplitude for within-category deviants (within-category compression). Green 
within-category P3 amplitude was compared for the test and the contiol gioup. No 
differences between the groups were revealed, with within-category amplitude being 
similar for the two gioups at anterior, midline and posterior sites within the P3 time 
range. Conversely, between-category P3 amplitude for the test group and the control 
group was found to differ across all regions. Between-category amplitude was 
significantly larger for the test group compaied to the control gioup, showing 
processes of between-category expansion. This suggests that category ti aining affects 
between-category processing but not within-category processing, consistent with the 
findings of Ôzgen and Davies (2002).
5.4.4. Implications o f the findings
The cuiTent investigation provides electrophysiological evidence of acquired colour 
category effects and gives further insight into the processes involved in colour CP. 
The findings of Study 1 indicate that category effects for existing colour boimdaries 
reveal themselves in both early perceptual and later post-perceptual ERP 
components. However, the current findings demonstrate that the mechanisms 
involved in acquired colour CP are not the same as those that occur for existing 
colour boundaiies. Indeed, induced category effects were only present dming later 
time ranges, which are linked to post-perceptual processes of stimulus evaluation 
(P3; e.g., Patel & Azzam, 2005). The difference in the time course and mechanisms 
of induced colom* CP and colour CP that occurs across existing colom* boundaiies, 
suggests that induced category effects are less automatic, occurring later in 
processing than category effects that have not been induced tluough training.
It therefore appears that early perceptual processes only play a role in colour 
category effects once category learning has been fully consolidated. Ôzgen and 
Davies (2002) suggested that the induced coloui* CP shown in their study resulted 
from enhanced sensitivity around new category boundaiies, but did not necessarily 
involve reduced sensitivity around existing category boimdaries. The cuirent findings 
support this claim, indicating that the use of cognitive strategies plays a role in 
category learning and that this process does not alter the way that stimuli are 
perceptually encoded, at least following relatively short periods of categoiy training. 
However, it is still unclear whether novel categories can be trained at a perceptual 
level. It seems likely that induced category effects, which are cognitive and post- 
perceptual, are only evident for a limited period following a contained phase of 
categoiy training. It is possible that these effects may endui e if the ti aining phase is 
extended or if training continues over long periods of time. Fiufher research is 
needed to investigate the length of time that induced CP lasts, and whether early 
perceptual mechanisms contiibute to the effect following longer periods of training.
The finding that category training affects between-category processing but not 
within-category processing, suggests that category learning enhances sensitivity 
around new category boundaries but does not necessarily reduce sensitivity aroimd 
existing category boundaries. The pattern of between-category expansion that was 
present in the current study was also evident in Goldstone’s (1994) investigation, 
where paificipants were trained to categorise geometiic stimuli that differed in size 
and brightness (as outlined previously in this chapter). However, as well as between- 
category expansion, Goldstone’s findings also showed evidence of within-category 
compression. Participants who had undergone training on a relevant stimulus 
dimension were less accurate at differentiating between stimuli belonging to the 
same category than participants who had received no training. Goldstone interpreted 
these findings as evidence of a representational change in the stimulus dimension on 
which participants had been tiained. However, in both the cmyent study and in Ôzgen 
and Davies’ (2002) investigation, there was between-category expansion but no 
within-category compression. This suggests that existing category representations 
were not erased by category learning, rather that new category representations were 
‘superimposed’ on the existing category structme. hideed, induced colour category
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effects appear to be shaped by representations of new colour categories, as well as 
representations of pre-existing colour categories. The absence of induced category 
effects in eaiiy ERP components also adds stiength to this argument. This finding 
suggests that the effect of new category representations is demonstrated by category 
effects in later cognitive ERP components, but that the impact of existing category 
representations is also reflected through the lack of category effects in early 
perceptual ERP components.
Although the presence of induced category effects on newly learned category 
boundaries suggests that there is an element of flexibility in coloui* CP, it appears that 
relatively short periods of category training do not erase existing category 
representations. However, it is possible that these effects may be specific to category 
leaining of new colour categories rather than category learning in general. For 
example, as refened to earlier in the chapter, Notman et al. (2005) provide evidence 
to show that category learning of grating patterns varying in orientation has an 
impact on perceptual processing at the level of the visual cortex (VI). As the training 
phase used in Notman et al.’s investigation was similai* to that of the current study, it 
is likely that the differences in these two sets of findings reflect an effect of the 
visual domain being tested. This may be due to differences in the strategies used by 
participants to aid category learning. For example, as Notman and colleagues 
suggest, the learning of orientation categories is unlikely to involve verbal labelling 
strategies, whereas such strategies may be used in the leai*ning of novel colom* 
categories. The findings of the cmxent study have implications for om understanding 
of the development of colom* category effects. They suggest that colour CP that is 
induced by a relatively short period of category learning does not involve perceptual 
mechanisms, and so has little impact on the perceptual representations of stimuli. 
Rather, it appears that learned category effects influence strategic judgments about 
stimuli that incoiporate cognitive processes of memory encoding or verbal labelling, 
for example. The current study therefore provides fiirther evidence for the flexibility 
of colom* CP, but also demonstrates that the processes that contribute to induced 
colour CP are not the same as those that ar e involved in colour CP for existing 
category representations. However, it is possible that category effects in early 
perceptual ERP components may be induced by further training.
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5.4 .5 . C onclusion
The current study investigated the effect of category learning of novel coloui* 
categories on adult ERPs. This investigation builds on the findings of previous 
behavioiu’al studies that have shown that category training can induce colour CP, by 
revealing the time course and underlying mechanisms of acquired colour categoi*y 
effects. Consistent with previous behaviomal investigations, category tiaining on a 
novel category boundary was found to improve discrimination of colour s around the 
learned category boundary. Training was also foimd to have an effect on the ERP 
waveforms elicited during a visual oddball task that was conducted after the 
completion of the training phase. ERPs elicited by the test group, who had completed 
a period of category training, were compaied to a contiol group who had no prior 
training. For the blue region of colour space, on which neither group had received 
tiaining, the ERPs elicited by the two groups showed a similar pattern. However, for 
the green region of colour space, on which only the test group had been ti ained, the 
pattern of ERPs evoked by standar d stimuli and within- and between-categoi*y 
deviant stimuH were different for the test and control groups. The waveforms for the 
test group showed enhanced P3 amplitude for between-category stimuli relative to 
within-category stimuli, indicating that training had actually reversed the pattern that 
was shown by the untrained control group. The effects of training were only apparent 
from 350 ms onwards, with these induced category effects occurring in the P3 time 
range. This suggests that category ti aining does not affect early perceptual responses, 
rather later cognitive processes govern induced CP. Further research is needed to 
clarify whether the perceptual representations of stimuli can be altered following 
extended periods of ti aining.
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Chapter 6: 
General discussion
6.1. Overview
This thesis builds on the findings of previous behavioural research by using the ERP 
technique to investigate the time course and underlying mechanisms involved in 
colour CP. The relative contributions of the perceptual and post-perceptual processes 
that contribute to adult, infant and acquired CP are revealed. In Chapter 6, the overall 
impact of the findings is presented, unresolved issues are outlined, and suggestions 
for future reseaich are made. First, a summary of the main findings is provided.
6.2. Summary of the main findiugs
Chapter 2 revealed the time course and neural processes involved in adult colour CP. 
During an attended visual oddball task, colour category effects were apparent in 
perceptual ERP components fiom as early as 90 ms post-stimulus onset. This finding 
establishes an early perceptual basis to colour CP, demonstrating that colour category 
effects are rapid and automatic. Additionally, category effects were found in post- 
perceptual ERP components, providing evidence of a role for cognitive processes 
such as memory and language in adult colour CP.
Chapter 3 further investigated the early perceptual contribution to colour CP revealed 
in Chapter 2, by exploring category effects in the vMMN component during an 
unattended visual oddball task. Category effects were found during the vMMN time 
range, reflecting greater visual mismatch detection for between-category deviant 
stimuli compared to within-category deviant stimuli. This finding indicated that the 
early perceptual mechanisms that are involved in colour CP are pre-attentive, as well 
as being rapid and automatic. Additionally, category effects were only evident in the 
LwVF during the vMMN time range. This adds support to the view that the vMMN 
is retinotopically mapped and suggests that coloiu* CP originates in retinotopic 
prestriate visual areas (e.g., V2 and V3).
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Chapter 4 provided the first electrophysiological evidence of pre-linguistic colour 
CP. On a visual oddball task, the ERP wavefomis of seven-month old infants were 
found to differ in response to within- and between-category deviant stimuli. This 
offers fiirther support for the claim that pre-linguistic infants respond categorically to 
coloui*. Category effects were foimd in mfant ERP components that reflect processes 
of attentional allocation, novelty detection and recognition memory. These findings 
are consistent with investigations of infant categorical responding in other domains, 
demonstrating that the neural maikers for different types of categorical responding in 
infancy are compaiable.
Chapter 5 explored the impact of learning novel colour categories on adult ERPs. 
Discrimination of colours aiound a learned category boundary was found to have 
improved following a thi ee day ti aining phase, with the allocation of stimuli to then- 
appropriate categories being more accurate on the last day of ti aining compared to 
the first day. Additionally, colour category effects were evident in the ERP 
waveforms elicited on a visual oddball task that was conducted after the tiaining 
phase. Category effects were only present for the trained region of colour space, and 
only occun ed during post-perceptual stages of processing. This suggests that induced 
adult colour CP is governed by later, cognitive mechanisms alone, rather than the 
combination of perceptual and post-perceptual processes that contiibute to adult 
colour CP on existing colour boundaries. The findings indicated that colour category 
effects are flexible as they can be induced for novel category boundaries. However, 
this induced CP is still influenced by existing category representations following 
relatively short periods of training at least.
6.3. Implications of the findings
The studies presented in this thesis contribute to debates about the origin and natuie 
of colour category effects, by revealing the time course and imderlying mechanisms 
involved in colour CP for different populations across different circumstances. 
Although colour CP is a well documented phenomenon, previous behavioural 
research has presented a complicated pictur e of the relative contributions of 
processes such as perception, memory and language to colour category effects. For 
example, some have argued that colour CP is due to enhanced perceptual
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discriminability aroimd category boundaries (e.g., Hamad, 1987) and that perceptual 
categories may be pre-linguistic, or even iimate (e.g., Bomstein et al., 1976; Franklin 
& Davies, 2004). However, research has also demonstrated tliat language plays a role 
in colour CP. Indeed, colour category effects could be learned under the influence of 
language (e.g., Davies & Corbett, 1997; Roberson et al., 2004) or they could result 
from the use of linguistic sti'ategies during the execution of a task (e.g., Bomstein &
Korda, 1984; Caramazza, 1997). The current studies clarify the roles of perceptual 
and post-perceptual processes in adult, infant and acquired colour CP
From the findings presented in Chapter 2 (Study 1), it appears that perceptual |
mechanisms that are rapid and automatic contribute to adult colour categoiy effects i
during an attended task, as do post-perceptual, cognitive processes such as memory I
and language. This indicates that explanations of colour CP that are solely linguistic
(e.g., Roberson et al., 2000) or pm*ely perceptual (e.g., Hamad, 1987) cannot account
for all reported data. For example, the findings of Roberson et al. (2000) suggest that
colour category effects are lai gely language dependent. In a comparison of English
speakers and Berinmo speakers, whose colour lexicon has only five basic colom*
teims, colour category effects were found only across colour boimdaries that were
marked linguistically. Roberson et al. argue that their findings demonstiate that
colour CP is di-iven by language. This suggests that colour category effects laigely
involve post-perceptual mechanisms. Studies of verbal interference also suggest that
colour CP relies on some kind of linguistic code (e.g., Roberson & Davidoff, 2000;
Winawer et al., 2007). For example, Roberson and Davidoff (2000) found that colom* 
category effects were eliminated by verbal interference, leading them to reason that 
colom CP is due to the on-line use of language. Additionally, evidence of a LH bias 
in adult colom category effects (e.g., Drivonikou et al., 2007; Gilbert et al., 2006;
Roberson et al., 2008; Ting Siok et al., 2009) has indicated that LH language systems 
mediate adult colom* CP. However, the findings of Study 1 demonsfrate that 
language is not the only mechanism contributing to colour CP. Rather, a range of 
perceptual and post-perceptual processes contiibute to adult colour category effects, 
hi Study 1, category effects were found from as early as 90 ms post-stimulus onset, 
which shows that colom CP occms early on in the processing sfream, implicating 
rapid and automatic perceptual processes. It is possible that these perceptual
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processes interact with later cognitive mechanisms in some way, for example 
language could be influencing perception. It is also possible that early perceptual 
mechanisms signify the presence of perceptual categories that are independent of 
language and that language is merely used as a task stiategy.
Study 1 also builds on the findings of Fonteneau and Davidoff (2007), winch 
demonstrate that on an unattended visual oddball task ERP category effects occur 
during stages of post-perceptual processing (195-215 ms). However, no involvement 
of early perceptual mechanisms was revealed. Both Study 1 and Fonteneau and 
Davidoff s investigation suggest that post-perceptual processes such as memory and 
language play a role in colour CP. Additionally, Study 1 implicates early perceptual 
mechanisms in colour category effects. This is therefore the first electrophysiological 
evidence of a perceptual contribution to adult colour CP. However, as outlined 
above, from the findings of Study 1 alone, it is uncleai* what the exact nature of these 
early perceptual effects is.
Chapter 3 fiirther investigated the early perceptual mechanisms involved in adult 
colour CP. The findings presented in this chapter (Study 2) revealed that category 
effects also occur on an unattended task, which indicates that effects of colom* CP are 
resistant to varying task demands, being present under conditions of attention (Study 
1) and inattention (Study 2). Under conditions of inattention, perceptual mechanisms 
reflecting processes of visual mismatch detection play a role in colom* CP. These 
early perceptual effects reflect pre-attentive and rapid processing of categorical 
information relating to colom. Clearly, the presence of eaily ERP category effects 
suggests a perceptual basis for colom* CP, but the fact that perceptual effects can be 
shown without full attention perhaps speaks to the strong automatic natm e of colom 
CP. Indeed, colour category effects do not appear to be readily modifiable by shifts 
in attention, except perhaps in respect of how rapidly they emerge. For example, the 
time course of colom category effects differed in Study 1 and in Fonteneau and 
Davidoff s (2007) investigation, and again in Study 2. The tasks in each of these 
studies had different demands and involved either an attended (Study 1) or an 
unattended (Fonteneau & Davidoff, 2007; Study 2) colom change. Therefore it is 
apparent that colom* CP occms under conditions of attention and inattention but that 
the time comse of colom category effects does differ for these conditions.
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Additionally, the finding of a vertical asymmetry for category effects in the vMMN 
component in Study 2 is consistent with the claim that the vMMN is retinotopically 
mapped. This therefore suggests that colour CP originates in retinotopic prestriate 
visual areas of the brain, linking the effect to low-level processes. However, despite 
this, it remains possible that perceptual representations are modulated by the effects 
of language thiough top-down processes, hideed, Ting Siok et al. (2009), who 
investigated colour CP using fMRI, suggest that language actually has an impact on 
perception at the level of the visual cortex. If this is the case then adult category 
effects in the vMMN, which are linlced to prestiiate visual areas, may be mediated by 
language.
Despite the apparent contribution of linguistic processes in adult colour categoiy 
effects, developmental behavioural studies have shown that colour CP can occui" in 
the absence of language (e.g., Bomstein et al., 1976; Catherwood et al., 1987, 1990; 
Franklin et al., 2008a; Franklin et al., 2005a; Franklin & Davies, 2004, Franklin et 
al., 2005b). Many have been sceptical about these findings as the presence of infant 
colour category effects, which are independent of language, appears to contradict 
evidence suggesting that colour CP relies on linguistic mechanisms. Chapter 4 helps 
to clarify tliis issue. The findings of Study 3 demonstrate that infant colour CP is 
governed by mechanisms that reflect attentional allocation, novelty detection and 
recognition memory, and that the time course of infant category effects differs 
greatly to that of adult coloiu* CP. The infant ERP findings provide converging 
evidence showing that colour category effects can occur in the absence of language. 
This suggests that adult colour CP, which involves language (e.g., Gilbert et al. 2006; 
Liu et al., 2009; Roberson & Davidoff, 2000; Ting Siok et al., 2009), is different in 
natuie to the pre-linguistic colour CP that is present in infancy.
There also appear to be some similarities in the processes involved in infant and 
adult colour category effects. For example, although it is difficult to make direct 
comparisons between adult and infant ERPs (see Chapter 4), it is possible that there 
is a parallel between the processes of context updating and memory storage 
operations reflected by the category effects in the adult P3 component and the 
processes of memory and context updating that ai*e indicated by category effects in 
the infant PSW component (Nelson, 1994). It is therefore possible that infant colour
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CP reflects a predisposition for category boundaries to form at certain points in the 
coloui* space. This predisposition can be conceptualised as a ‘perceptual template’, 
wliich provides constraints on the location of colour CP. The involvement of 
language in adult colour CP implies that this perceptual template is then modified in 
some way by language learning. The acquisition of language may increase sensitivity 
ai'ound linguistic category boundaries without reducing sensitivity aroimd the 
category boundaries defined by the perceptual template. Or, language learning may 
result in perceptual change, by altering the location of perceptual category 
boundaries.
The final study of this thesis investigated the interaction between perceptual and 
post-perceptual processes following novel category learning. Behavioural studies of 
category learning have shown that CP can be induced by relatively short periods of 
category training. However, the mechanisms responsible for acquired CP were not 
fully imderstood. For example, Goldstone (1994) trained participants to categorise 
geometric stimuli that differed in size and brightness. Following training participants 
showed induced CP that was specific to the dimension that they were trained on. 
Additionally, this CP was characterised by between-category expansion and within- 
category compression. When compared to a control group who had undergone no 
prior training, trained paiticipants were more accurate at differentiating stimuli that 
crossed the new category boundary (between-category expansion), but were also less 
accurate at differentiating between stimuli belonging to the same new category 
(within-category compression). Goldstone interpreted these findings as evidence of a 
representational change in tlie stimulus dimension on which paiticipants had been 
trained. The findings of Notman et al. (2005) provide further evidence to show that 
category learning has an impact on perceptual processing and suggest that perceptual 
change is happening at the level of the visual cortex (VI). These findings relate to 
category learning of giating patterns varying in orientation. However, Ozgen and 
Davies (2002) suggested that category learning of novel colour categories enhanced 
sensitivity around new category boundaries without reducing sensitivity around 
existing category boundaiies following the finding of between-category expansion 
only. This would suggest, in contrast to Goldstone’s (1994) and Notman et al.’s 
(2005) findings that category training does not have an impact on existing perceptual
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categories. Therefore from previous behavioural research, the mechanisms involved 
in induced CP following novel category learning are micleai*.
The findings presented in Chapter 5 (Study 4) show that adult colour CP tliat has 
been induced through category training involves different processes and has a 
different tune course to adult CP that occius for existing colour categories. The 
difference in the time course and mechanisms of induced colour CP and colour CP 
that occurs across existing colour boundaries, suggests that induced category effects 
are less automatic, occurring later in processing than category effects that have not 
been induced thi ough training. Indeed, the findings of Study 4 show that acquired 
adult colour CP that has been induced following a relatively short period of category 
learning occurs from 350 ms post-stimulus onset, implicating post-perceptual 
mechanisms only. Therefore acquired colour CP of this kind does not appear to have 
an impact on the perceptual representations of existing categories, but instead marks 
new category boundaries through the involvement of, for example, memorial and 
linguistic processes. Indeed, it is possible that cognitive influences such as biases in 
memory toward new category prototypes (e.g., Huttenlocher et al., 2000), or verbal 
labelling strategies (e.g., Roberson & Davidoff, 2000; Drivonikou et a l, 2007), 
account for the late ERP effects that are evident in acquired colour CP. The findings 
of Study 4 are consistent with those of Ozgen and Davies’ (2002), which suggest that 
the use of cognitive strategies plays a role in category learning but does not alter the 
low-level perceptual representation of stimuli. This is the case for adult colour CP 
that has been induced through relatively short periods of category training. However, 
whether novel categories can be tiained at a perceptual level remains unclear.
The range of findings presented in tliis thesis indicate that although there is some 
similarity in the mechanisms involved in different types of colour- CP, the time 
course and exact mechanisms differ for colom- CP across different populations and 
circumstances. There appears to be a form of colour CP that is non-linguistic (found 
in infancy), a form of coloru CP that involves both low-level perceptual processes 
and post-perceptual mechanisms (found in adults on existing category boundaiies), 
and a foi-m of colour CP that is influenced by cognitive processes alone (found in 
adults following category learning of novel coloru categories). These findings 
highlight that theories of coloru CP that rely on linguistic explanations alone (e.g..
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Roberson et al., 2000) are at best incomplete. Similarly, theories of colour CP that 
present a purely perceptual account (e.g., Hamad, 1987) are also insufficient. Instead, 
colour category effects occur as a result of a range of perceptual and post-perceptual 
mechanisms that differ for different circiunstances. For example. Study 1 provides 
the first electrophysiological evidence for a perceptual basis to adult coloiu CP and 
also implicates later cognitive processes such as memory and language. Study 2 
indicates that the early perceptual mechanisms involved in adult colour category 
effects are rapid, automatic and pre-attentive and originate in retinotopic prestriate 
visual areas of the brain. Study 3 demonstrates that processes of attention, novelty 
detection and recognition memory contribute to mfant coloiu CP and verifies that 
colour category effects can occur in the absence of language. Finally, Study 4 shows 
that acquired adult colour CP is mediated by post-perceptual mechanisms such as 
linguistic stiategies or memory for defining category features.
As well as informing debates on coloui* CP, the findings of this thesis also have 
implications for wider debate about the origin and natui e of categories in thought and 
language. For example, the findings presented in Chapter 4 indicate that at seven- 
months, infants respond categorically to colour in the absence of language and that 
the mechanisms involved in this categorical responding are similar to those for infant 
categorical responding in other domains (see Grossmann et al., 2009; Quinn et al., 
2006). This suggests tliat a range of different categories ai e processed by the infant 
brain before language has been formally acquired and so categories that are present 
in thought precede categories in language. However, it seems apparent that language 
has a role to play later on in development. An involvement of language looks likely 
for adult colour CP for existing category boundaiies as well as adult colour CP for 
newly acquired category boundaries. Additionally, the absence of early perceptual 
effects in acquired coloiu CP indicates that leaining of new category boundaries does 
not change existing perceptual representations. It is therefore possible that perceptual 
effects of colour CP are hard-wired, or are fonned only in early stages of 
development. It is also possible that perceptual category effects emerge following 
longer periods of category tiaining, once experience with new category boundaries 
has been more effectively consolidated. Further research may help to clarify these 
possibilities.
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6.4. Suggestions for future research
The findings of this thesis raise a number of further questions that may be addressed 
in future research. Chapter 3 implicates rapid pre-attentive perceptual mechanisms in 
adult colour CP, yet from the findings of Chapter 2, it seems apparent that language 
also plays a role in later colour category effects. Chapter 5 presented a study that 
investigated the interaction of early perceptual and later post-perceptual processes on 
adult colour CP through exploring the impact of novel category learning on colour 
category effects ai'oimd a learned colour boundary. The specific interaction between 
perception and language could be frirther explored by investigating the influence of 
colour language on pre-attentive adult colour perception. As outlined in Chapter 1, 
there are differences in the way the world’s languages divide the colour space, with 
languages having varying numbers of colour terms (e.g., MacLaury et al., 2008). 
Speakers of languages whose colour lexicons differ have been found to perform 
differently on colour discrimination tasks (e.g., Daoutis et al., 2006a; Kay & 
Kempton, 1984; Roberson et al., 2000; Winawer et al., 2007). However, the 
underlying mechanisms responsible for these cross-cultural differences have not been 
confirmed.
In light of the findings of this thesis, it would be beneficial to investigate whether 
cross-cultui'al differences result fr om the influence of language on attentional and 
cognitive strategies, or whether language actually affects the low-level and pre- 
attentive stages of perceptual processing. The approach used in Chapter 3, where 
ERPs were recorded on a task that reliably elicits a pre-attentive ERP component 
called the vMMN, could be employed to compare the ERPs of English speakers and, 
for example, speakers of Himba — a language that has only five basic colour tenns. 
The Himba language has only one colour teiin for the blue and green region of 
colour space, and so comparisons with English speakers on tasks involving stimuli 
that cross the English blue-green category boimdaiy are particularly useful. 
Recording ERPs during such a task would reveal whether there are cross-linguistic 
differences in the processes involved in colour CP. This would show whether 
perceptual categories differ for speakers of different languages or whether 
differences m category effects only reveal themselves in later, cognitive ERP 
components. If category effects were foimd in the vMMN component for Himba
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speakers on the blue-gi'een category bonndaiy — which is unmarked in their 
language — this would suggest that differences in language do not alter perception.
The converging evidence for a categorical response to colour in infants provided by 
Study 3, strongly suggests that colour categories are not entirely linguistically 
constructed. Instead, it appears that colour category effects in seven-month old 
infants involve processes of attention, memory and novelty detection. As outlined in 
Chapter 1, developmental behavioural studies suggest that pre-linguistic CP is 
lateralised to the RH, and that latéralisation switches to the LH around the time that 
the words for the relevant categories are learned (Franklin et al., 2008b). One 
hypothesis is that there is a RH substiate for a categorical response to colour that is 
replaced or suppressed by the mechanisms of language once colour terms have been 
acquired (Franklin et al., 2008b). Due to the use of low density ERP and non- 
lateralised stimulus presentations in Study 3, confinnation of the RH bias in infant 
colour CP was not possible from these data. However, Study 3 does establish an 
approach that, if combined with high-density ERP recording, could further test for 
changes in the latéralisation of colour CP across development, hivestigations of this 
kind would enable clarification of the latéralisation of infant colour CP and provide 
fuither insight into the development of colour category effects. Additionally, the 
approach used in Study 3 could be applied to investigate category effects in other 
domains such as CP of facial expressions or orientation, for example.
As outlined previously. Study 3 provided further evidence that infant colour CP is 
present in the absence of language, but it seems likely from the findings of Studies 1 
and 4 that language plays a role in adult colour CP. Further research is therefore 
needed to understand the relationship between the categorical response to colour in 
infants and colour categories in language. For example, the fact that infants show CP 
across the blue-green category boundaiy is suiprising as many of the world’s 
languages do not mark this boundaiy in their coloiu lexicon. Despite variation in 
how the world’s languages categorise the coloiu spectrum, it does appear that there 
ai e statistical tendencies for coloiu categories to fonn at certain points in coloui* 
space, with universal constraints on coloui* categorisation (e.g., Kay & Regier, 2003; 
Regier et a l., 2005; Regier et a l., 2007). It is possible that colour categorisation in
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infancy provides these constraints, or that infant colour categories and colour 
categories in language partly originate from a common souice. For example, it has 
been suggested that coloui* categories in language aie acquired fr om sensitivity to 
statistical tendencies in the colour of surfaces in oui* environment (Yendrikhovskij, 
2001), the shape of perceptual coloui* space (Jameson & D’Andrade, 1997; Regier et 
al, 2007), and properties of ambient light souices (Shepard, 1992). These 
possibilities could be explored thiough a cross-cultural investigation of infant coloui* 
CP using the ERP teclinique. Cross-cultural studies of colour CP in childi en have 
been conducted using behavioural measures (e.g., Franklin et al., 2005a; Daoutis et 
al., 2006a; Goldstein et al., 2009), but cross-cultural comparison of colour category 
effects in pre-linguistic infants has never been attempted. Additionally, the ERP 
technique has not previously been used to explore cross-cultui al differences in colour 
CP. Such an investigation would enable exploration of whether the mechanisms 
involved in infant coloui* CP and the location of this CP are the same for infants from 
different populations. If similarities across populations were found, this might 
suggest that infant colour categories originate from a universal perceptual template 
and that tliis is perhaps modulated by language later on in development.
The findings of Study 4 indicate that the time course and mechanisms of coloiu CP 
that has been acquired following a relatively short period of experimental ti aining 
differ to those of colour category effects that occur across existing colour boundaries, 
hideed, the induced category effects found in Study 4 involve only post-perceptual 
mechanisms and are less rapid and automatic than the adult category effects found in 
Study 1, which were not acquired thiough experimental training. The presence of 
induced category effects in later cognitive ERP components indicates that novel 
category learning does influence the location of coloui* CP. However, following 
category tiaining that spans only three days, it appears that the perceptual 
representations of existing coloui* categories continue to exert their effects on the 
newly acquired category representations. This acquired coloui* CP appears to be 
characterised by between-category expansion but not by within-category 
compression, suggesting that novel category leaining enliances sensitivity at the new 
category boundary but does not reduce sensitivity around existing category 
boundaiies. Therefore, it seems apparent that there is an interaction between
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perceptual and post-perceptual mechanisms during the process of category learning, 
and that this is perhaps influenced by the intensity and / or duration of the training 
phase. Future research could investigate the time course and underlying mechanisms 
involved in acquired colour category effects following training phases of varying 
length, to reveal whether early perceptual mechanisms contribute to induced colour 
CP after longer or more intensive periods of training. This would help to clarify 
whether acquired category effects reflect genuine flexibility in colour CP, or whether 
they aiise as a result of the use of cognitive strategies and merely a temporary 
alteration of the existing category template.
6.5. Overall model
The overall findings of this thesis point towards a new model for colour CP. This 
model incorporates the different types of colour CP that occur across different 
populations and circumstances, as outlined above.
It is possible that the pre-linguistic colour CP found in infants reflects a 
predisposition for category boundaries to form at certain points in the colour space. 
This colom* CP is independent of language and possibly corresponds to a perceptual 
template which provides constraints on the location of colour CP. As mentioned 
previously, this template could originate fiom sensitivity to statistical tendencies in 
the surface colours of objects in the environment (see Yendrikliovskij, 2001), or 
correspond with the shape of perceptual colom* space (e.g., Jameson & D’Andrade, 
1997), or it could be influenced by properties of ambient light sources (Shepaid, 
1992). It seems evident from the difference in the time course and processes involved 
in infant and adult colom* CP identified by Studies 1 and 3, that there is a change in 
the natme of colom* CP later on in development. This is also evident from previous 
behaviomal research which has shown that there is a RH bias for infant colom* CP 
and a LH bias for adult colom CP, wliich takes over following colom teim 
acquisition (e.g., Franklin et al., 2008a). Indeed, it seems appaient that language has 
an impact on adult colom* CP, despite the ability of infants to respond categorically to 
colom* in the absence of language. It is possible that the acquisition of language 
increases sensitivity aiound linguistic category boundaries. This could explain cross- 
cultmal differences in the location of adult colom CP (e.g., Kay & Kempton, 1984;
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Roberson et al., 2000). However, it could be that language superimposes a new 
category structure through the implementation of relevant cognitive strategies (e.g., 
Bornstein & Korda, 1984), or alternatively language may actually modulate the 
infant perceptual template at the level of the visual cortex (Ting Siok et al., 2009). 
From the findings of Study 4, it seems apparent that novel category learning involves 
post-perceptual mechanisms only. This may also be the case diuing colour term 
acquisition and for a limited period thereafter. However, it is possible that once 
linguistic colour categories have been flilly consolidated perceptual change does 
occur, consistent with the findings of behaviomal category learning studies in 
domains other than colour (e.g., Goldstone, 1994; Notman et al., 2005). Although 
this model offers a plausible explanation of the findings of this thesis in relation to 
existing research, it is clear that further research is needed to clarify its validity.
6.6. Conclusions of the thesis
The studies presented in this thesis have used the ERP technique to reveal the time- 
course and nemal markers of colom CP in infants and adults. The approach has 
provided a series of original findings that are of central importance to debates about 
the origin and natm e of colom CP. First, the finding that colour category effects 
occm from as early as 90 ms post-stimulus onset provides novel evidence for the 
rapid and automatic detection of categorical information by the human brain. These 
early perceptual mechanisms aie complemented by later cognitive processes such as 
memory and language, which also contribute to adult colom CP. Additionally, the 
presence of category effects in the vMMN component indicates that adult colom CP 
occms pre-attentively and possibly originates in retinotopic pre-stiiate visual areas. 
The finding of colom category effects in infant ERP components offers new 
evidence of how the infant brain categorises in the absence of language, revealing 
that processes of attention, novelty detection and recognition memory are central to 
infant colom* CP. Finally, the novel finding that induced category effects occur in 
later, post-perceptual ERP components emphasises the importance of cognitive 
strategies in the foimation of new categories. It also provides converging evidence 
for the flexibility of colom category effects, showing that the location of colour CP 
can be altered following relatively short periods of training, but also that existing 
category representations are not necessarily erased following short term category
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learning. The use of the ERP technique to investigate the time course and underlying 
mechanisms of colour CP has helped to clarify existing debates about the origin mid 
nature of colour category effects. It is now evident that accounts of colour CP that 
are purely linguistic or wholly perceptual ai e at best incomplete. Instead it appears 
that a range of perceptual and post-perceptual processes contribute to colour category 
effects and that the time course of colour CP vaiies under different circumstances, 
hideed, it is possible that infant colom* categories originate from a universal 
perceptual template and that this is perhaps modulated by language later on in 
development. As well as providing a new model explaining colour category effects, 
the studies in this thesis have established a method for investigating colom CP using 
an electrophysiological measme. This method could be used in futme research to 
provide fmther insights into cross-cultmal and lateralised effects of colom* CP across 
development.
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Appendix A
The physiological basis of colour vision
A brief introduction to colour vision and colorimetry is presented here to provide the 
reader with a basic understanding of colour science, which is a fundamental aspect of 
the approach taken in this thesis.
Cones are one of the two types of light sensitive, visual receptor cells in the retina. 
Cones provide high visual acuity and are also specialised for colour vision. It has 
been suggested that there are three types of cone photoreceptors, which each absorb 
different wavelengths of light to different degrees. This was first proposed by Yoimg 
(1802) and again by Helmholtz (1885), who suggested that each type of cone 
contains one of three different photopigments, which is responsible for producing 
sensations of red, green and blue. It is now imderstood that the tlnee types of cones 
are sensitive to a broad range of wavelengths but have a maximal sensitivity to 
wavelengths that are either long (L cones), medium (M cones) or short (S cones).
The perception of inteimediate hues arises fi om the differential stimulation of two or 
more types of cones. For example, when both red and green cones are stimulated we 
may see yellow or orange, depending on the strength of stimulation of each cone 
type.
The ‘tricliromatic’ theory of colour vision was challenged by Hering (1878), who 
argued that there are four unique chromatic sensations, rather than three (red, green, 
blue and yellow). Hering observed that there were specific relationships between 
these fom- chiomatic sensations, whereby red and green could not be signalled at the 
same time and nor could blue and yellow. He therefore suggested that each pair of 
opposing sensations could be imagined as opposite ends of one mechanism. These 
two mechanisms are referred to as the red-gieen process and the blue-yellow process 
and it is argued that oiu perception of colour is dependent on the excitation and 
inliibition of these two processes. The notion of opponent processing seems logical 
as it is not possible for a colour to appear bluish-yellow or reddish-green. Similaiiy, 
Hering’s theory is supported by the concept of opponent after images, where a blue
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after image is perceived if a yellow colour is star ed at for a period of time and then 
the eyes are diverted to a white background (Pinel, 1997).
CiuTent colour vision theory acknowledges that trichr omatic theory is complemented 
by opponent processing theory. Cells that are excited by yellow wavelengths and 
inhibited by blue wavelengths and vice versa and cells that are excited by red 
wavelengths and inhibited by green wavelengths and vice versa have been found in 
the retina (Svaetichin, 1956) and in the cells of the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN; 
De Valois, 1960; De Valois, Abramov & Jacobs, 1966; De Valois & Jacobs, 1968). 
This discovery provides a physiological grounding for opponent processing theory 
and enables it to be reconciled with trichromatic theory, hrdeed, following their 
earlier discoveries. De Valois and De Valois (1975) proposed that the four types of 
opponent processing cells receive excitatory or hihibitory signals from the three 
types of cone. This notion was incorporated into Hurvich’s (1981) two stage colour 
theory, which suggests that the tliree types of cone specified by trichromatic theory 
stimulate the appropriate colour opponent cells for their wavelength, whilst inhibiting 
the inappropriate colour opponent cells. The resulting output determines the colour 
that is perceived.
The process of colour vision that incorporates trichromatic and opponent processing 
theories can be summarised by the following sequence of events. Before light 
reaches the tlnee types of cones in the retina, it enters the eye, passing through the 
cornea, the aqueous hmnour, the lens and the vitreous hmnour in turn. The axons of 
each cone then synapse with neurons called bipolar cells, which allow the signal to 
be passed on to the ganglion cells. The axons of the ganglion cells transmit action 
potentials to the brain along the optic nerve. The optic ner-ves from each eye meet at 
the optic chiasm, near to the centr e of the base of the cerebral cortex. Most of the 
ganglion cell axons lead to the LGNs of the thalamus, where opponent processing 
cells are activated. From here the signal is passed to the primary visual cortex in the 
occipital lobe of the cerebrum. Himdreds of millions of additional internem ons then 
carry the information to other, more sophisticated visual processing and integrating 
centres elsewhere in the cortex (e.g.. Bear, Connors & Paradiso, 2007). Not much is 
larown about colour processing at the level of the cortex but ar ea V4 of the visual 
cortex has been proposed as a site that is involved in colour perception, where colour
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infonnation from different locations is assimilated to enable the full experience of 
colour' (Zeki, 1993).
Our perception of colour is immensely complex and there are still uncertainties about 
the processes and physiology responsible for colour vision. Additionally, evidence 
for the presence of individual differences in the physiology of colom vision (e.g., 
Dartnall, Bowmaker & Mollon, 1983; Javitt & Taylor, 1994; Leimie, 2000) and 
changes in the physiology of the eye over development (e.g., Boettner & Wolter, 
1962; Coren & Girgus, 1972; Weale, 1963) complicate things further. Our 
experience of colour as a context dependent, categorically defined concept camiot be 
determined by physiology alone as what we understand about the physiological basis 
of colour vision provides only a portion of the story.
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Appendix B
EEG theory
EEG potentials are obtained through the use of electrodes, which are placed on the 
scalp to pick up activity generated by large populations of neur ons in the brain.
Single neiu'ons alone do not generate a sufficient electrical cun'ent to be measured by 
scalp electrodes but EEG is capable of recording postsynaptic potentials fiom large 
populations of neurons. These are referred to as local field potential recordings (e.g., 
Luck, 2005). EEG scalp signals mainly consist of postsynaptic activity from 
assemblies of pyramidal cells in the cortex. Pyramidal cells are a type of neuron 
fomid in areas of the brain such as the cerebral cortex, so called for their triangular 
shaped cell bodies. They ar e typically aligned perpendicular to the surface of the 
cortex, which enables the field potentials generated by individual cells to be summed 
in a linear way (e.g.. Bear et al., 2007). The separations of positive and negative 
charge from each individual nemon are called dipoles and the summated dipoles can 
be approximated by a single current dipole. This combined flow of current generated 
by the summation of postsynaptic potentials is conducted through the brain until it 
reaches the surface, where it is measuiable at the scalp. This process is known as 
volume conduction. Due to their efficient means of transportation and proximity to 
the cortical surface, the summed activity from pyramidal cells in superficial layers of 
the cortex is the main constituent of EEG signals (e.g.. Gaillar d, 1988). Activity in 
deeper, sub-coifical areas of the brain is less likely to contribute to the EEG scalp 
signal.
When the signal reaches the scalp, the cuiTent flow can either be a negative char ge 
(representing largely excitatory activity) or a positive charge (reflecting largely 
inliibitory activity). This is determined by the position and orientation of the 
siunmated dipole. However, the scalp location of the signal does not necessarily 
corTespond to the activity generated by the pyramidal cells directly beneath. As the 
brain is a conductive mediiun, as well as travelling towards the smTace of the scalp 
the electrical activity also tends to spread outwards. Additionally, when ERPs reach 
the skull they tend to spread laterally due to its high resistance (e.g., Toates, 2007).
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Consequently, the distribution of voltage at the scalp can be bluiTed, with ERPs 
generated in one part of the brain leading to substantial voltages in parts of the scalp 
that are quite distant. When ERP data has been recorded from at least 60 electrode 
sites, there are mathematical techniques that can be used to provide a likelihood ratio 
for the anatomical source of an ERP effect. However, there is no one technique that 
is currently widely accepted as providing an infallible means of localising ERP 
sources (Luck, 2005). Consequently, source localisation techniques should be used 
with caution and are not employed within this thesis.
Although the spatial resolution of ERPs is difficult to quantify, their temporal 
resolution is excellent. As electricity travels at a pace close to the speed of light, the 
voltages recorded at the scalp reflect what is happenmg in the brain at that very same 
moment. This coupled with the non-invasive natm e of the ERP technique, its relative 
low cost and its ability to provide a continuous measure of processing make it an 
incredibly valuable tool.
EEG analysis
The analysis of EEG evoked potentials is often earned out to provide a tool for 
investigating neural activity relating to a specific event, such as the presentation of a 
stimulus. However, the activity that is elicited by the event is not instantly observable 
as it is contaminated by background ‘noise’, produced by constant activity that is 
independent of the event. When analysing EEG data the noise needs to be filtered out 
so that the potentials evoked by the experimental event, or ‘signal’, can be revealed, 
hi order to do this, it is necessary to record many individual trials in which the same 
experimental event occurs. Activity associated with the event is considered to be 
time-locked to that event, and so ERPs aie expected to be the same for each 
individual trial. Conversely, the background noise is independent of the timing of the 
event as it is constant and so is random for each individual tiial. Therefore, by 
averaging across trials the noise is reduced but the ERP wavefonn remains. By 
increasing the nmnber of trials, the noise remaining in the averaged wavefonn gets 
smaller, but the signal remains constant, thus increasing the signal to noise ratio and 
producing a cleaier, uncontaminated ERP. The clarity of the ERP is directly related 
to the number of individual trials included and therefore it is essential to record a
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sufficient number of trials to produce a detectable signal. Luck (2004) suggests tliat 
at least fifty trials per condition should be included in the grand-averaged waveform, 
which is the waveform that is produced after averaging across all trials and all 
participants, although this figure is not absolute and is dependent upon the 
characteristics of the ERP components under analysis. The specific parameters 
applied to the analysis of EEG data within this thesis are outlined in the method of 
each study.
ERP components
Once data has been processed, filtered and averaged across all tirais and all 
participants for each relevant condition, a set of grand-averaged ERP waveforms are 
produced. Each waveform consists of a sequence of positive and negative voltage 
deflections, which are referred to as ‘peaks’ or ‘waves’, or more generally as 
‘components’. Although there are variations in the practice of ERP component 
naming, ERP components are typically defined by three key features: polarity 
(whether the peak or wave is positive or negative), latency (the time at wliich it 
occurs) and general scalp distribution. Therefore the naming of ERP components 
generally takes on a standardised format, where the letters ‘P’ or ‘N’ ar e followed by 
a number. P and N refer to the polarity of a component, indicating positive-going and 
negative-going components respectively and the following nimiber indicates a 
component’s ordinal position witliin the waveform. Wlien analysing ERP 
components it is possible to measur e the amplitude (height of the peak) and the 
latency (the time at which the peak occurs) and apply statistical analyses to these 
features. However, there are several different methods of measmement for both 
amplitude and latency. For example, measuring ‘peak amplitude’ involves defining a 
time window for a component and taking the maximrrm amplitude within that 
window, whereas measurements of ‘mean amplitude’ entail calculating the mean 
voltage witlrin a defined time window (Picton et al., 2000). Additionally, it is not 
always common practice to analyse both amplitude and latency and this depends on 
the population under investigation (e.g., DeBoer et al., 2005) and the specific ERP 
component that is being investigated (e.g., van Boxtel, 1998).
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The above summai-y provides an overview of the basic features of an ERP 
component, but the defining of ERP components can be much more complex than 
this. The naming of components presents several caveats. Some researchers may use 
the latency of the component instead of its position to define it and so two different 
labels can be used to refer to the same phenomenon. For example the P3 component 
is sometimes refeiTed to as the P300, a label which denotes a positive waveform 
occurring at around 300 ms, rather than a positive waveform occurring third in the 
sequence of components, although both descriptions may be valid (e.g., Polich, 
2004). Additionally, components referred to with the same label can also reflect very 
different processes as the same labels ar e sometimes used for components in 
different modalities. For example, the auditory PI component has no relationship to 
the visual PI component. Similarly, even within one modality, components with the 
same label may not be the same across experiments. This can present problems when 
defining and cross referencing components. However, it is possible to overcome this 
ambiguity by investigating ERP components that have been widely resear ched and 
well characterised and by using well established paradigms that enable stringent 
replication (Hillyard & Picton, 1987).
There ar e a number of specific ERP components which ar e relevant to the type of 
experiments involved in this thesis, which are largely well defined within the ERP 
literature. The components mider investigation differ according to the particular* task 
involved and the type of population being tested and so descriptions of the ERP 
components and their meanings are reserved for the specific introductions to each 
study.
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Appendix C
Colour order systems
Due to the vast and multidimensional nature of colour* space, research into colour CP 
requires the use of colour* order systems so that colour stimuli can be measured, 
equated and reproduced. There ar e a number* of different widely used systems, such 
as the Munsell system, the Commission Inter*national d’Éclar age colom* space (CIE), 
the Natural Color System (NCS) and the Optical Society of America (OSA) colour* 
space. Use of these systems has only recently become commonplace and alternative 
methods such as wavelength based systems have been used in some studies of colour 
perception. When selecting colour stimuli on the basis of wavelength the colours 
used are monochromatic lights, which project the most saturated example of a 
colour. Wavelength based stimuli do not represent colour in the natural world as they 
are non reflective, do not contain broadband mixtrues of colours and appear at 
unnatmal satmation levels (unlike Mrmsell, OSA and NCS stimuh). Therefore, the 
relevance of such systems to normal colour perception is Ihnited. Additionally, 
because the sensitivity of the human eye is not consistent across wavelengths, equal 
wavelength separations are not necessarily equal perceptual separations (see 
Wyszecld & Stiles, 2000). So, in studies where stimuli need to be perceptually 
equidistant, such as studies of colour CP, the wavelength system is not suitable. 
Therefore, the studies presented in this thesis use stimuli that are defined in Munsell 
coloui* space and verified in CEE (1931) colour space wherever possible. Each of 
these colour order systems differs in its theoretical basis and has particular stiengths 
and weaknesses.
Within Mimsell colour* space there are tlnee dimensions: Hue (corresponding to 
colour). Value (lightness) and Chroma (colomfulness or pur eness of hue; see Figure 
C.l). Stimuli are specified using a notation that consists of thr ee co-ordinates, one for 
each of the three dimensions, hi Mimsell notation. Value is represented on a Imear 
scale ranging fiom 1 to 10,1 being the darkest and 10 the lightest. Chr oma is 
represented on a radial scale with high Chroma corresponding to more saturated or 
pur e colours and low Chroma to colours containing less pigment. The maximum
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realisable Chr oma varies depending on Hue and Value. The Hue dimension is 
circular, as in Newton’s colour circle, and the Hue is defined in terms of 
abbreviations of five main Hues: R (red), Y (yellow), G (green), B (blue) and P 
(purple). There are also five intermediate Hues that are represented by combinations 
of the main Hues (YR, GY, BG, PB and RP). Within a Hue segment, variations in 
Hue ar e indicated by numbers preceding the Hue co-ordinate, ranging from 1 to 10 
(e.g., IBG, 2.5R, lOGY). Sthnuli are specified by giving co-ordinates for Hue, 
followed by Value, and then Chroma. Therefore, 5G 3 / 2 represents a dark, 
unsaturated green, whereas 5PB 9 /9  equates to a light, saturated purple.
Value
Chroma < ►
0 8 10
Figure C.l. A schematic representation of Mimsell colour space including the 
dimensions and their metric and the shape of the colour solid.
The original Munsell system was intended to be perceptually uniform with equal 
numerical separations within a dimension representing equal perceptual differences, 
but there were faults in the spacing. The system was therefore adjusted by Newhall, 
Nickerson and Judd (1943), based on an extensive program of psychophysical
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judgments involving forty English speaking observers maldng some 3,000,000 
judgments. Observers were required to make magnitude judgments on the ratio of the 
perceived Hue difference between pairs of adjacent stimuli, whilst Clnoma and 
Value were held constant (Newhall, 1939). The adjusted Munsell system is 
standardised so that if Value and Chr oma ar e kept constant, equal mmierical changes 
in Hue represent equal perceptual differences. However, change in more than one 
dimension at a time causes a breakdown of perceptual uniformity. Another caveat is 
that the perceptual distance between Hue steps increases with Chroma and so some 
separations camiot be compared within the Munsell system, hr such instances CIE 
distance can be used to make the comparison.
Colour systems such as Munsell produce stimuli that coiTespond to colour in the 
natural world. Therefore Mrmsell stimuli ar e designed to be viewed under a 
controlled illumination similar to daylight. Wlien using Munsell paper, experiments 
should be conducted imder illuminant C, which is a standard light source that has 
approximately equal amounts of visible wavelengths, as used by Newhall et al., 
(1943) during the standardisation of Munsell. When using computerised 
representations of Mimsell stimuli it is also important to control the illumination of 
the monitor so that the white point approximates illuminant C.
There are several CIE systems for measuring colour* space, but the original CIE 
colour space (1931) is based on data from a series of colom* rnatcliing experiments 
conducted in the 1920s (e.g., Wright, 1929; Guild, 1931). Colom* matching frmctions 
were created so that all coloms perceivable by the hmnan eye (a concept also 
referred to as the ‘gamut’ of human vision), could be plotted. All CIE colour* systems 
define stimuli using thr ee co-ordinates that represent the thr ee dimensions of colour 
space. The CIE chr ornaticity diagram (1931) is a two dimensional representation of 
this space and shows only tire two dimensions that relate to clrromaticity (x and y). 
The tlrird dimension that is not shown denotes luminance or* brightness and is 
referred to as ‘Y’ in CIE co-ordinates (see Figme C.2).
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Figure C.2. A simplified version of the CEE (1931) clnomaticity diagram firom El- 
Ghaffar, Youssef & Ahmed (2006).
Within the original CIE colour space (1931) perceptual uniformity was not achieved 
and equal changes in each of the three co-ordinates does not necessarily produce 
equal perceptual distances. Several additions have since been made to rectify this 
(CIE LAB, 1964; CIE LUV, 1976). hi the CIE LUV (1976) colour space the three 
co-ordinates aie represented by L*, u* and v’^ , where L* refers to lightness 
(equivalent to Y in CIE 1931), and u* and v* to chiomaticity where u* is a red-green 
axis and v* is a blue-yellow axis. This colour space is appropriate for describing 
differences in colour appearance, where equal distances in the space are intended to 
coiTespond with equal perceptual distances. The thi'ee dimensions in an L*u*v* plot 
can be used to calculate the total perceptual distance (AE) between stimuli using the 
following formula:
AE = V((L*1 -  L*2)*^) + « 11*1 -  u*2)*^) + «v*l -  v*2)*^))
AE is the total perceptual distance between stimuli 1 and 2.
L*1 is the L* value of stimulus 1, L*2 is tlie L* value of stimulus 2.
11*1 is the u* value of stimulus 1, u*2 is the u* value of stimulus 2. 
v*l is the V* value of stimulus 1, v*2 is the v* value of stimulus 2.
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Appendix D
Verbatim instructions given to participants before the behavioural task in Study 
1.
A series of coloured squares will appear in the centre of the screen. There will be one 
colour that will appear frequently. To enable you to faniiliaiise yoiu'self with this 
colour, it will always be shown several times at the start of each trial. There will also 
be two colours that will appear infr equently. Your task is to identify these colours 
accordingly. Press the far left key when you see the frequent colour. Press the far 
right key when you see an infrequent colour. Try to respond as quickly and 
accurately as you can.
Appendix E
Verbatim instructions given to participants before the ERP task in Studies 1 
and 4.
A series of coloured squares will appear in the centre of the screen. There will be one 
coloui' that will appear frequently. To enable you to familiarise yoinself with this 
colour, it will always be shown several times at the start of each trial. There will also 
be two coloui's that will appear infrequently. Your task is to mentally count how 
many times the two infrequent colour s appear* in each block. Please count all 
infrequent colours together. There is no need to keep a separate coimt of the two 
infrequent colours. At the end of each block you will be asked by the experimenter 
how many times the infrequent colours appeared.
Appendix F
Written instructions presented to participants before the ERP task in Study 2.
A fixation dot will appear* in the cerrtr e of the screen:
This will alternate with a series of shapes. Keep your focus on the fixation dot and 
the shapes at all times. There will be one shape that will appear frequently. This will 
be a cross:
+
There will also be another* shape that will appear* infrequently and at random. This 
will be a circle:
O
Your task is to press the space bar every time you see the infrequent circle shape. 
Press the space bar with both index fingers and try to respond as quickly and 
accurately as possible. There will also be a series of colour ed squar es and rectangles 
that will appear on the screen. Ignore these and focus solely on the shapes in the 
centre of the screen. Please keep your gaze fixated on the centre of the screen at all 
times and try to blinlc as little as possible.
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